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… and now Blaser manufactures optics, too.
Many have asked us: “With all the optics brands available, is it necessary for
Blaser to also produce optics?” or “Are the Blaser optics not just Minox optics?”
I can say with absolute certainty: The optics which we would like to offer our
clients, had to be developed from the ground up and by us, from Blaser.
Today, I am very happy that we have taken up and mastered this challenge.
Yet again our philosophy has been confirmed: For Hunters, by Hunters.
Through this unique development, Blaser was able to create the perfect
synergy between rifle, mount, optics and ammunition. All of these aspects
connect to create our uncompromising claim of the utmost quality and
precision – for our hunting success.
Yours in hunting,
Michael Lüke
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Our Passion:
The Hunt
Born Out of Passion
Hunting may be one of mankind’s
most fundamental instincts, but
in a modern world, we hunters
must constantly adapt to new
challenges. T
 his is only possible
through innovation and the people who drive this with passion.
From Partnership
As a leading innovator, we are the
driving force in the international
hunting firearms industry. 60 years
of experience have sharpened our
senses for innovative technological
advances while always remaining
aware of our ethical obligations.
From Enthusiasm
Our Blaser employees share your
enthusiasm for hunting and have a
wide range of talents. We are proud
of the diversity of personalities and
skills, and the great collaboration
that happens within the company to
produce the finest hunting equipment.
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Our Claim:
Creating Values
Milled from Solid Blanks
The manufacture of system parts
from solid blanks gives you sound
quality, reliability and durability.
Labor-intensive manufacturing on the
most modern CNC machines provides the basis for minimum tolerances and long-lasting shooting accuracy.

From High-Quality Materials
Highly tempered steel, forged light-
metal alloys and precious walnut are
brought together with artistic precision to create unique, exceptional objects. Every Blaser hunting firearm is
an investment for future generations.

With a Sense of Tradition
We characterize today’s hunting
culture with a sense of traditional craftsmanship. Highly qualified
gunsmiths, stock makers and
engravers make the firearm into
a masterpiece that highlights the
personality and passion of its owner.
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Our Conclusion:
Everything from
One Source
Enthusiasm for the manaufacturing of hunting firearms and the
passion for hunting have shaped
Blaser. Only in this way, outstanding products and perfectly aligned
overall solutions were born, that
are consistently extended and
further developed – because successful hunting needs far more than
just an excellent hunting firearm.
Valuable Hunting Optics
For us, creating the best unit of rifle
and target optics has always been
a matter of the heart. For our own
development division in Wetzlar, we
brought together the best of their
trade. The result is hunting optics,
that are unparalleled. This is exactly
as riflescopes and binoculars should
be in order to satisfy our customers.
Aligned Equipment
Everything from one source also
means for us: high-performance
rifle ammunition, essential equipment that is indispensable for
hunting and premium wear that
is made for active hunting.
Attractive Hunting Experiences
All over the world, Blaser also offers
selected hunting trips where highly
professional outfitters do everything
to fulfill the high demands of our
customers to ensure an unforgettable
hunting experience.
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Made for Pros
Countless hunting guides from all over the world carry a Blaser by
conviction. Only when the going gets tough, does it become evident
that a rifle is both reliable and accurate. It is through the experiences
of professional hunters that has helped Blaser sporting arms acquire
their legendary reputation globally.
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“The correct hunting strategy needs to be decisive. It
yields much more than constant hunting pressure. The
R8 is the perfect rifle above
all, due to its short receiver
length, when using a silencer.
This is the ideal combination
to support me while hunting
because it doesn’t interfere
with the game and is entirely
in line with ethical hunting.”
Professional hunter Sepp Rinner has
the good fortune of being able to
work on a private estate with an
owner who has a soft spot for game.
Of course, profitable forestry operations also play an important role on
his private lands.
Therefore, it is understandable that
one is highly interested not only in a
healthy forest but also in a well-
considered, sustainable cultivation
strategy. Nevertheless, it is even
more remarkable that with expertise
and foresight, this strategy has proven
successful in preserving the alpine
forest which offers a home to red
deer, chamois and many other indigenous species. Many professional
hunters, just like Sepp Rinner, have a
shared passion for heritage and work
to keep it protected.

Sepp Rinner
Professional Hunter,
Aschau / Chiemgau, Germany
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“In the past, I was rather
skeptical about modern
hunting firearms. Today,
I know how the R8 performs even under the most
extreme conditions.”
As the manager of Sney Rivier Lodge
in the heart of Namibia, Conway
Volek has a broad responsibility. His
focus is on wildlife management which
– besides hunting – also comprises
renaturation measures.
Many of Namibia‘s visitors actually do
not know the fact, that since the
beginning of the 19th century a significant change of vegetation has taken
place in large parts of the country.
The reason for this was the more and
more intense cattle ranching resulting
in a strong scrub encroachment of
the once open savanna. Grass reserves decreased continuously having
dramatic consequences for the wildlife population – above all in years
with little rain. A professional scrub
clearance thus is an important factor
in increasing the wildlife‘s survival
chances even during long dry periods.
Today, the funding of such renaturation projects is almost exclusively
financed through hunting. The R8 bolt
action rifles which are available at the
Sney Rivier Lodge are constantly used
by hunting guests while out in the
field. They are made for tough use,
easily resist hard knocks and thorns as
well as dirt while proving their reliability and precision each and every day.

Conway Volek
Professional Hunter, Manager
Sney Rivier Lodge, Namibia
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“Our location close to the Atlantic is characterized by 
salty air and a lot of rain. When hunting, the rather difficult
terrain has proven to be a further challenge, so that
you quickly learn which kind of equipment is doing the job
and which is not. This is the primary reason for why we’ve
been carrying R8 models with synthetic stocks for years.
The same durability is built into all of the Blaser optics
which has shown to be the ideal combination in these
extreme conditions. Simply indestructible and at the
same time extremely accurate.”
Niall Rowantree is one of the
best-known professional hunters of
Scotland. Located on the penninsula
Ardnmurchan near the Scottish west
coast, he manages an estate with a
size of more than 8,000 hectares.
Besides hunting, Niall Rowantree is
also responsible for the implementation of important nature conservation
projects.

Restoring the biodiversity of flora
and fauna on Scotland’s coasts, is a
mission to whose funding hunting
decisively contributes. Many hunters
from all over the world come to the
coastal Highlands. Where else can
you experience exciting stalk hunting
on red deer in such a spectacular
landscape? In addition, it is a very
welcome side effect that hunting
guests finance a considerable amount
of the reforestation projects.

Niall Rowantree
Professional Hunter, Wildlife Manager
Acharacle, Scotland
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OUR HUNTING OPTICS
Some may ask themselves what was the reason for which
Blaser started developing their own optical devices. Philosophically 
answered: The best is the enemy of the good. Constructively
answered: Because there are innovative technologies today that
meet our requirements when turning our knowledge into one-
of-a-kind products. For our customers this means: the right Blaser
binoculars for every use, the best Blaser riflescope for every rifle.
Going for the ideally matching h unting equipment can be that easy.
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Our Target Optics:
For Better Shooting
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Reticle in the First Focal Plane:
The Shot Hits There, Where It is Expected!
Rifle, scope and scope mount – these are the essential pillars of shooting
accuracy. No wonder then, we at Blaser do not compromise. This is also the
reason for which we have developed a new generation of riflescopes and
while doing so, consequently count on reticles in the first focal plane.
Only with riflescopes featuring a reticle in the first focal plane, the point
of impact cannot be changed when
switching magnification due to their
special design. The reticle overlays the
target image before the moving parts
of the zoom system come into play.

Originally, reticles in the first focal plane
were the benchmark with European
premium riflescopes because of their
more reliable construction. Only with the
development of illuminated reticles for
use by day many manufacturers switched
their reticle to the second focal plane.
The reason for this was the fact that at
that time the luminous structures could
not be realized fine enough in order to
be integrated into the first focal plane.

Thanks to Swiss phase grating technology
it was possible to design very fine reticles
in the first focal plane featuring a reticle
illumination that is also suitable for daylight. A benefit that we at Blaser simply
had to make use of – for a constant point
of impact with any magnification: The
shot hits there, where it is expected!

Precise on Principle
Thanks to the reticle’s position in
the first focal plane, mechanical
tolerances do not affect the point of
impact when changing magnfication.
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“On the Scottish west coast, we have
very rough hunting conditions. This is
why I let many of my guests shoot my
R8. When it comes to target optics, I
am happy, that Blaser builds high-performing riflescopes with reticle in the
first focal plane. Anyone who shoots
as much as I do, simply knows that
this is the most reliable solution.“
Niall Rowantree
Wildlife Manager and
Professional Hunter,
Scotland
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“The Quick Distance Control simply
is sensational with Blaser. The inner
workings of the turret are constructed fully of metal and extraordinarily durable even with constant
adjustments. Throughout the year,
countless guests shoot with my rifle.
Depending on the shooting distance,
I simply adjust the corresponding
clicks with a twist of the hand and
my guest can always stay on target.”
Niall Rowantree
Wildlife Manager and
Professional Hunter,
Scotland

More Confidence
Even with LongDistance Shots
Even when it is the exception
rather than the rule, there are
situations in which a long-range
shot may become necessary. All
well and good, when your are
technically prepared for being
able to remain on target and not
having to aim higher. The Quick
Distance Control (QDC) of our
riflescopes was specially developed for this purpose. Their highly
precise and at the same time
robust mechanics provide a consistently reliable return to zero.
The Blaser riflescopes 2.8–20x50 iC
and 4–20x58 iC come with QDC
Quick Distance Control as a standard
feature. Before shooting over long distances, the corresponding elevation
correction of the fast reticle adjustment can be done comfortably even
when already in shooting position.
A unique feature is the possibility to fix
the two adjustments “zeroed” and GEE
(4cm high with a rifle that is zeroed at
100m). This insures that an unintentional
ajdustment is not possible. Nevertheless hunters can easily make windage or
elevation adjustments with just one twist
of the hand, should they need. If, due to a
long shooting distance, 4cm high shot at
100m should not be sufficient, the reticle
elevation adjustment can be rotated further by the necessary “number of clicks”.
In this case, the adjustment is not locked
by lowering the adjustment turret, so
that its previously selected adjustments
remain clearly visible and reminds you
to later set back to “normal position”.
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The Cocking Slide
Activates the
Illuminated Dot
Illumination Control makes
this possible with all B
 laser
R8 and K95 rifles.*
A sensor in the riflescope recognizes
the position of the cocking slide and
automatically regulates the switch-on/off function of the illuminated dot. In
order to prepare for the shot one single
movement is enough. The illuminated
dot’s intensity then always corresponds
to the intensity that was adjusted last.
Its adjustment is comfortably done
using the turret on the scope’s right.
Thanks to this perfect interplay of rifle
and scope you gain time and thus the
necessary calmness for a safe shot.
When using Blaser riflescopes on rifles
without an iC cocking slide, the illuminated dot is activated manually by pulling
out the turret on the right. In order to
reach the longest possible battery life, the
illuminated dot automatically switches off
as soon as the rifle is in a very steep to
vertical or lying position. Once taking a
shooting position again, the illuminated
dot is automatically activated.

Automatically
Locked
The adjustment turret for parallax is
automatically locked for a distance of
approximately 100m. Thus, it cannot
be adjusted unintentionally. Before
shooting at distances greater than 100m,
the adjustment turret is easily pulled
out to select the desired distance.
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* All Blaser R8 models
can be retrofitted with
an iC cocking slide.

The Swiss
Reticle Revolution
Since the days of William Tell, the Swiss have been recognized for their
utmost precision. With the collaboration between the Swiss and
Blaser a new standard of precision adds value to any hunting experience.
Thanks to innovative Swiss phase
grating technology, Blaser riflescopes
capitivate through a low reticle sub
tension even with high magnifications.

In combination with the daylight-
visible illuminated dot that is adjustable to all light conditions, nothing
stands between you and your perfect shot anymore – from daytime
stalking to sitting game at night.
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The Better Function May Also
Look Even Better
The Blaser riflescopes were designed by hunters with a passion for hunting.
Thanks to the sophisticated layout and intuitive handling of all functional
elements, the hunter can totally focus on a safe and accurate shot. Their
distinctive design gives rifle and scope a perfectly shaped overall appearance.
Sophisticated Functionality
The very flat turret for the windage adjustment was deliberately positioned on
the left side of the riflescope’s body. The
higher turret with adjusting wheels for the
parallax compensation and illuminated dot
intensity are positioned on the right – all
for the purpose of comfortable handling.
For right-handed shooters (more than
85% of all hunters) this provides an unobstructed view of the scope settings without
interfering with your peripheral vision.
Above all when shooting at moving
game, where it is fundamentally recommended to keep both eyes open, this
is a great advantage to having an optimum view over the total field of view.
In order to respond to the highest requirements when it comes to precision,
the Blaser riflescopes deliberately feature the reticle in the first focal plane
– forward of the magnification lenses.
Only with this design, mechanical tolerances do not influence the point of
impact when changing magnification.
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Unique Design
The clean lines of the Blaser riflescopes
sit in perfect harmony with rifle and
riflescope. All functional components
feature a robust rubber coating with
unique fish-scale chequering, providing distinctive style and color schemes
perfectly adapted to those of the rifle.
Bright, Naturally Colored,
Weatherproof
The CCC (Color Corrective Coating)
multi-layer coating of all lenses provides
a color neutral, high-contrast view at
any time of day. Eyepiece and objective
lens are additionally protected against
dirt and moisture thanks to the SLP
(Smart Lens Portection) coating. The
finish is applied using nano technology
ensuring water and dust resistance.
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When the
Going Gets
Tougher
The durable body of the Blaser riflescopes
features a robust hard anodized coating which makes it resistant to external
influences. When dealing with a drop or
fall while hunting, the illumination adjustment control was purposefully built in
conjunction with the parallax adjustment
turret to avoid damage. Both operating
elements are made of sturdy metal and
feature a vulcanized rubber coating in
handy fish-scale chequered design.

Larger Illuminated Dot,
Faster on Target –
Entirely Automatic
The 1–7x28 iC is state-of-the-art level
performance additionally equipped with
an Intelligent Variable Dot. Rough terrain,
foul weather, and high levels of stress will
put even the most experienced hunter
to the test. The dual output feature of
the illuminated dot is just the answer you
have been searching for. At low power
of magnification, 4x and lower, the illuminated dot is larger in size and ideal
for fast moving game providing greater
situational awareness and intuitive target
acquisition. The IVD’s dot intensity can
also be adjusted by a side mounted turret.

Above 4x magnification the dot size
is automatically reduced for accurate
shot placement over long distances.
Precise dot resolution is essential for
target identification and shot placement.
The dot intensity can also be adjusted
by a side mounted turret. Whether
bright sun, reflective snow or deep
twilight, as soon as the game comes
into sight, target acquisition is intuitive.
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Blaser 2.8-20x50 iC
The All-rounder
Compact performance – whether mountain hunting, stalking or s itting
game, the 2 .8–20x50 iC captivates with compact size and range.
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Compact and Powerful
20x maximum magnification and
bright 50 mm objective lens merge
into an extremely compact construction. Thanks to the one-of-akind design, rifle and scope result in
a harmonious overall appearance.

››Universal magnification range

Magnification

2.8 x – 20 x

Effective lens diameter

28 mm – 50 mm (1.1 " – 1.97 ")

Exit pupil diameter

10 mm – 2,5 mm (0.39 " – 0.1 ")

Field of view at 100 m (109 yds)

13.2 m – 1.9 m (14.4 yds – 6.5 yds)

Eye relief

90 mm (3.5 ")

Transmission

> 90% night

Parallax compensation

50 m (54.7 yds) to infinity,
100 m (109 yds) arresting

Elevation / windage adjustment at 100 m (109 yds)

230 cm (2.52 yds) / 90 cm (0.98 yds)

Elevation adjustment with QDC at 100 m

80 cm (31.5 ")

Ajdustment per click

1 cm / 100 m (0.39 " / 109 yds)

Diopter adjustment

+2.5 / -3 diopter

Weight 

770 g (27.16 oz)

Overall length

343 mm (13.5 ")
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›› Elegant and compact, only
343 mm overall length
›› 20x magnification provides invaluable services to safely identify game
and gives the ability to interpret and
understand targets at long range.
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Blaser 4-20x58 iC
The Light Giant
The twilight specialist – superior for sitting game and when hunting in the very last light. Excellent light gathering characteristics far exceed what other scopes provide in low light conditions. Making the impossible long range shot possible.

Magnification

4 x – 20 x

Effective lens diameter

49 mm – 58 mm (1.93 " – 2.28 ")

Exit pupil diameter:

12.3 mm – 2.9 mm (0.48 " – 0.11 ")

Field of view at 100 m (109 yds)

9.2 m – 1.9 m (10.0 yds – 2.0 yds)

Eye relief

90 mm (3.5 ")

Transmission

> 90% night

Parallax compensation

50 m (54.7 yds) to infinity,
100 m (109 yds) arresting

Elevation / windage adjustment at 100 m (109 yds)

150 cm (1.64 yds) / 90 cm (0.98 yds)

Elevation adjustment with
QDC at 100 m (109 yds)

80 cm (31.5 ")*

Ajdustment per click

1 cm / 100 m (0.39 " / 109 yds)

Diopter adjustment
Weight 

+2.5 / -3 diopter

Overall length

365 mm (14.37 ")

›› High contrast and optimal sharpness
of detail, especially in the last light
›› 58 mm lens diameter means more
than 7% additional light yield
compared to a 56 mm lens
›› 20x magnification provides invaluable
services to safely identify game and
gives the ability to interpret and
understand targets at long range.

885 g (31.22 oz)

* when using the 0.2° forward inclined Blaser Mount.

58mm Objective Lens Diameter
Compared to riflescopes featuring
a 56mm objective lens diameter,
58mm provide an additional light
yield of 7%. This allows use of a
higher magnification with better
detail recognition in deep twilight
or at night.
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True 1x Magnification
Only with both eyes open, the
shooter’s peripheral vision can truly
track game ensuring a safe shot.
The Blaser 1–7x28 iC offers this
benefit thanks to its true 1x magnification. Ideal for optimum overview and rapid target acquisition.

Blaser 1–7x28 iC
The Intelligent One
The comfortable eye relief of 90 mm minimizes the risk of recoil
induced eye injuries on big bore rifles. The intelligent Variable Dot IVD
is an invaluable assistant in hunting for strongly self-protective game
which requires instant target acquisition when approaching quickly.
Thanks to the 28 mm objective lens the 1–7x28 iC is
perfectly usable even in twilight, which makes it a versatile
riflescope for worldwide hunting on all seven continents.
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››IVD (Intelligent Variable Dot),
automatically activated illuminated dot for driven hunts
›› True 1x magnification
›› V
 ery large field of view of
more than 40 m
›› Large

exit pupil of 10 mm with
1x for rapid target acquisition
›› L arge zoom range for universal use
›› 2 8 mm lens diameter enables a 7x
magnification with an exit pupil of
4 mm. This enhances the field of
application with poor lighting conditions.

Magnification

1x – 7x

Effective lens diameter

10 mm – 28 mm (0.39 " – 1.1 ")

Exit pupil diameter

10 mm – 4 mm (0.39 " – 0.16 ")

Field of view at 100 m (109 yds)

40.8 m – 6.0 m (44.6 yds – 6.6 yds)

Eye relief

90 mm (3.5 ")

Transmission

> 90% night

Parallax compensation

100 m (109 yds) fixed

Elevation / windage adjustment at 100 m (109 yds)

180 cm (1.97 yds) / 180 cm (1.97 yds)

Elevation adjustment with QDC at 100 m

---

Adjustment per click

1 cm / 100 m (0.39 " / 109 yds)

Diopter adjustment

+2.5 / -3 diopter

Weight

645 g (22,75 oz)

Overall length

319 mm (12.5 ")
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Blaser Red Dot Sight – RD 17
The Fast One
Driven hunts are an essential means to control wild boar populations. Shooting on moving game is the particular challenge. Red dot
sights incorporate the ideal solution for an accurate shot. They ensure fast, intuitive target acquisition, as both eyes remain open.
Thus red dot sights decisively contribute to better shooting.
The elegant, extremely slender design of the Blaser red dot sight RD 17
provides the best possible view in any situation – before and after the shot.
All operating elements are designed for easy and safe operation when
the hunter is ready to fire. Ten illumination settings allow for the optimum adjustment of the red dot’s intensity with all lighting conditions. Thanks to its robust construction, the innovative Blaser red
dot sight RD 17 withstands even adverse weather conditions.
Red dot elevation adjustment
Operating element to ajdust the red dot’s
intensity; including switch on/off function

IIC – Intelligent
Illumination Control
If the illumination control of the
RD 17 has not detected movement
for three m
 inutes, the lighting
unit automatically switches into
power saving mode. When moving again, the red dot is instantly
available in the intensity that has
been adjusted last. Thanks to IIC,
the RD 17 provides a battery lifetime of more than 50,000 hours.

Red dot windage
adjustment

Battery housing

Dot size

2 MOA

Red dot reticle subtension

29 mm at 50 m / 58 mm at 100 m

Magnification

1x

Illumination setting

8 day / 2 night

Elevation adjustment range

± 40 MOA (1 click= 0.5 MOA / 14.55 mm at 100 m)

Windage adjustment range

± 40 MOA (1 click= 0.5 MOA / 14.55 mm at 100 m)

Weight

240 g incl. mount

››High-performance coating for
excellent red dot contrast
››Lens protection through
Blaser flip cover
››E xtremely slender design for
a maximum visual field
››Low construction height thanks
to specially adapted Blaser Saddle Mount
››Battery life of up to 50,000 hours
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Our Binoculars:
For Instant Overview
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Quick to Focus –
Even When
Moments Matter
An Immediate Vibrant Image
for Maximum Viewing Comfort
Being able to raise the binoculars to your eyes and have the
perfect view – this is the formidable challenge to be met
when designing hunting optics.
A completely new optical
calculation combined with using
the largest lenses for the eyepiece
allows for significantly faster image
acquisition. This delivers a particularly comfortable visual experience in any s ituation – even if the
binoculars are not in the o
 ptimum
position in relation to your eyes.
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Of Exceptional
Quality
Performance with
Intelligent Protection
Superior light transmission,
neutral color reproduction and
brilliant, high-contrast images
are a must for long-range o
 ptics
used for hunting. Our CCC
multiple layer coating (Contrast
and Color Corrective Coating)
ensures first-class image performance in any light conditions.
Just as important as optical quality is the protection of the outer
lenses. The SLP coating (Smart
Lens Protection) is based on nanotechnology and ensures water and
dust p
 rotection. It also allows for
rain to run off and makes c leaning
the lenses significantly easier.
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It Does Not Get Any Easier:
Remove and Clean
Dust or fine sand can damage both the lens surface as well as the
precision mechanics of the adjustable eye cups. With our binoculars, the
eye cups can be removed particularly easy and fast thanks to a newly
developed technical solution. This also allows for a gentle cleaning at any time.
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Blaser 8x56
King of the Night
First-class performance when hunting game in deep twilight and at night.

Magnification

8x

Objective lens diameter

56 mm (2.2 ")

Exit pupil diameter

7 mm (0.3 ")

Eye relief

21 mm (0.8 ")

Field of view (degrees)

7,6°

Field of view (at 1,000 m)

133 m (145.5 yds)

Shortest focusing distance

2.5 m (2.7 yds)

Dimensions

196 x 153 x 66 mm
(7.7 " x 6 " x 2.6 ")

Weight

1,150 g (2 lb. 8.5 oz.)

Diopter adjustment

+/- 4 diopter
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Blaser 10x42
Distance Specialist
Ideal for hunting in the mountains or on open ground –
enables you to identify detail even at great distances.
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Magnification

8x

Objective lens diameter

42 mm (1.7 ")

Exit pupil diameter

4.2 mm (0.2 ")

Eye relief

18.3 mm (0.7 ")

Field of view (degrees)

6.6°

Field of view (at 1,000 m)

116 m (127 yds)

Shortest focusing distance

2 m (2.2 yds)

Dimensions

184 x 144 x 58 mm
(7.3 " x 5.7 " x 2.3 ")

Weight

970 g (2 lb. 2.2 oz.)

Diopter adjustment

+/- 6 diopter
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Blaser 8x42
Universal Genius
Compact universal binoculars for any hunting situation.

Magnification

8x

Objective lens diameter

42 mm (1.7 ")

Exit pupil diameter

5.25 mm (0.2 ")

Eye relief

18.2 mm (0.7 ")

Field of view (degrees)

8°

Field of view (at 1,000 m)

141 m (154 yds)

Shortest focusing distance

2 m (2.2 yds)

Dimensions

184 x 144 x 58 mm
(7.2 " x 5.7 " x 2.3 ")

Weight

960 g (2 lb. 1.9 oz.)

Diopter adjustment

+/- 4 Dioptrien
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Blaser 8x30
Globetrotter
The lightweight stalking companion for h unting
in distant lands or close to home.
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Magnification

8x

Objective lens diameter

30 mm (1.2 ")

Exit pupil diameter

3.75 mm (0.2")

Eye relief

18,1 mm (0.71 ")

Field of view (degrees)

8.2°

Field of view (at 1,000 m)

144 m (158 yds)

Shortest focusing distance

2 m (2.2 yds)

Dimensions

118 x 114 x 50 mm
(4.6 " x 5 " x 2 ")

Weight

475 g (1 lb. 0.8 oz.)

Diopter adjustment

+/- 6 diopter
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R8
Unequaled in Every Way
Just as diverse as hunting, so are the demands hunters place on their
rifles. To say the R8 is just a bolt action rifle is the understatement
of the century. More than just a rifle it is a platform that allows you the
flexibility to interchange calibers while providing ergonomic perfection
in stock design and unequaled trigger performance.
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ACCURATE
Blaser Precision Trigger

Forged Barrel and Chamber

The desmodromic trigger mechanism
guarantees your trigger will function
even when iced or heavily soiled. The
mechanical advantage of a simple
lever will ensure success even in the
harshest conditions. When things are
going your way a 900g trigger, without creep, will turn that thought
impulse into action.

Precision and durability: The barrel
and chamber are cold hammer forged
at the same time for most calibers.
Barrel and chamber are perfectly
concentric.

Blaser Saddle Mount

Barrel and Saddle Mount form one
accurate unit: Notches machined into
the top of the b
 arrel, directly above
the chamber, insure while your barrel
freely floats your point of impact
remains constant.

Perfect Stock Design

The relaxed shooting position of the
hand r educes the risk of flinching.
Blaser stocks, with their distinct palm
swell and optimal cast, provide the
ideal grip. The thumbhole stocks of
the R8 Success and R8 Ultimate
models go even further: thanks to a
completely relaxed wrist and arm
posture, shooting accuracy is significantly enhanced in any firing position.

Optimum Barrel Bedding

The large-scale bedding of the barrel
exclusively in the solid receiver
guarantees repeatable accuracy when
exchanging the barrel. Stock deformation due to extreme weather can
never affect the position of the barrel.
Blaser Radial Locking System

Stability and reliable accuracy: The
extremely strong, concentric locking
system locks d
 irectly in the barrel
without any rotary m
 otion. 14 locking
surfaces provide 3 60 degree engagement.
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SAFE
Manual Cocking System
For decades, Blaser’s manual cocking
system has set the benchmark. It is
acknowledged as one of the safest in
the world. There is no mechanical
safety system that guarantees the
safety of an uncocked firing spring.
The R8 is cocked the very moment
before shooting. Should the shot not
be taken, by simply pressing down on
the cocking lever, it will slide back
smoothly, decocking the rifle.
Protection Against Misuse

If the R8 magazine with integrated
trigger guard is taken out, the cocking
lever cannot be set in the cocked
position. This is without doubt the
safest protection against unauthorized
use!
No Unintentional Bolt Opening

If the R8 is decocked with a locked
bolt, the bolt handle is blocked. To
safely open the bolt, the cocking lever
needs to be moved slightly forward
(approx. 3mm/1.8"), but not cocked,
while simultaneously pulling back on
the bolt handle.
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HUNTABLE
Short Cut
The unique design of the R8
magazine above the trigger allows
the overall length of the R8 to be
significantly shorter than any
conventional bolt action rifle.
Perfect Balance

The well-balanced weight distribution
offers fast handling and quick target
acquisition.
Easy Take-Down

More comfort when stalking over long
distances: the R8 can be stripped
down, packed away and reassembled
in a matter of seconds without the
slightest change in the point of impact.
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RELIABLE
Quick Take Down – Easily Cleaned
Even when in the bush, the R8 can be
taken down and reassembled within a
few seconds. Snow, dirt, leaves or
needles are easily removed.
Desmodromic Trigger Mechanism

Maximum reliability – even when iced
or h eavily soiled. The trigger system
of the R8 is force-controlled. Cycling
the receiver a utomatically resets the
trigger.
Locked Magazine

The R8 magazine is only released
when simultaneously pressing both
release buttons. Accidental drop out
of the magazine by unintentionally
pushing the release buttons is thus
virtually impossible. In addition, both
release buttons can be locked by a
lever inside the magazine.
Excellently Protected

The closed construction of the R8
receiver prevents damage caused by
foreign objects. When the magazine is
stored outside the rifle, a protective
cover keeps the dirt out. All metal
parts are either made of rustproof
material or protected against corrosion with a specific finish. The inside of
the barrel and chamber are polished
and only need conventional care.
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VERSATILE
Around the World with One Rifle
Trigger, stock length, and handling –
everything remains just the way you
are used to: Thanks to interchangeable
barrels, the R8 is the ideal companion
on all continents no matter what game
you are hunting.
Quick Scope Change

Every barrel is prepared for the Original Blaser Saddle Mount, so each scope
or illuminated dot sight that is zeroed
to the barrel can be interchanged.
Changing Stocks

If you are expecting bad weather or
rugged terrain, the precious wooden
stock can be removed and replaced
with the R8 P
 rofessional synthetic
stocks.
For Left-Hand Shooters

Most R8 models are available as a true
left-hand version including stock, bolt
assembly and ejection.
Compact Solution for
Ladies and Gents:
R8 Intuition

Features a purpose-built stock which
takes into account the anatomy of
women.
R8 Compact

The perfect choice whenever build and
height of the hunter require a shorter
stock.
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FAST
In-line Repeating
Fast as lightning with a relaxed posture: The bolt handle is located in an
ergonomically perfect position, just
above the trigger guard. Rifle and eye
remain focused on the target giving
more time to aim exactly and ensure
a perfect shot.
“Blind” Magazine Exchange

Easy and fast: The magazine buttons
can be operated “blindly” due to their
perfect positioning above the trigger.
When pushing on both buttons at the
same time, the magazine releases
straight into the shooter’s hand.
A second, loaded magazine can be
inserted extremely quickly without
looking.
Double Loading Option

The R8 can be loaded and unloaded
in two ways: with the magazine taken
out or left inside the rifle. With an
open bolt, cartridges can be inserted
or removed from the top of the
magazine very quickly and easily.
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R8
Indestructible: Our Synthetic Stocks

www.blaser.de/en/media
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R8 Ultimate
The R8 Ultimate sets a new standard in terms of functionality and design. The
two-piece ergonomically designed thumbhole stock ensures a completely
relaxed shooting position, as well as optimal control of the rifle when firing.
With the newly developed, modular stock options, the R8 Ultimate
and the R8 Ultimate Silence are exactly tailored to your individual needs.
All of these options support our goal: to provide what is needed
to shoot better in every situation.

The R8 Ultimate with optional muzzle thread, scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Ultimate
››Ergonomically optimized synthetic stock
››Black-brown synthetic stock with black
elastomer inlays
››Available options include: adjustable
comb, adjustable recoil pad, recoil
absorption system

The R8 Ultimate with optional muzzle thread, recoil absorption
system, scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Ultimate Leather
The same as the R8 Ultimate,
but includes:
››Stainless steel brace in the stock
››Impregnated leather inlays on
fore-end, pistolgrip and comb

For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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The R8 Ultimate Silence with optional scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Ultimate Silence
The same as the R8 Ultimate,
but includes:
››Integrated silencer

The R8 Ultimate Silence Leather with optional recoil absorption
system, scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Ultimate Silence Leather
The same as the R8 Ultimate Leather,
but includes:
››Integrated silencer
For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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Adjustable comb
The intuitively operated, multi-level
adjustable comb ensures the perfect
mount in every situation.
Once the adjustable comb is fitted to
your individual body proportions and
your optics, the integrated memory
function ensures return to the correct comb position for every shot.

Recoil absorption system
The inserted recoil pad with recoil absorption system makes for a pleasant shooting
experience – even with larger calibers.
The internal absorption elements are
available in different hardness which can
be adjusted to your preferences 
and produce a noticeably reduced
muzzle climb while shooting.
The recoil absorption system, especially
in combination with the R8 Ultimate
Silence or another silencer option, offers
unmatched comfort while shooting.

 djustable recoil pad
A
The adjustable length, height and pitch of
the recoil pad offers a variety of practical
advantages. It can be adjusted quickly and
easily for different shooters or, depending
on weather, different clothing situations.

www.blaser.de/configurator
The Silence models are available in following calibers
››Cal. .308 Win.; 8x57 IS; 9.3x62; barrel lengths 42 or 47cm (16.5" or 18.5")
››Cal. .8.5x55 Blaser; 30-06; barrel length 47cm (18.5")
››Cal. .300 Win. Mag.; .300 Blaser Mag.; barrel length 52cm (20.5")

Create your individual R8
with the Blaser gun configurator!
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R8 Professional
The R8 Professional is designed for hard use: elastomer inlays support secure
grip and aiming even in wet conditions. The specially developed recoil pad
combines outstanding recoil reduction with excellent sliding characteristics.

The R8 Professional, stock color dark-brown

R8 Professional
››Synthetic stock with black elastomer grip
inlays, available in dark green, savannah,
black-brown or optional camo
››Optional adjustable comb
››Optional with left-hand stock and
bolt assembly

R8 Professional S
››The same as the R8 Professional,
but with fixed magazine unit.

The R8 Professional Tracking, stock color dark green

R8 Professional Tracking
The same as the R8 Professional,
but includes:
››Short tracking barrel (50cm/19.7") and
HIVIZ® quick acquisition sights
››Retainers for sling swivels on the muzzle
as well as on both sides of the stock

Stock color savanne
For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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Stock color black-brown

Stock color camo
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R8 Professional Success
Sporting shooters have been using special rifle stocks for decades.
They know that you shoot much more accurately with them! So why should
not hunters use the best stock available, too? As hunters are not aiming at inanimate
targets, but are striving to cleanly kill live game, the perfect stock is essential. Once a
hunter has tried a thumbhole stock, they rarely want to use anything else.

The R8 Professional Success, stock c olor dark green with
optional scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Professional Success
››Ergonomically perfect synthetic stock
››Dark green or black-brown stocks
available with black elastomer grip inlays
››Optional with left-hand stock and
bolt assembly

Stock color black-brown

Stock color dark green

www.blaser.de/configurator
Create your individual R8
with the Blaser gun configurator!
For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Professional Success Leather
The R8 Professional Success Leather combines a robust synthetic stock
with non-slip stock inlays made of specially impregnated leather.
Different stock and leather colors provide an individual look.

The R8 Professional Success Leather, stock color black-brown with leather
inlays in cocoa and optional scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC with mount

The R8 Professional Success Leather, stock color black-brown with leather
inlays in havanna and optional scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC with mount

R8 Professional Success Leather
››Ergonomically perfect synthetic stock
››Stainless steel brace in the stock
››Black-brown, dark green, black or
savannah stocks available
››Impregnated leather inlays on
fore-end, pistolgrip and comb

››Select between leather inlays in cocoa,
black, havanna, stonegrey, Monza (with
red contrast stitching) and mystic-red
››Optional with left-hand stock and bolt
assembly available only with leather
combination cocoa and stock color
black-brown or dark green

www.blaser.de/configurator
Create your individual R8
with the Blaser gun configurator!
For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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Easy Custom –
A Splash of Color
for the Field
Feeling bold? For those that want
to leave their mark and an impression, Blaser introduces the new
colorful Easy Custom Program.
The Easy Custom Program allows
you to choose your favorite stock
color (black-brown, dark green,
black or savanna) along with exciting new colorful additions to the
leather portfolio. Create the perfect combination that reflects you
by including one of our interesting
seam options. Be bold. Be yourself.
Leather Colors:
››savanna beige / landscape
››silk
››modena
››chalk
››sport red
››arancia mira
››jazz blue
››dark green
››verde-ulysses
››yellowstone

Contrasting Seams:
››black
››red
››yellow
››blue
››orange (neon)
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R8 Monza
Optimized performance comes first – even away from the race
track. The R8 Monza not only provides accurate shooting, but
also captivates the imagination with its unusual design.

The R8 Monza with optional scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Monza
››Ergonomically perfect synthetic stock
››Black stock
››Impregnated leather inlays and recoil
pad in black with red contrast stitching
››Black anodized aluminum stock
inlay with red lettering
››Trigger, bolt handle ball and
bolt head DLC coated

www.blaser.de/configurator
Create your individual R8
with the Blaser gun configurator!

Matching Monza rifle sling
For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Professional Success Ruthenium
One of the world’s rarest precious metals is the eponym for this top-class hunting rifle
boasting an elaborate Ruthenium finish. The DLC (Diamond-Like-Carbon) coating on bolt
head, trigger and bolt handle ball underlines its high-end a ppearance and at the same time
protects against the most extreme external influences. The impregnated leather inlays
round off its sophisticated design.

The R8 Professional Success Ruthenium with optional
fluted barrel, scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Professional Success Ruthenium
››Receiver, trigger guard, magazine base
and bolt housing with Ruthenium finish
››Trigger, bolt handle ball and bolt head
DLC (Diamond-Like-Carbon) coated
››Black-brown synthetic stock
››Impregnated leather inlays in cocoa
››Steel brace in the stock with
Ruthenium finish
››Optional with left-hand stock
and bolt assembly

www.blaser.de/configurator
Create your individual R8
with the Blaser gun configurator!

For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Carbon Success
The best possible accuracy and suitability for practical hunting is the most
important goal in the development of every Blaser rifle. Thus it is no
contradiction to utilize materials which, due to their special properties,
have long been indispensable in other branches of industry. Carbon fiber,
best known from the racing sports, offers an astoundingly high strength
at an extremely low weight.
It only stands to reason that this material should be used for what is currently
the best thumbhole stock on the market. The joining of carbon fiber with
robust and luxurious leather inserts in the p
 istol grip, fore-end and butt stock
results in a never-before-seen combination, one that reflects the best of both
worlds in a unique as well as highly accurate hunting rifle.

The R8 Carbon Success with optional scope
Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Carbon Success
››Ergonomically perfect carbon stock
››Impregnated leather inlays in cocoa on
fore-end, pistol grip and comb
››Pistol grip cap in carbon
››Stainless steel brace fitted in stock
››Rubber recoil pad
››Optional with left-hand stock
and bolt assembly

www.blaser.de/configurator
Create your individual R8
with the Blaser gun configurator!

For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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R8
Our Wooden Stocks: Tradition Lives On
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R8
The basic model of the R8 range offering all the
benefits of a high-performance hunting rifle.

The R8 with optional matt black receiver, scope
Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC, mount and grade 4 wood

R8
››Receiver gun metal grey,
optional matt black receiver
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
and double rabbet
››Rubber recoil pad
››Black fore-end tip
››Grade 3 wood
››Optional with left-hand stock and
bolt assembly

R8 Luxus
Arabesques or animal engravings: The R8 Luxus offers a
wide range of engravings – a rifle in traditional style.

The R8 Luxus with grade 7 wood

R8 Luxus
The same as the R8, but includes:
››choice of various engraved motifs
››Grade 4 wood

For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Intuition
With the R8 Intuition Blaser now offers a rifle featuring a purpose built
stock that takes into account the anatomy of women. In combination with
a slender pistol grip, this optimally designed Monte Carlo stock maximizes comfort and provides ample surface area for a proper cheek weld to
the stock allowing the huntress to fully unlock the potential of the R8. The
R8 Intuition is only available in models featuring a wooden stock.

The R8 Intuition featuring the purpose-built ladies‘ stock
with optional scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8
››Black receiver with
gold-colored R8 lettering
››Optimized Monte Carlo stock, overall
length 350mm (13.78")
››Ergonomically optimized pistol grip
››Extra soft Blaser Comfort recoil pad
››Black fore-end tip
››Grade 4 wood (optional 7)
››Stainless steel brace fitted in stock

www.blaser.de/configurator
Create your individual R8
with the Blaser gun configurator!

For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Attaché
The R8 Attaché has an elegant design: a unique symbiosis of
cutting-edge technology, classic elegance and e xcellent huntability. The
natural b
 eauty of selected woods gives this rifle its d
 istinctive appearance.

The R8 Attaché with optional scope
Blaser 4–20x58 iC and mount

R8 Attaché
››Matt black finished receiver
with wooden side plates
››Gold-colored trigger and bolt head
››Wooden ball on the bolt handle
››Fluted barrel
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
and double rabbet
››Rubber recoil pad

››Ebony fore-end tip
››Grade 7 wood
››Including rifle case B and
leather rifle sling
››Optional with left-hand stock
and bolt assembly

R8 Baronesse
Technical perfection and the fine art of engraving in harmony, the
R8 Baronesse combines all the design elements of a first-class hunting rifle.

The R8 Baronesse with optional scope
Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Baronesse
››Fully engraved receiver, option of
red deer or wild boar motifs on
the left-hand side and roe deer
or chamois on the right
››Gold-colored trigger and bolt head
››Wooden ball on the bolt handle
››Fluted barrel
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece 
and double rabbet

››Rubber recoil pad
››Ebony fore-end tip
››Grade 8 wood
››Including rifle case B and
leather rifle sling
››Optional with left-hand stock
and bolt assembly
For further technical
information, see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Ruthenium
One of the world’s rarest precious metals is the eponym for this top-class
hunting rifle boasting an elaborate Ruthenium finish. The DLC (Diamond-LikeCarbon) coating on the trigger, bolt handle ball and bolt head is not only a
visual highlight, but also o
 ffers protection against the most extreme conditions.

The R8 Ruthenium with optional scope 
Blaser 4–20x58 iC and mount

R8 Ruthenium
››Receiver, trigger guard, magazine base
and bolt housing with Ruthenium finish
››Trigger, bolt handle ball and bolt head
with high-gloss finish and DLC
(Diamond-Like-Carbon) coating
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece and
double rabbet
››Coated openwork pistol grip cap
made of steel with ebony inlay

››Fluted barrel
››Grade 8 wood with Super-Finish
››Silver plated R8 lettering
››Includes rifle case B and
leather rifle sling
››Optional with left-hand stock and
bolt assembly

For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Success
The R8 Success combines, for the very first time, precious walnut wood
and premium leather. The two-piece thumbhole stock elegantly accents the
matt black receiver. The ergonomically perfect shape of the thumbhole
stock provides a completely relaxed posture for wrist and arm in any
firing position ensuring consistently good shooting. The leather
inlays offer a very comfortable feel and optimal grip in any situation.

www.blaser.de/configurator
Create your individual R8
with the Blaser gun configurator!

For further technical information, see page 116 onwards.
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The R8 Success with optional grade 7 wood, fluted semi
weight barrel, scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Success
››Two-piece, ergonomically perfect
walnut wood thumbhole stock
››Treated leather inlays in Cocoa on
fore-end, pistol grip and comb
››Cheek piece with stainless steel
name plate

››Blaser Comfort recoil pad
››Receiver in matt black finish with
gold-colored R8 lettering
››Gold-colored trigger and bolt head
››Grade 4 and 7 wood
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www.blaser.de/R8Silence
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R8
Sound of Silence: Our Integrated Silencer Solution
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R8 Silence Models
Their construction is designed to protect the hearing of both hunter and dog.
At any time, with every shot. Thanks to the even mass distribution over the entire barrel,
the R8 Silence models provide the first-class balance and huntability you are used to
as with every other R8 model. The outer contour of barrel and silencer jacket boasts a
smooth bull barrel design, giving the R8 Silence models their low weight a nd an
extremely attractive overall appearance.

R8 Ultimate Silence

The R8 Ultimate Silence with optional scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Ultimate Silence
››Overall barrel length 62.5cm (24.6")
(effective barrel length 42cm (16.5")
››Barrel jacket with integrated silencer,
quickly and easily detachable
››Ergonomically optimized synthetic stock

››Black-brown synthetic stock
with black elastomer inlays
››Available options include: adjustable
comb, adjustable recoil pad,
recoil absorption system
››Noise reduction approx. 28 dB
(Cal. .308 Win.)

R8 Ultimate Silence Leather

The R8 Ultimate Silence Leather with optional recoil absorption
system, scope Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Ultimate Silence Leather
The same as the R8 Ultimate Silence, but includes:
››Stainless steel brace in the stock
››Impregnated leather inlays on
fore-end, pistolgrip and comb

For further technical information,
see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Silence

The R8 Silence with optional scope
Blaser 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

R8 Silence
››Overall barrel length 62.5cm (24.6")
(effective barrel length 42cm (16.5")
››Barrel jacket with integrated silencer,
quickly and easily detachable
››Matt black receiver
››Butt stock with Bavarian cheek piece
and double rabbet

››Grade 4 wood
››Rubber recoil pad
››Ebony fore-end tip
››Optional with left-hand stock and
bolt assembly
››Noise reduction approx. 28 dB (Cal. .308 Win.)

R8 Success Silence

The R8 Success Silence

R8 Success Silence
The same as the R8 Silence, but includes:
››Ergonomically perfect two-piece
thumbhole stock made of walnut
››Impregnated leather inlays in cocoa
on fore-end, pistol grip and comb

The Silence models are available in following calibers
››Cal. .308 Win.; 8x57 IS; 9.3x62; barrel lengths 42 or 47cm (16.5" or 18.5")
››Cal. .8.5x55 Blaser; 30-06; barrel length 47cm (18.5")
››Cal. .300 Win. Mag.; .300 Blaser Mag.; barrel length 52cm (20.5")
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For further technical information,
see page 116 onwards.
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R8
Dream big: Our Big Game Rifles

www.blaser.de/R8-Africa
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R8 Big Game Rifle
High-performance big game rifles with c lassic looks: the R8 Kilombero and R
 8 Selous
feature simple elegance and every technical advantage possible to aid a successful
African hunting trip. Thanks to its rugged synthetic stock, the R
 8 Professional Hunter
is designed for the hardest conditions and highest demands.

The R8 Kilombero with optional
scope Blaser 1–7x28 iC and mount

R8 Kilombero
››Matt black steel receiver
››Safari open sights: express sight,
classic ring mount, silver bead
››Sling swivel with ring around the barrel
››Safari stock with larger radius at comb
and Monte Carlo cheek piece
››2.7cm (1.1") safari rubber recoil pad
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››Kickstop
››Safari fore-end with black fore-end tip
››Grade 7 wood
››Compatible with all R8 barrels

The R8 Selous

R8 Selous
The same as the R8 Kilombero, but includes:
››Blued steel receiver
››Selous lettering inlayed with gold

››Gold-colored trigger
››Bolt handle ball inlayed with gold
››Safari fore-end with ebony fore-end tip

The R8 Professional Hunter, stock color savanne

R8 Professional Hunter
››Integrated steel receiver
››Safari open sights: express sight,
classic ring mount, silver bead
››Sling swivel with ring around the barrel
››Professional recoil pad
››Kickstop

››Professional synthetic stock with black
elastomer inlays in savannah, dark
green, black and optional camo
››Compatible with all R8 barrels

Optional with left-hand stock and bolt assembly

For further technical information,
see page 116 onwards.
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R8 Bolt Action Rifle
R8 models with synthetic stock

Stock features – color

R8 Ultimate

R8 Ultimate Leather

R8 Ultimate Silence

R8 Ultimate Silence Leather

Black elastomer inlays on pistol grip,
fore-end and cheek piece
stock color: black-brown
Leather inlays on pistol grip,
fore-end and cheek piece
stock color: black-brow
Black elastomer inlays on pistol grip,
fore-end and cheek piece
stock color: black-brown
Leather inlays on pistol grip,
fore-end and cheek piece
stock color: black-brow

Cheek piece

Ultimate

Ultimate

Ultimate

Ultimate

Black elastomer grip inlays on
pistol grip and fore-end
stock color: choice of dark green,
black-brown, savannah, optional camo

Professional

Black elastomer inlays on
pistol grip and fore-end
stock color: choice of dark
green, black-brown

Professional

R8 Professional Success

Black elastomer inlays on pistol grip,
fore-end and cheek piece
stock color: choice of dark
green, black-brown

Professional Success

R8 Professional Success Leather

Leather inlays on pistol grip,
fore-end and cheek piece
stock color: Stock and leather color
combinations see R8 configurator

Professional Success

R8 Professional
R8 Professional S

R8 Professional Tracking

R8 Monza

R8 Professional Success Ruthenium

Black with leather inlays in black with
red contrast stitching, anodized stock
inlay with red Monza lettering

Professional Success

Black-brown with leather inlays
and brace with Ruthenium finish
Professional Success
Carbon with leather inlays

R8 Carbon Success

= as standard
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= optional (surcharge)

Rubber
recoil pad

Carbon Success

leather
covered with
red contrast
stitching

Model Overview
Gold-colored bolt
head and trigger

Leather rifle
sling and rifle
case included

Receiver

Barrel

Sights

matt black

round

Contrast sights

approx. 3.4kg
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

matt black

round

Contrast sights

approx. 3.4kg
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

matt black

integrated
silencer, round

–

approx. 3.5kg
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

matt black

integrated
silencer, round

–

approx.3.5kg
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

matt black

round

Contrast sights

approx. 3.4kg
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

matt black

Tracking barrel round
with ring swivel on
muzzle, 50cm (19.7")

HIVIZ® Sights

approx. 3.3kg
(7lb. 4oz.)

matt black

round

Contrast sights

approx. 3.4 kg
(7 lb. 7.9 oz.)

matt black

round

Contrast sights

approx. 3.4kg
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

matt black

round

Contrast sights

DLC

approx. 3.4kg
(7 lb. 7.9 oz.)

Ruthenium finish

round

Contrast sights

DLC

approx. 3.3kg
(7lb. 4oz.)

matt black

round

Contrast sights

Kickstop

Weight

approx. 3.0kg
(6lb. 9.8oz.)

Available calibers: see next pages
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R8 Bolt Action Rifle
R8 Models with wooden stock

Wood grade

R8

R8 Compact • R8 Intuition

R8 Luxus

R8 Attaché

R8 Baronesse

R8 Ruthenium

R8 Success

R8 Silence

R8 Success Silence
R8 Big Game Rifles

R8 Selous

R8 Professional Hunter
= included as standard
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= optional (extra cost)

Rubber
recoil pad

3 (standard)
4 to 11 (optional)
Bavarian, double rabbet
4 (standard)
7 (optional)
Compact • Intuition
4 (standard)
5 to 11 (optional)
Bavarian, double rabbet
7 (standard)
8 to 11 (optional)
Bavarian, double rabbet
8 (standard)
9 to 11 (optional)
Bavarian, double rabbet
8 (standard)
9 to 11 (optional)
Bavarian, double rabbet
4 (standard)
7 (optional)
Success
4 (standard)
7 (optional)
Bavarian, double rabbet
4 (standard)
7 (optional)
Success
Stock features – color

R8 Kilombero

Cheek piece

Cheek piece

7 (standard)
8 to 11 (optional)

Rubber
recoil pad

Silver’s recoil
pad, red
Monte Carlo

7 (standard)
8 to 11 (optional)

Silver’s recoil
pad, red
Monte Carlo

Stock colors: savannah,
dark green, black-brown
and camo

Professional Hunter

Model Overview
Gold-colored bolt
head and trigger

Leather rifle
sling and rifle
case included

Receiver

Barrel

Sights

Gun metal grey,
optional matt black

round

Contrast sights

–

approx. 3.3kg
(7lb. 4oz.)

matt black with g old
colored R
 8 lettering

round

Contrast sights

–

approx. 3.3kg
(7lb. 4oz.)

Gun metal grey,
engraving motif of
choice

round

Contrast sights

–

approx. 3.3kg
(7lb. 4oz.)

matt black,
wooden side plates

fluted

Contrast sights

approx. 3.3kg
(7lb. 4oz.)

animal engraving

fluted

Contrast sights

approx. 3.4kg
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

Ruthenium finish

fluted

Contrast sights

matt black with g old
colored R
 8 lettering

round

Contrast sights

matt black with g old
colored R
 8 lettering

integrated
silencer, round

matt black with g old
colored R
 8 lettering

integrated
silencer, round

Receiver

Barrel

Sights

matt black with g old
colored R
 8 lettering

Safari barrel

Safari Sights

color case hardened

Safari barrel

Safari Sights

matt black

Safari barrel

Safari Sights

Kickstop

Weight

approx. 3.4kg
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

DLC

–

approx.3.4g
(7lb. 7.9oz.)

–

–

approx. 3.5 kg
(7lb. 11.5oz.)

–

–

approx. 3.5kg
(7lb. 11.5oz.)

Gold-colored bolt
head and trigger

trigger
bolt head

Kickstop

Leather rifle
sling and rifle
case included

Weight

–

approx.
5.0kg
(11lb.)

–

approx.
5.2kg
(11lb. 7oz.)

–

approx.
4.9kg
(10lb. 13oz.)

Versions and available calibers: see next pages
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R8 Rimfire
The .22LR option for the R8 in combination with a newly
designed magazine insert and bolt head allows you to intensively
train with the rifle you are already used to – and also on shooting
ranges that are only open to small bore rifles. An
additional advantage: the very low costs for ammunition.
The small bore .22LR kit includes the interchangeable barrel, the
magazine insert (capacity 6 cartridges) and the small bore bolt head
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Calibers
LØ 17mm
Barrel diameter
Barrel contour
Standard
Barrel profile round or fluted
Available Barrel Lengths inmm (shorter barrel lengths optional with surcharge)
Caliber Groups KK, MI, ST				
580 (520)
580
Caliber Groups ME, MA, JE				
650 (580)
580
Caliber Group CH
700
Caliber Group LA				
Caliber
Blaser Silencer
No- Magazine
Caliber
R8
Group
On-barrel | Over-barrel tes Capacity
KK
.22 l.r. / .22 lfB
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
5+1
•
.204 Ruger
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
S
S
S
MI
.222 Rem.
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
5+1
•
•
•
.223 Rem.
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
•
•
.22-250
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
•
•
.243 Win.
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
•
•
6XC
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
•
6,5x47 Lapua
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
1)
•
•
4+1
6,5mm Creedmoor
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
•
S
6,5x55 SE
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
•
•
•
6,5x57
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
S
S
6,5x65 RWS
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
S
S
6,5-284 Norma
Var 6.5 | Var 6.5
1)
3+1
•
•
ST
.270 Win.
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
7x64
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
.308 Win.
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
.30-06
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
4+1
8x57 IS
Var 9.3 | Var 9.3
•
•
•
8,5x55 Blaser
Var 8.5 | Var 8.5
2)
•
•
8,5x63
Var 8.5 | Var 8.5
1)
S
S
S
9,3x57
Var 9.3 | Var 9.3
S
S
9,3x62
Var 9.3 | Var 9.3
•
•
•
6,5x68
– | Var 6.5
S
ME
7,5x55 Suisse
Var .30 | Var .30
3+1
•
•
8x68 S
Var 9.3 | Var 9.3
•
.257 Weath. Mag.
•
•
.270 Weath. Mag.
S
S
.270 WSM
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
7mm Blaser Mag.
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
7mm Rem. Mag.
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
.300 Blaser Mag.
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
.300 Rem. Ultra Mag.
– | Var 9.3
3)
S
.300 Win. Mag.
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
.300 Weath. Mag.
•
•
MA
3+1
.300 WSM
Var .30 | Var .30
•
•
•
.338 Blaser Mag.
– | Var 9.3
•
.338 Win. Mag.
Var 9.3 | Var 9.3
•
.375 Blaser Mag.
3)
•
.375 H & H Mag.
3)
•
10,3x68 Mag.
.416 Rem. Mag.
3)
.458 Lott
3)
JE
.500 Jeffery
3)
2+1
CH
10,3x60 R
5)
1
•
.300 Norma Mag.
– | Var 9.3
4)
LA
2+1
.338 Lapua Mag.
– | Var 9.3
4)

LØ = Barrel diameter
= Round
= Fluted
= Octagonal fluted
= R8 Professional Tracking
LL = Barrel Length
S = Special caliber (available with surcharge, delivery time given on request)

KK = Small Bore
MI = Mini
ST = Standard
ME = Medium
MA = Magnum
CH = Swiss
JE = Jeffery
LA = Lapua

LØ 19mm
Semi Weight

500

580 (520)
650 (580)

LØ 22mm
Safari
Match

600
600

685

•
•
•

•

685

see
notes
6) 7) 8)

S
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
S
•

•

• 6)

•

• 6)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

600
650

LØ 31mm
Silence

•

•

• 7) 8)
• 7) 8)
• 7) 8)
• 7) 8)

• 7) 8)

• 9)
•

• 9)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1) Barrel length of 650mm
2) 8,5x55 Blaser: Standard caliber, due to design bolt head „MA“ (Magnum) required!
3) Atzl Match-Hunt-Trigger available (max. cartridge length according to CIP / L6 = 90.5mm)
4) Atzl Match-Hunt-Trigger available (max. cartridge length according to CIP / L6 = 92.2mm)
5) 10.3x60 R: single shot magazine
6) R8 Safari Models: Ø 19mm in .300 Blaser Mag. and .300 Win. Mag.
7) Total L including integral silencer 625mm (L 420mm) | 8) Total L including integral
silencer 675mm (L 470mm) | 9) Total L including integral silencer 725mm (L 520mm)
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R8 Options

Blaser Carbon Bipod for
R8 Professional and
R8 Professional Success
Maximum stability for the perfect shot at
a great distance. Ultra-light thanks to the
combination of high-strength carbon fiber
and aircraft grade aluminum.

Dual Brake Muzzle Brake*
The screw-on muzzle brake reduces
recoil and muzzle flash as well as preventing muzzle lift. The recoil felt is reduced
by 35% to 50%. The muzzle thread for
the Dual Brake can be retrofitted.
*Please note: Muzzle brakes increase
the report produced by the shot
considerably. The use of hearing protection and safety glasses is vital! Dual
Brake and Mag-Na-Port are only
possible with single-barrel rifles.
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Muzzle Thread
For the installation of silencers or muzzle
brakes. Thread dimensions: M15x1, M17x1
or M18x1 (Jagdmatch barrel contour). Cover included in the scope
of delivery.
R8 Semi Weight Safari Barrel Contour
(not shown)
››Muzzle diameter: 19mm (0.7“)
››Approx. 300g (0.66lb.) heavier than the
Standard barrel (depending on barrel
length and caliber)
››Fluted barrel option available

Kickstop Recoil Reducer
For rifles and combination guns. The
stainless steel cylinder is filled with
granulated tungsten. It is inserted in the
firearm‘s stock and provides absorption
of approximately 20% of felt recoil. The
stock weight is increased, optimizing the
balance of firearms with heavy barrels.

R8 Options

R8 Express Open Sights
For lightning-fast shooting over short
distances. The triangular green notch and
the interchangeable bead mean that the
target can be instantly and precisely
acquired, even when it is moving. There is
minimal obstruction of the target.

Atzl Match-Hunt-Trigger
Two trigger pulls, one rifle: With the new
Atzl Match-Hunt-Trigger you are all set
for both the shooting range and your
next hunt. You can choose between the
match trigger pull of 250g (0.88lb) and
the hunting trigger pull of 650g (1lb 6.9oz)
at any time.

R8 with Fixed Magazine
The majority of R8 models can be supplied without a detachable magazine on
request (excluding R8 Baronesse, R8
Custom with steel receiver and R8
Professional Success models).

R8 Left-Hand Version
Receiver, bolt heads and stocks
are optionally available as lefthand versions with a surcharge.

Optional extras for all R8 Models
››Wooden ball on the bolt handle
››Gold-colored bolt head
››Gold-colored trigger
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R8 Model Versions

			

R8 Ultimate

R8 Ultimate Leather

R8 Professional
Success Leather

R8 matt black (optional)
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R8 Professional

R8 Professional
Success Ruthenium

R8 Monza

R8 Attaché

R8 Professional Success

R8

R8 Ruthenium

Version 1: R8 Luxus, roe deer, right; wild boar, left

Version 2: R8 Luxus, red deer, right; wild boar, left

Version 3: R8 Luxus, roe deer, right; red deer, left

Version 4: R8 Luxus, chamois, right; red deer, left

R8 Success

R8 Model Versions

Version 5: R8 Luxus, wild boar, right; red deer, left

Version 6: R8 Luxus, moose, right; mountain sheep, left

Version 7: R8 Luxus, moose, right; bear, left

Version 8: R8 Luxus, arabesques, right; arabesques, left

R8 Baronesse, chamois, right

R8 Baronesse,wild boar, left

R8 Baronesse, deer, right

R8 Baronesse, red deer, left
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BLASER SADDLE MOUNT
Properly Connected.
Guaranteed.
Blaser’s original Saddle Mount has revolutionized the connection between
the rifle and the scope. Its consistent accuracy, reliability and precision
are legendary and unmatched. Only the original B
 laser Saddle Mount secures
you a 10-year g uarantee for the shooting performance of our rifles.
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Simple, Flexible and 100% Return to Zero
Every Blaser rifle or combination gun can be fitted
with an original Blaser Saddle Mount.
After being zeroed in once, the riflescope can be removed and replaced in just three
steps, with no need for tools, as often as desired, with 100% return to zero.
This allows you the flexibility to use different scopes on the same barrel.
Four inconspicuous notches on the chamber end of the barrel secure the
one-piece mount without tension. The barrel itself is totally free floating. No further
work is required on the firearm, and there is no need for large mount bases that can
interfere with your sight picture or the look of the rifle.

1

T
 he Blaser Saddle Mount is placed
in the notches on the barrel with
the locking levers open.

2

N
 o tools are needed to rotate the
locking levers into position. This
releases the tension on the mount
lock on the barrel. To prevent the
locking levers interfering with the
use of the rifle, they are folded
inwards.

3

The

riflescope is properly
positioned and ready for zeroing.
The Blaser Saddle Mount can be
removed and replaced as often as
you wish, with no need to re-zero.

1

2

3

Rail mount
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Ring mount
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K95
Your target: one shot
Elegant, huntable, accurate – Blaser’s K95 s ingle-shot rifle has proven itself in
demanding hunting situations for decades. Then, as now, it embodies hunting
in its most elemental form. Its harmonious design and c ompact shape make
it a particular pleasure to use w
 herever you are hunting.
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K95 Ultimate Carbon
The K95 Ultimate combines tradition and technology in a unique way.
The twopiece ergonomically designed thumbhole stock ensures a completely
relaxed hand position, as well as optimal control for accurate shooting.
The Carbon fiber offers an astoundingly high strength at an extremely
low weight – this makes the K95 Ultimate the best choice when
stalking long distances through impassable terrain. With the newly developed,
modular stock options it can be adjusted to your individual demands.

The K95 Ultimate Carbon with optional Blaser scope
2.8–20x50 iC, mount and recoil absorption system

K95 Ultimate Carbon
››Ergonomically optimized carbon
thumbhole stock
››Impregnated leather inlays in cocoa
››Available options include: adjustable
comb, adjustable recoil pad, recoil
absorption system

Adjustable comb
The intuitively operated, multi-level
adjustable comb ensures the perfect
mount in every situation.
Once the adjustable comb is fitted to
your individual body proportions and
your optics, the integrated m
 emory
function ensures return to the c orrect
comb position for every shot.

For further technical information, see page 142 onwards.
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Recoil absorption system
The inserted recoil pad with r ecoil
absorption system makes for a pleasant
shooting e xperience – even with
larger calibers.
The internal absorption elements are
available in different hardness which
can be adjusted to your preferences
and produce a noticeably reduced
muzzle climb while shooting.

Adjustable recoil pad
The adjustable length, height and pitch of
the recoil pad offers a variety of practical
advantages. It can be adjusted quickly and
easily for different shooters or, depending
on weather, different clothing situations.
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K95
With a newly designed stock and receiver the tradition of the single-shot rifle
will continue into the future. The higher, straighter comb makes for a pleasant
shooting experience and underlines the timeless appearance of the K95.

The K95 with optional Blaser scope 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

K95
››Receiver gun metal grey,
optional matt black receiver
››Round barrel profile
››Black trigger
››Rubber recoil pad as standard
››Grade 4 wood

››Ebony fore-end tip
››Stock with Bavarian cheek
piece and double rabbet

K95 Edition
Huntability, accuracy and safety: the K95 Edition boasts all the key
qualities of the successful K95 range at an attractive entry price.

The K95 Edition with optional
Blaser scope 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

K95 Edition
››Receiver with an elegant black finish
››Round barrel profile
››Rubber recoil pad as standard
››Grade 4 wood
››Ebony fore-end tip
››Stock with Bavarian cheek
piece and double rabbet
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K95 Stutzen Edition
As the K95 Edition, but includes:
››Split Stutzen fore-end
››Black fore-end tip
››Barrel length of 50cm (20")

For further technical information, see page 142 onwards.
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K95 Luxus
Fine grade 4 wood and a large selection of animal,
scroll or arabesque engravings make it a noble
hunting companion with classy appearance.

The K95 Luxus with optional with optional Blaser scope
2.8–20x50 iC, mount and rubber recoil pad

K95 Luxus
››Engraved receiver and side plates
››Black trigger
››Grade 4 wood
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
and double rabbet shadow line
››Optional left-hand stock

The K95 Stutzen Luxus with optional grade 9 wood and rubber recoil pad

K95 Stutzen Luxus
As the K95 Luxus, but includes:
››Split Stutzen fore-end
››Black fore-end tip
››Octagonal barrel
››Barrel length 50cm (20")

For further technical information, see page 142 onwards.
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K95 Black Edition
Matt black, gleaming gold and vividly grained walnut give the
K95 Black E dition its striking appearance. The Stutzen version
is even more compact with its characteristic octagonal
barrel and split fore-end for c onsistent precision.

The K95 Black Edition with optional
Blaser scope 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

The K95 Stutzen Black Edition with optional
Blaser scope 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

K95 Black Edition
››Receiver with an elegant black finish
››Gold colored trigger and bolt assembly
››Round barrel profile
››Rubber recoil pad as standard
››Grade 6 wood
››Ebony fore-end tip
››Supplied with type A rifle case
and leather rifle sling
››Optional left-hand stock

For further technical information, see page 142 onwards.
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K95 Stutzen Black Edition
As the K95 Black Edition, but includes:
››Split Stutzen fore-end
››Black fore-end tip
››Octagonal barrel
››Barrel length of 50cm (20")
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K95 Baronesse
Its graceful elegance and dashing shape give the
K95 Baronesse a unique appearance. It is the result of
passionate design work and a love of detail.

The K95 Baronesse with optional
Blaser scope 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

K95 Baronesse
››Receiver with long side plates
››Available with optional animal
or fine ornament engraving
››Gold colored trigger and breech block
››Octagonal barrel
››Rubber recoil pad
››Grade 8 wood

The K95 Stutzen Baronesse with optional
Blaser scope 2.8–20x50 iC and mount

K95 Stutzen Baronesse
As the K95 Baronesse, but includes:
››Split Stutzen fore-end
››Black fore-end tip
››Barrel length of 50cm (20")

For further technical information, see page 142 onwards.
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››Ebony fore-end tip
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
and double rabbet shadow line
››Supplied with type A rifle case
and leather rifle sling
››Optional left-hand stock
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K95 Single-Shot Rifle
Model

Stock shape

Fore-end tip

Wood grade

Cheek piece

Drop-shaped fore-end
Ultimate stock

Carbon

Carbon

Ultimate

Drop-shaped fore-end
Straight stock

Ebony

4 (standard)
5 to 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

Drop-shaped fore-end
Straight stock

Ebony

4 (standard)
5 to 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

Drop-shaped fore-end
Straight stock

Black
(synthetic)

4 (standard)
5 to 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

Drop-shaped fore-end
Hog-back stock

Wood

4 (standard)
5 bis 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

Stutzen fore-end
Hog-back stock

Black
(synthetic)

4 (standard)
5 to 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

Drop-shaped fore-end
Straight stock

Ebony

6 (standard)
7 bis 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

Stutzen fore-end
Straight stock

Black
(synthetic)

6 (standard)
7 bis 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

Drop-shaped fore-end
Hog-back stock

Ebony

8 (standard)
9 bis 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

Stutzen fore-end
Hog-back stock

Black
(synthetic)

8 (standard)
9 bis 11 (optional,
extra cost)

Bavarian
Double
rabbet

K95 Ultimate Carbon

K95

K95 Edition

K95 Stutzen Edition

K95 Luxus

K95 Stutzen Luxus

K95 Black Edition

K95 Stutzen Black Edition

K95 Baronesse

K95 Stutzen Baronesse
= included as standard
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= optional (extra cost)

Model Overview
Rubber
recoil pad

Bolt assembly block and
trigger blade
gold colored

Kickstop

Leather rifle
sling and rifle
case included

Receiver

Barrel

Sight

Weight

matt black

round,
standard

without sights

–

from approx.
2.4kg
(5lb. 5oz.)

Gun metal grey,
optional matt black

round,
standard

standard

–

from approx.
2.4kg
(5lb. 5oz.)

matt black

round,
standard

standard

–

from approx.
2.4kg
(5lb. 5oz.)

matt black

round,
standard

standard

–

from approx.
2.6kg
(5 lb. 12 oz.)

Gun metal grey,
engraved with motif
of your choice

round,
standard

standard

–

from approx.
2.4kg
(5lb. 5oz.)

Gun metal grey,
engraved with motif
of your choice

octagonal

Contrast sights

–

from approx.
2.6kg
(5 lb. 12 oz.)

matt black

round,
standard

Contrast sights

from approx.
2.4kg
(5lb. 5oz.)

matt black

octagonal

Contrast sights

from approx.
2.6kg
(5lb. 12oz.)

long side plates
Baronesse grade
engraving motif
of your choice

octagonal

Contrast sights

from approx.
2.4kg
(5lb. 5oz.)

long side plates
Baronesse grade
engraving motif
of your choice

octagonal

Contrast sights

from approx.
2.6kg
(5lb. 12oz.)

Versions and available calibers: see next page
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K95 Model Versions
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K95 Ultimate Carbon

K95

K95 Edition

K95 Luxus, roe deer, right

K95 Luxus, chamois, right

K95 Luxus, red deer, left

K95 Luxus, wild boar left

K95 Luxus, thistle leaves

K95 Luxus, fine English arabesques

K95 Black Edition

K95 Baronesse, fine arabesques

K95 Baronesse, mountain sheep, left

K95 Baronesse, red deer, left

K95 Baronesse, roe deer, right

K95 Baronesse, chamois, right

K95 Luxus, roe deer, left

K95 Options

Kickstop recoil reducer
For rifles and combination guns.
The stainless steel cylinder is
filled with granulated tungsten.
It is inserted in the firearm’s
stock and provides a bsorption
of approximately 20% of felt
recoil. The stock weight is
increased, optimizing the balance
of firearms with heavy barrels.

Calibers
Barrel profile round or octagonal
Available barrel lengths in mm (inches) (short version optional at extra cost)
Caliber groups SC, MI, ST, R

600 (520)

Caliber groups ME, MA

650 (600)

Caliber group CH
Caliber group Caliber

Blaser Silencer
On-barrel | Over-barrel

K95

.22 Hornet

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

•

MI

.222 Rem.

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

•

.243 Win.

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

•

6XC

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

•

6,5x55 SE

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

.270 Win.

R

ME

MA

CH

600

700

KK

ST

500

•

•

•

•

•

•

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

•

•

.308 Win.

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

•

•

.30-06

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

•

•

5,6x50 R Mag.

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

•

5,6x52 R

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

6,5x57 R

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

•

6,5x65 R RWS

Var 6.5 | Var 6.5

•

7x57 R

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

•

•

7x65 R

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

•

•

.30 R Blaser

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

8x57 IRS

Var 9.3 | Var 9.3

•

•

9,3x74 R

Var 9.3 | Var 9.3

•

8x68 S

Var 9.3 | Var 9.3

•

•
•

.257 Weath. Mag.

•

.270 Weath. Mag.

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

7 mm Blaser Mag.

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

•

7 mm Rem. Mag.

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

•

.300 Blaser Mag.

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

.300 Win. Mag.

Var .30 | Var .30

•

•

.338 Blaser Mag.

– | Var 9.3

•

•

10,3x60 R

= round
= octagonal
= octagonal fluted

•
SC = Small caliber
MI = Mini
ST = Standard
R = Rimmed
ME = Medium
MA = Magnum
CH = Swiss
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COMBINATION GUNS
Everything You Need
Hunting is as varied as the different hunting grounds you go to.
Whether you use a large or small caliber, each rifle has its own specific
area of application. The same goes for shot – in many cases shooting
with shot is the only option due to safety reasons when hunting down
game. It is therefore essential to be prepared for any situation.
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O&U Shotgun Rifle BBF 95 / BBF 97
Shotgun and rifle – the classic at Blaser. The barrels can be
adjusted to each other by a qualified gunsmith. This means
that the Blaser BBF is unbeatablefor shotgun slugs.

The BBF 97 Luxus with optional scope
Blaser 2.8-20x50 iC and mount

The BBF 97 Prestige

BBF 95 and BBF 97
››Receiver with grained side plates
››Grade 3 wood
››Blaser precision triggers
››Barrels float freely
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
››Optional left-hand stock

BBF 95 and BBF 97 Prestige
As the BBF 95 and BBF 97, but includes:
››Side plates with arabesque engraving
BBF 95 and BBF 97 Luxus
As the BBF 95 and BBF 97, but includes:
››Side plates can have an animal or fine
arabesque engraving
››Grade 4 wood

Single-lock or double-lock? It’s your choice
Combination guns from the 95 model
series are fitted with a single-lock and
combined guns from the 97 model
series with double-locks. This means
that there are two strikers and two
firing pin springs in the system. Both
systems have their benefits.

For further technical information, see page 158 onwards.
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The advantage of the 95 system is
the slightly simpler operation, as
only one firing pin spring needs to
be cocked. This means that the firearm
is automatically decocked after a
single shot has been fired and the
safety is engaged.

The advantage of the 97 system is that
when a second shot is required, it can
be released very quickly without having
to be recocked. The 97 system is
particularly useful for hunters who
frequently have the opportunity of
firing a second shot quickly.
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Bergstutzen BS 95 / BS 97
Many hunters, particularly those with mixed small game and in
mountainous hunting areas, want to be able to carry a single firearm with
two different c alibers. The upper, smaller barrel of the BS95 or BS97 lies
in a carrier tube and can be adjusted precisely to the bottom barrel.

The BS 95 Luxus with optional
scope Blaser 2.8-20x50 iC and mount

Bergstutzen BS 95 and BS 97
››Receiver with grained side plates
››Grade 3 wood
››Blaser precision triggers
››Barrels float freely
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
››Optional left-hand stock

BS 95 and BS 97 Prestige
As the BS 95 and BS 97, but includes:
››Side plates with arabesque engraving
BS 95 and BS 97 Luxus
As the BS 95 and BS 97, but includes:
››Side plates can have either an
animal or arabesque engraving
››Grade 4 wood

Single-lock or double-lock? It’s your choice
Combination guns from the 95 model
series are fitted with a single-lock and
combined guns from the 97 model
series with double-locks. This means
that there are two strikers and two
firing pin springs in the system.
Both systems have their benefits.

The advantage of the 95 system is 
the slightly simpler operation, as
only one firing pin spring needs to
be cocked. This means that the
firearm is automatically decocked
after a shot has been fired.

The advantage of the 97 system is that
when a second shot is required, it can
be fired very quickly without having
to be recocked. The 97 system is
particularly useful for hunters who
frequently have the opportunity of
firing a second shot quickly.

For further technical information, see page 158 onwards.
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Double Rifle BB 97
Thanks to free floating and adjustable barrels, the range of
applications for the BB97 goes far beyond driven hunts.
The BB97 can also be ordered with a single trigger.

The BB 97 Luxus with optional single trigger,
scope Blaser 1-7x28 iC and mount

Double Rifle BB 97
››Receiver with grained side plates
››Grade 3 wood
››Blaser precision triggers
››Optional single trigger
››Barrels float freely
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
››Optional left-hand stock

For further technical information, see page 158 onwards.
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BB 97 Prestige
As the BB 97, but includes:
››Side plates with arabesque engraving
BB 97 Luxus
As the BB 97, but includes:
››Side plates can have either
an animal or arabesque engraving
››Grade 4 wood
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Bockdrilling BD 14
As hunters, we learn to expect the unexpected, whether in a blind or stalking, so
it’s understandable that we dream of a firearm that will allow us to take
advantage of any situation. With the Bockdrilling BD 14, Blaser has d
 eveloped the
perfect blind and stalking firearm – compromises are finally a thing of the past.
The BD 14 h as a double-lock system so that a s econd shot can be taken without
having to recock the firearm. Thanks to the free-floating barrels, the point of
impact remains constant even with a quick succession of shots, no matter which
barrel was fired first. The e xtremely strong vertical block lock o
 n the
BD 14 helps contribute to the high degree of precision.

The BD 14

BD 14
››Steel-grey anodized receiver,
optional black anodizing
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
››Rubber recoil pad
››Black fore-end tip
››Grade 3 wood
››Optional left-hand stock
››Barrels can be adjusted to each other

BD 14 Luxus
As the BD 14, but includes:
››Animal engraving: choose from red
deer and roe deer; red deer and fox
with duck; wild boar and roe deer
››Grade 4 wood

The BD 14 Baronesse with optional
scope Blaser 2.8-20x50 iC and mount

BD 14 Baronesse
As the BD 14, but includes:
››Long side plates with
arabesque engraving
››Titanium-nitrided triggers
››Engraved black trigger guard
››Grade 7 wood

For further technical information, see page 158 onwards.
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Drilling D 99
The Drilling D99, with its two shotgun barrels and a rifle barrel, is
the best all-rounder. It is the ideal firearm for hunting in areas with
small and big game animals. The D99 has a double-lock s ystem so that
a second shot can be taken with no hesitation and without recocking.
Thanks to the free-floating barrels, the point of impact remains c onstant
even with quick follow-up shots. The extremely strong vertical block lock
on the D99 helps contribute to its exceptional accuracy.

The D 99

D99
››Edge point engraving with
small arabesques
››Black fore-end tip
››Optional with half-beaver tail fore-end
››Stock with Bavarian cheek piece
››Grade 3 wood
››Optional left-hand stock

The D 99 Luxus with optional scope
Blaser 2.8-20x50 iC and mount

D99 Luxus
As the D 99, but with:
››Hand-engraved arabesque engraving
››Grade 4 wood

For further technical information, see page 158 onwards.
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Combination Guns
Stock shape

Vorderschaft
abschluss

Wood grade

Cheek piece

Drop fore-end
Hog-back stock

Wood

3 to 11,
depending on
the version

Bavarian

Drop fore-end
Hog-back stock

Wood

3 to 11,
depending on
the version

Bavarian

Drop fore-end
Hog-back stock

Wood

3 to 11,
depending on
the version

Bavarian

BD 14

Drop fore-end, straight
rear stock with implied
hog-back and Palmswell

Black
(synthetic)

3 to 11,
depending on
the version

Bavarian

D 99

Drop fore-end
Half-beaver tail as an option
Hog-back stock

Black
(synthetic)

3 to 11,
depending on
the version

Bavarian

Models

BBF 95 · BBF 97

BS 95 · BS 97

BB 97

= included as standard
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= optional (extra cost)

All models are optionally available as left-hand versions (surcharge).

Model Overview
Rubber recoil pad

Gold-covered
trigger blade

Receiver

Barrel

Sight

Kickstop

Weight

designs:
Standard to Luxus
Custom hand-engraved
on request

shotgun (top)
rifle (bottom)

Standard sights

From approx.
2.5kg
(5 lb. 8 oz.)

designs:
Standard to Luxus
Custom hand-engraved
on request

rifle – small caliber
(top)
rifle – larger c aliber
(bottom)

Standard sights

From approx.
3.4kg
(7 lb. 8 oz.)

designs:
Standard to Luxus
Custom hand-engraved
on request

shotgun (top)
shotgun (bottom)

Express sights
(red bead)

From approx.
3.4kg
(7 lb. 8 oz.)

designs:
Standard, Luxus and
Baronesse Custom
hand-engraved on request

shotgun (top)
rifle (middle)
rifle (bottom)

Express sights
(red bead),
adjustable
Rear sight

From approx.
3.3kg
(7lb.)

designs:
Standard and Luxus
Custom hand-engraved
on request

rifle (top)
shotgun (bottom right)
shotgun (bottom left)

Express sights
(red bead),
adjustable
Rear sight

From approx.
3.4kg
(7 lb. 8 oz.)

Versions and available calibers: See next page
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Model Versions

B 95, B 97

B 95, B 97 Prestige

B95, B97 Luxus roe deer

B95, B97 Luxus roe deer

B95, B97 Luxus wild boar

B95, B97 Luxus wild boar

B95, B97 Luxus fox with ducks

B95, B97 Luxus red deer

B95, B97 Luxus arabesques

D 99

D 99 Luxus

BD 14

BD 14 black (optional)

BD 14 Luxus red deer

BD 14 Luxus roe deer

BD 14 Luxus Version 1:
wild boar, left; roe deer, right
BD 14 Luxus Version 2:
red deer, left; fox & duck, right
BD 14 Luxus wild boar
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BD 14 Luxus fox with duck

BD 14 Luxus Version 3:
red deer, left; roe deer, right

BD 14 Baronesse

Calibers
Models

BBF 95/97

BS 95/97

BB 97

D 99

BD 14

600 (520)
(23.6") (20.5 ")

600 (23.6 ")

560 (22 ")

575 (22.6 ")

560 (22 ")

Available barrel lengths in mm
(short version optional at extra cost)
Caliber groups: SC, MI, ST, R, shot
Barrel combination
Caliber group

Caliber

KK

.22 Hornet

•

•

Mini

.222 Rem.

•

•

.243 Win.

•

•

6XC

•

•

6.5x55 SE

•

•

.270 Win.

•

•

.308 Win.

•

•

.30-06

•

•

5.6 x 50 R Mag.

•

•

•

•

5.6 x 52 R

•

•

S

•

6.5 x 57 R

•

•

7 x 57 R

ST

R

Shot

•
•

S

•

S

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

7 x 65 R

•

•

•

•

•

•

.30 R Blaser

•

•

•

•

•

•

8 x 57 IRS

•

•

•

•

•

•

9.3 x 74 R

•

•

•

•

•

•

Shot 20/76

•

Shot 12/76

•

LØ = Barrel diameter
SC = Small caliber
MI = Mini
ST = Standard
R = Rimmed

•

•

•

S = Special caliber (available at extra cost,
delivery time on request)

Options
Kickstop recoil reducer
For rifles and combination guns.
The stainless steel cylinder is
filled with granulated tungsten. It
is inserted in the firearm’s stock
and provides a bsorption of
approximately 20% of felt recoil.
The stock weight is increased,
optimizing the balance of firearms with heavy barrels.

Rubber recoil pad
Minimizes the effect of the recoil
on the shoulder, protects the
stock and provides a non-slip
surface when storing.
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Upon Your Request
Hunting has been mankind‘s passion since the beginning of time.
In the Blaser Custom Shop, we bring together this passion and
our craftsmanship to create the firearm of your d
 reams. There are
almost unlimited possibilities to express your personality.
Get inspired!
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Because We Love
What We Do
Ever since, the embellishment of rifles
and guns has been a special vocation,
our masters have a trained eye for
harmonious shapes, precise fitting
and the perfect surface finish. Their
sensitive hand turns your ideas into
reality. Our devotion to perfection
is evident in every custom crafted
firearm. No firearm ever leaves the
Blaser Custom Shop until it is completely flawless, a true work of art.
Details can include fine engravings,
gold inlays and a satin or gloss finish
framed by stunning wooden stocks.
But don‘t let your imagination stop
there. Explore the idea of using
carbon fiber, Ruthenium, cowhide
or sting ray leather and fossilized
mammoth ivory which are all exciting options. Possibilities are almost
unlimited in giving your hunting
firearm its very own, personal style.
You are the driving force and decision
maker. Our role is simply to embrace
your vision, guide you and contribute
ideas based upon our expertise.
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Made with Heart
Finesse and patience are required,
when metal is crafted by hand. In the
Blaser Custom Shop we have both.
With a trained eye and a delicate
touch, firearms are artfully crafted to
perfection. Individual ideas take shape,
harmoniously and well-balanced under
the care of our master craftsmen.
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Charismatic
Artworks –
According to
Your Ideas
Creativity and imaginative power
are essential virtues when it comes
to using extraordinary materials or
developing new designs. For us, the
integration of digital processes and
the cautious use of laser technology always come into play when
individual artworks are created.
Your individual motif is therefore
first digitized by hand. This crucial
first step must be developed using
the artistic skills of our master engravers. It’s where the interpretation
of your vision starts to be realized.
Technology meets Tradition

When realizing technical or natural
surface structures for the artistic
design of certain firearm elements,
we use state-of-the-art laser technology. Customer-specific samples can
be digitized and their structure can
be applied to the different firearm
elements: from receiver and barrel to
bolt housing and ball. We are always
looking for new technological procedures to turn your ideas into reality.
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Coating of
Highest Quality
The Blaser Custom Shop is continually breaking new ground when it
comes to the usage of new materials
which up to now are rarely known in
the manufacturing of hunting rifles.
One of these materials is Ruthenium – one of the world‘s rarest
precious metals. Its warm silver
shade gives every hunting rifle a
completely new elegance. The
hardness and corrosion resistance
of the platinum metal additionally
protects against wear and tear.
Masterly Composition
A tribute to the famous violin maker
is the K95 Stradivari. For this single
shot rifle, Blaser selected only the
finest metals: Its receiver is finished
with Ruthenium and the Stradivari
lettering was inlayed by hand in
platinum. Trigger and bolt head are
coated with a high-quality Diamond
Like Carbon coating, which even
resists the most extreme conditions.
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Steel in all Facets
The creativity of the Blaser Custom
Shops also becomes evident when it
comes to the further development of
the color case hardening process. This
kind of surface treatment is exclusively possible with steel. Through
the heating and subsequent cooling
in variable periods of time, the steel
gets its individual coloration. This
results in exceptionally unique pieces.
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Leather in Its
Purest Form
Turning your dream rifle into reality.
The choice of possible raw materials is continually becoming wider,
because only technical feasability
sets the limits in the Blaser Custom
Shop. As a valuable raw material of
nature, we more and more often
use leather when it comes to the
embellishment of hunting rifles.
Pleasant Feel

The desire for individualization and
a new material mix were at the
beginning of the idea to use leather. Its properties also converge
in other areas of our daily life:
from the luxury comfort of fine
leather shoes to the soft feel of a
steering wheel grip, we enjoy leather.
In order to meet the demanding requirements of hunting, the leather is
protected against weather influences
with a specially developed impregnation. This gives the leather a similar
durability which we expect and recognize in our boots and hunting attire.
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Unique Patina

Long term use gives the leather inlays
their unique patina. These fine leather
appointments are not only limited
to use on synthetic stocks. Elegant
wood or even carbon fiber stocks
can also be stylishly embellished
with these fine leathers which gives
our rifles a completely new design.
One of a Kind

Soft suede, snake skin, crocodile
or undulated sting ray leather are
frequently used because of their
natural coloration. However, they
can easily be recolored to answer
to your personal taste. All materials
are ethically sourced and accompanied by proper CITES documents
for importing and exporting.
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Personal Dream Rifles

Thanks to the new raw material,
leather, hunting rifles can be created with a dedicated, special theme.
Why not combine luxurious crocodile leather on the recoil pad along
with a laser textured barrel and
receiver design reminiscent of a
crocodile’s distinctive skin as well?
Perfect Fit

The use of leather is no longer limited to inlays. Now, the entire hunting
rifle can be refined with leather.
The biggest challenge for the textile
expert is to draw an exact three-
dimensional draft, that will later fit
the hunting rifle perfectly. This draft
is then transferred on to the leather
and cut out to be an exact match.
While one part of the leather coating can be sewn with the machine,
the last stitches are always done by
hand. Years of experience and the
love for the material used are essential in order to transform the stocks
into unparalleled works of art.
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Wood: As
Precius as
any Jewel
The walnut trees Blaser stocks are
made from are up to 300 years old.
They come from Eastern Anatolia,
Aserbaijan and Georgia. There, in
the high altitude of the Caucasus
region they have grown under
extreme climatic conditions over
hundreds of years. The result of this
extremely slow growth are best
wood density and unique grain.
A Piece of Individuality
Harvesting these ancient trees is a
science in itself. The burls that grow
with the root are the raw material for
the most exquisite stocks. The work
however is not done by just harvesting
the trees. Expertly digging out the
roots is the real challenge. In the on
site sawmill, roots and trunk are sawn
into so-called ”blanks“. This work step
requires an incredible amount of experience and only then the yield of every
single piece of wood becomes obvious.
It is not rare to find stones that have
grown into the tree when harvesting
and this creates a unique challenge to
identify suitable pieces of wood. The
subsequent treatment with steam
reduces the amount of tannic acid
contained in the wood and reliably
kills fungi as well as insects at the
same time. Afterwards the blanks
are dried in a natural climate in special well ventilated storage sheds. A
process that can take many months.
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The Finishing Touch
After being planed and grinded, all
blanks at Blaser are dried again in
a special drying storage chamber.
Here the blanks are stored for up
to five months or until a residual
moisture level of 8-9% maximum is
finally reached. Only then the final
quality control as well as the classification in the Blaser wood grades is
done. Before further processing the
blanks, they are cut into their future,
model-specific rough shape. Their
almost final shape is generated by
state-of-the-art CNC machines.
Their finishing touch and their
complex oil finishing however are
done by hand once again. If you
would like to select the stock of
your dreams by yourself, please do
not hesitate to make an appointment at the Blaser Custom Shop!
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The Blaser Wood Grades
As the first hunting rifle manufacturer ever to do so, Blaser divides the
quality of stock wood into grades.
Within the grades 3 to 11 all quality
features are considered that determine the value of the stock. From
plain heartwood in the middle of
the trunk down to the very rare,
precious pieces of root wood. The
color of the stock wood plays its
own, very individual part when it
comes to a personal judgement;
from honey yellow over brown
shades having a tint towards red,
up to very dark walnut brown.
Everyone has their own preferences. When it comes to wood
as a natural product, it is a good
thing to be able to choose an absolutely unique and individual piece
from our Blaser Custom Shop.
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Fitted by Hand –
with Highest
Perfection
From the first meeting in the Custom
Shop, to the definition of your firearm‘s design and features, to the
manufacturing of the final components the anticipation builds.
An elaborate engraving takes about
half a year of highly focused work until
it is completed. If an exclusive leather
or a certain metal shall be used, procurement and processing also take time.
When all components of a firearm
are finished, they are fitted by hand
with great attention to detail. Finally,
all of the firearm‘s components are
again subjected to a strict quality
control inspection.
Only when the highest requirements
are fulfilled, will the firearm be completed and handed over to the customer.
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Express
Yourself
Thanks to latest laser technology a
wide range of technical and natural
surface structures can be realized
according to your ideas.
The RAFFIR® technology combines
natural burl wood with state-of-theart resins. Extraordinary and individual
effects are created through objects
that are encased in the stock. Even
luminescent structures are possible.
Combining synthetic and natural materials opens up new dimensions in stock
design. Grip inlays made of stingray-,
ostrich- or crocodile leather are just
as p
 ossible as wooden grip inlays.
Add your personal touch and make
your hunting fiearm an extension of
your passions.
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Highest Art:
Geometric
Shapes
Besides engravings in Bulino style,
the elaboration of straight, geometric lines is one of the major
challenges. When they are additionally inlayed in gold, as with this
masterpiece of Jürgen Göser, the
level of difficulty is again considerably
increased. The color differentiation
will not pardon the smallest mistake
because even the slightest deviation would appear at first sight.
Fine root wood in one of the highest grades harmoniously complements the engraving and turns this
shotgun into a very special hunting
firearm. Adequate transport provides a hand-made leather case.

Little Engraving Breviary
Bulino Style Engraving

Above all, Italian engravers like this
fine engraving technique, where
elaborate metal removal is only done
by hand without the aid of a hammer.
Relief Engraving

Using this technique, a motif is
worked out of the solid material or
“cut” as engravers say. In contrast to
the Bulino technique, a relief engraving boasts a stronger three-dimensionality, as more material is removed
and thus more depth is achieved.
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Unique Moments –
Preserved for
Eternity
This masterpiece created by the
Italian engraver Stefano Pedretti
takes this K95 to a higher sphere.
Through finest Bulino technique
he created a scene of the deer rut
where two enormous stags fight for
the leading position within the herd.
An engraving of this quality requires months of highly focused
work and thus has become a
very personal masterpiece.
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In the Face of
the Leopard
The leopard’s fur structure is
presented expressively on this
R8’s bolt, barrel, receiver, trigger guard and bolt handle.
The natural surface structure of the
feline predator’s fur is reproduced 
absolutely authentically thanks to
state-of-the-art laser technology.
For a harmonious overall concept 
the R8 Leopard’s stock is made
of selected Thuja wood.
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F16 & F3
Shotguns Best in Class
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Intuition & Balance
Best in Class Trigger Characteristics
It is here where the ingenious German
engineering comes in. Purely mechanical in
design this single selective trigger operates
independent of recoil and breaks like glass.
In a world measured in milliseconds this is
a significant advantage for intuitive shooting. The trigger blade of the F3 and F16
Sporting can be adjusted for a customized
length of pull to insure ideal finger placement. The barrel selector is conveniently
located in front of the trigger and is
marked for identification.
Blaser IBS ®: Inertial Block System
The IBS® system eliminates the chances
of fan firing or doubling and is integral to
our World Class trigger’s reliability.

by intuition and precise mechanical
operations are the keys to success. The
entire process starts when closing the
shotgun. Conventional ejector systems
cock their ejector springs when the gun is
closed, which leads to increased resistance and weak ejection over time. This
resistance interferes with the smooth
flow of movements and disturbs the
shooter’s concentration.
The EBS® system activates the ejectors
when a shot is fired and cocks them
when opening the gun. The ejector
springs are always decocked when the
gun is stored in order to prevent spring

fatigue. Resistance when closing the gun is
always kept to a minimum, whether the
ejectors were previously activated or not.
F3 with Linear Guidance of Firing Pin
The linear guidance of the striker and
firing pin allows for the best possible
transfer of kinetic energy and thus lightning fast ignition.
Lowest Profile Receiver
It provides the exceptionally low center
of gravity for the F3 and F16, making them
extraordinary pointable and dynamic,
immediately leading to a better shot.

Blaser EBS ® – Ejection Ball System
Whether or not you hit your target is
decided before you even mount your
shotgun. Smooth movements controlled

Blaser Balancer
When you are swinging and the barrel
points exactly where your eye focuses,
you can be sure that the weight distribution of your shotgun is perfectly adjusted
to your needs. To achieve ideal performance, the bulk of the weight should lay
right between your hands.
The overall weight distribution should then
be fine-tuned to your personal preference. Two features of the F3 and F16
ensure that this is the case: the balancer
and the low position of the bore axis.

The Blaser balancer system makes it
possible for the shotguns to be flexibly
adapted to every shooter and any shooting style: swing-through, pull-away,
maintained-lead or move-mount-shoot.
The Blaser competition balancing s ystem
consists of two components. 
It comprises a stock balancer and barrel
balancer. The stock balancer is a threaded
rod that can be fitted with one or four
moveable weight cylinders. The barrel
balancer allows you to add up to an
additional 170g to the gun (Scope of
delivery: F16 Sporting prepared for barrel
balancer weights, F3 including barrel
balancer weights).

Triplex ® Bore Design
Three construction characteristics
combine to provide optimized muzzle
velocity, a homogeneous shot pattern and
help dampen recoil:
– Innovative, extremely flat forcing cone.
The shot stream passes into the cylindrical barrel as smoothly as possible
with minimal deformation and without
any dangerous increase in pressure.
– “Overbore” internal diameter of
18.65mm (0.735").
– 12/76 gauge with additional steel
shot proofing.
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Concentration &
Safety
Minimal Strain on the
Locking Mechanism
Strain on the locking mechanism during
shooting is exceptionally low thanks to
the optimized geometry of the low
positioned bore axis and the high positioned hinge pin. As a result the F16 and
F3 are designed to last a lifetime.
Solid Locking Wedge
The solid locking wedge combines a
generous locking surface in combination
with a locking plate at the bottom of the
action to provide the highest level of
locking safety.
Optimal Hinge Operation
The exceptionally soft barrel closure also
helps the shooter to keep their concentration exclusively focused on the target
before taking the shot.
Strengthened Shot
The F16 and F3 have been designed for
the use of steel shot and are officially
certified as such. (Magnum proofed
with additional steel shot proofing).

Innovative Monocoque
Receiver Design
Design concepts developed in F ormula 1
racing were the basics in selecting of
materials for the F16. From the unique
Gun Metal Grey surface coatings to laser
hardening principals developed for cars
traveling at 230MPH. Safety and strength
are more than words they are a necessity.
Semi Round Body Action
This gives the F16 its dynamic looks. Less
is more was the goal and it could only be
achieved through the use of quality
materials, craftsmanship and state-of-theart manufacturing technologies.
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F16
The New Shotgun Class
Perfection from passion: Have you ever taken a new s hotgun in your hands
and immediately felt familiar with it? This is exactly the experience most
shooters have when taking the F16 in their hands for the first time.
By devising the lowest profile receiver in its class, the F16 is provided with an
exceptionally low center of gravity. This leads to an outstanding balance and
less felt recoil at the same time making it the perfect companion for both
hunters and ambitious clay target shooters.
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F16 Game
Ahead of the game: Its unique pointability makes the
F16 Game a perfect hunting companion.

The F16 Game with optional grade 4 wood

Fore-end
Stock length
Drop
Offset
Pitch
Wood grade
Butt plate
Receiver
Trigger
Barrel selector

375mm (14.37") incl. recoil pad

Weight

Optional: 38/50mm (1.50"/ 2") (Sporting stock)

Accessories

3/6/8mm (0.12"/ 0.24"/ 0.31")
84°
Standard: Fusion (wood refined with laser)

Reinforced firing with additional steel shot test
Optional balancer in the stock (extra cost)
From approx. 3.1kg (6 lb. 13 oz.)
Incl. ABS travel case
Incl. sling swivel for subsequent mounting
Optional left-hand stock.

Optional (extra cost): Grade 4 wood
Blaser Comfort recoil pad
“Gun Metal Grey” with F16 logo, silver colored
Trigger pull 1,650g (3 lb. 10 oz.)
Selection of the preferred shot sequence,
conveniently placed in front of the trigger
12/76

Barrel

71cm or 76cm (28" or 30")

Chokes

Firing
Balancer

Standard: 38/56mm (1.50"/ 2.20") (Game stock)

Gauge
Sight
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English style

Nickel-silver pearl bead 3mm (0.12")
9mm (0.35") Rib, tapered to 7.5mm (0.30")
Blaser chokes – flush to muzzle 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 incl.
choke wrench (standard). Additional Blaser chokes,
flush to muzzle (cylinder up to 1/1) as well as
extended Briley Spectrum chokes
(Skeet to 5/4) are available at extra cost

Butt stock with adjustable comb (optional)
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F16 Sporting
At home on the shooting range! Thanks to balancer in the butt stock
and the possibility to fix balancer weights on the barrel, the F16 Sporting
can be balanced individually. In combination with the adjustable trigger blade
it is the perfect prerequisite for your competition success.

The F16 Sporting with optional grade 4 wood

Fore-end
Stock length
Drop

English style

Pitch
Wood grade

3/6/8mm (0.12"/ 0.24"/ 0.31")
Standard: Fusion (wood refined with laser)

Butt plate
Receiver

“Gun Metal Grey” with red F16 logo

Barrel selector

Prepared for barrel balancer (weights not
included). Balancer in stock
Approx. 3.4 – 3.8kg (7 lb. 8 oz. – 8 lb. 6 oz.)
Incl. ABS travel case
Optional left-hand stock.

Selection of the preferred shot sequence,
conveniently placed in front of the trigger
12/76

Barrel

76cm or 81cm (30" or 32")

Chokes

Reinforced firing with additional steel shot test

Length adjustable, trigger pull 1.650g (3 lb. 10 oz.)

Gauge
Sight

Weight
Accessories

84°
Optional (extra cost): Grade 4 wood
Blaser Comfort recoil pad

Trigger

Balancer

Standard: 38/50mm (1.50"/ 2") (Sporting stock)
Optional: 38/56mm (1.50"/ 2.20") (Game stock)

Offset

Firing

375mm (14.76") incl. recoil pad

Red bead 3mm (0.12")
9mm Rib, tapered to 7.5mm (0.30")
Blaser Chokes – flush to muzzle 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 incl.
choke wrench (standard). Additional Blaser chokes,
flush to muzzle (cylinder up to 1/1) as well as
extended Briley Spectrum chokes (Skeet to 5/4) are
available

Length-adjustable trigger blade on
the F16 Sporting

The F16 Sporting has a balancer incorporated into the stock and is fitted to allow for optional barrel
balancer weights, so the shooter can adjust their shotgun according to their needs.

Butt stock with adjustable comb (optional)
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F16 Intuition
Ladies only! With the lowest profile receiver in its class,
the F16 forms the ideal basis for a shotgun that is perfectly tailored to the
needs of the huntress – both for hunting and clay shooting.
Thanks to reduced pitch angle and slender pistol grip the optimized Monte Carlo
stock rests naturally in the shoulder and insures positive trigger control. Shooting
becomes more comfortable. The F16 Intuition versions boost self-confidence and
lead to natural intuitive shooting. Huntress and shotgun instantly become one.
The F16 Intuition is available as F16 Game and F16 Sporting.

36mm

34mm

90

mm

50mm

350 mm

82°

F16 Intuition Stock
A newly designed Monte Carlo shape
provides the huntress with optimum
target acquisition. With a stock length
of 350mm, it insures the perfect fit from
the first shot. The benefits to the
huntress are clear: she can comfortably
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rest her face against the stock to get
into the optimal shooting position. Due
to the shorter stock the distance
between the pistol grip and trigger as
well as the distance between the butt
plate and trigger is reduced. The pistol

grip now boasts finer features to easily
accommodate a smaller hand reducing
the risk of flinching. Shooting becomes
more comfortable. Huntress and
shotgun become one.
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F16 Heritage

F16 Sporting Heritage with leaf arabesques
and fine English Scroll.

F16 Heritage
Fine leaf arabesques lavishly worked into
traditional “Basso relief” adorn the stylish
long side plates of the F16 H
 eritage. This
elegant shotgun can be combined upon
request with game scenes or fine English

Scroll. Its stock is made of finest selected
grade 8 walnut wood that has slowly
grown in the high altitude of the Caucasus. The F16 H
 eritage is available in a
Game or Sporting version.

F16 Grand Luxe

F16 Sporting Grand Luxe with game scene framed in leaf
arabesques: pheasants on the left side, ducks on the right side.

F16 Grand Luxe
Elaborate leaf arabesques worked into
traditional “Basso Relief” decorate the
receiver of the F16 Grand Luxe. Upon
request they can be complemented by
English Scroll or game scenes.
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The selected Caucasian grade 6 walnut
wood rounds off its elegant appearance.
The F16 Grand Luxe is available in a
Game or Sporting version.
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F3
The Shotgun that Answers
to the Highest Demands
In competition the F3’s technical superiority will out perform
all others. When hunting the F3’s outstanding pointability and balance
will be no match for any game. Regardless of the setting, the F3 brings
new meaning to intuitive shooting through ergonomics and technology.
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F3 Competition
Ideal for a variety of competitive disciplines, including Sporting,
Compak Sporting and Olympic Skeet shooting.
All competition barrels can be used with the barrel balancer system
and are almost identical in terms of weight, balance and swing
characteristics. The sporting stock with pistol grip and palm swell
encourages a relaxed hand position during target acquisition.

The F3 Competition with optional grade 7 wood

F3 Competition
››Matt black action, other
versions available
››Competition barrels
››Sporting stock
››Fore-end English Style; optional
Semi-Beavertail fluted or Schnabel
››Slip-on rubber recoil pad
››Barrel and stock balancer
››HIVIZ® shotgun bead kit
››Optional left-hand top lever and
left-hand stock

Supplied with an interchangeable bead kit

Other options include adjustable comb and
adjustable recoil pad

For further technical information, see page 214 onwards.
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F3 "Vantage"
The youngest member of the F3 family offers shooters faster target acquisition and noticeably less neck and shoulder strain thanks to a combination of a
significantly higher rib and a perfectly coordinated stock. The flat ramp angle
also extends the shooter’s peripheral vision, regardless of the height of the
clay and the angle to the target.

The F3 "Vantage" with the optional grade 7 wood, optional Semi-Beavertail fluted (under gun)

F3 "Vantage"
››Matt black action, with
other versions available
››"Vantage" barrels
››Supersport straight stock
››Fore-end English Style; optional
Semi-Beavertail fluted or Schnabel
››KickEez ® rubber recoil pad
››Barrel and stock balancer
››Optional left-hand top lever
and left-hand stock

Optional Supersport Monte Carlo stock
For further technical information, see page 214 onwards.
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F3 Supertrap
The harmonious combination of total length, balance and weight distribution makes
the F3 Supertrap the ideal companion for champions, whether as an over/under
(OU), Under-Single (USGL) or an F3 Supertrap Combo (OU + USGL) version.
Thanks to the large adjustment range of the rib, demanding trap shooters can
use the F3 to its full potential and adjust the shot placement by raising or lowering
the rib according to their individual requirements.

The F3 Supertrap Under-Single with optional grade 6 wood

The F3 Supertrap over-and-under Standard with optional grade 6 wood

F3 Supertrap
››Matt black action,
other versions available
››Supertrap barrels: OU barrel 81cm
(32"): set in the factory to a pattern
of 70:30 (sighting plane “figure 8”)
››USGL barrel 86cm (34"): set in
the factory to a pattern of 85:15
(sighting plane “figure 8”)
››Supertrap Monte Carlo stock with
adjustable comb

Over/under barrel balancer
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››Fore-end English Style; optional
Semi-Beavertail fluted or Schnabel
››KickEez® rubber recoil pad
››Barrel and stock balancer
››Mid bead and front bead
››Optional left-hand top lever
and left-hand stock

Under-Single barrel balancer

Balancer in the stock

F3 Supersport
The F3 Supersport is the specialist choice for F.I.T.A.S.C., English
and American Sporting shooters and is also becoming an increasingly
popular choice for successful Olympic Trap competitors.

The F3 Supersport with the optional grade 7 wood and fore-end Schnabel

F3 Supersport
››Matt black action,
other versions available
››Fore-end English Style; optional
Semi-Beavertail fluted or Schnabel
››Supersport barrels: OU barrel 76 and
81cm (30" and 32") set in the factory to
a pattern 70:30 (sighting plane “figure 8”)

Barrel balancer

Balancer in the stock

››KickEez® rubber recoil pad
››Barrel and stock balancer
››Mid bead and front bead
››Supersport Monte Carlo stock
with adjustable comb
››Optional left-hand top lever
and left-hand stock

For further technical information,
see page 214 onwards.
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F3 Model Versions

All model versions are available for the models F3 Competition,
F3 "Vantage", F3 Supersport and F3 Supertrap.

F3 Luxus, duck, right

F3 Luxus, arabesques, right

F3 Grand Luxe, partridge, right

F3 Baronesse, ducks, right

F3 Baronesse, arabesques, right
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F3 Black

F3 Luxus, pheasant, left

F3 Luxus, arabesques, left

F3 Grand Luxe, pheasants, left

F3 Baronesse, pheasants, left

F3 Baronesse, arabesques, left

F3 Modular System
Fore-end

Barrels

Stocks
B1

B2

B3

A

English Style fore-end
(12/76 gauge)

C
F3 Competition barrels

Semi-Beavertail fore-end
fluted (12/76 gauge)

A = S tock lengths
(measured with trigger
in middle position)

F3 "Vantage" barrels

B = Drop
C = Pitch
F3 Supertrap barrels

Schnabel fore-end
(12/76 gauge)

F3 Supertrap Combo exchangeable barrel F3 Supertrap USGL (Under-Single)

F3 Supersport barrels with height adjustable rib

Hinterschäfte
37

55 (50)

40 (38)

48

F3 Sporting Stock

F3 Supersport Straight

A 370mm (14.6"), other stock lengths from
345 – 390mm (13.6" – 15.4") for a surcharge

A 370mm (14.6"). Stock lengths shorter
than 370mm (14.6") for a surcharge, longer
than 370mm (14.6") with adjustable recoil
pad (optional) or as customized stock

45

63

53

84°

85°

B1/B3 40/55mm (1.6"/2.2")
or 38/50mm (1.5"/2.0")

34

375

370

370 (345-390
)

44

36

39

375

40

85°
F3 Supersport Monte Carlo
with “Vantage” barrel
A 375mm (14.8"). Stock lengths shorter
than 375mm (14.8") for a surcharge, longer
than 375mm (14.8") with adjustable recoil
pad (optional) or as customized stock.

64

366
88°

85°
F3 Supersport Monte Carlo

F3 Supertrap Stock

A 375mm (14.8"). Stock lengths shorter than
375mm (14.8") for a surcharge, longer than 375mm
(14.8") with adjustable recoil pad (optional) or as
customized stock.
B1/B2/B3 44/45/63mm based on the highest rib setting (individually adjustable)

A 366mm (14.4"). Stock lengths shorter than
366mm (14.4") for a surcharge, longer than 366mm
(14.4") with adjustable recoil pad (optional) or as
customized stock.
B1/B2/B3 39/40/64mm based on the
highest rib setting (individually adjustable)
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F3
Model

F3 Competition

Fore-end

English Style,
optional SemiBeavertail
fluted or
Schnabel

Stock

Sporting,
adjustable
comb optional

Drop/Cast/Pitch

Drop:
40/55mm (1.6"/2.2") or
38/50mm (1.5"/2.0")
Cast: 3/6/8mm
(0.12"/0.24"/0.32")

Stock wood grade

5 to 11, depending
on the version

Pitch: 85°

F3 "Vantage" with Supersport straight stock

F3 "Vantage" with Supersport Monte Carlo stock

F3 Supertrap

SemiBeavertail
fluted optional
English Style
or Schnabel

SemiBeavertail
fluted optional
English Style
or Schnabel

Supersport
Straight,
optionally
Supersport
Monte Carlo

Supertrap,
adjustable
comb as
standard,
varnish finish

Supersport Straight
Drop: 37/48mm (1.4"/1.9")
Cast: 3/4/9mm (0.12"/0.16"/
0.35")
Pitch: 84°
Supersport Monte Carlo
Drop: 36/34/53mm
(1.4"/1.3"/2.0")
Cast: 3/1/10mm
(0.12"/0.04"/0.40")
Pitch: 85°
Drop:
39/40/64mm (1.5"/1.6"/2.5")
based on the highest rib
setting
Cast:
5/2/14mm
(0.20"/0.08"/0.55")

5 to 11, depending
on the version

5 to 11, depending
on the version

Pitch: 88°

F3 Supersport

SemiBeavertail
fluted optional
English Style
or Schnabel

All models are optionally available with left-hand stock and/or left-hand locking lever.
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Supersport
Monte Carlo,
adjustable
comb as
standard

Drop: 44/45/63mm
(1.7"/1.8"/2.5")
based on the highest rib
setting
Cast: 3/1/10mm
(0.12"/0.04"/0.40")
Pitch: 85°

5 to 11, depending
on the version

Model Overview
Balancer

Barrel and
stock
balancer

Recoil pad

Action

Slip-on
rubber
recoil pad

Barrel

Chokes

Competition barrel,
barrel lengths 12 gauge:
71cm (28"), 76cm (30"),
81cm (32")

Briley chokes
flush to muzzle
1/4 (IC), 1/2 (M), 3/4 (IM)

Barrel lengths
20 and 28 gauge:
76cm (30"), 81cm (32")
Barrel lengths
.410 gauge
76cm (30"),81cm (32")

Barrel and
stock
balancer

Barrel and
stock
balancer

Barrel and
stock
balancer

Black versions
Luxus, Grand
Luxe and
Baronesse see
page 214.

KickEez ®
rubber
recoil pad

Versions Attaché
and Baronesse:
Briley interchangeable
chokes flush to muzzle
titanium nitrated
Skeet (SK), 1/4 (IC)
1/2 (M), 3/4 (IM), 1/1 (F)

“Vantage” barrel,
barrel lengths 12 gauge:
76cm (30"),
81cm (32").

Over&Under barrel,
barrel lengths 12 gauge:
76cm (30"),
81cm (32")

Over&Under barrel,
barrel lengths 12 gauge:
76cm (30"),
81cm (32")

Briley interchangeable
chokes
spectrum extended
1/2 (M)
3/4 (IM)

Sights

Weight *

Gauge

Illuminated bead,
10.5mm (0.41") rib,
tapered to
8.5mm (0.33")

approx. 3.7 kg
(8 lb. 3 oz.)

12/76
20/76
28/70
.410

Illuminated bead,
10.5mm (0.41") rib,
tapered to
8.5mm (0.33")

approx. 3.7 kg
(8 lb. 3 oz.)

12/76

Front bead and
midbead, Supersport
rib, adjustable

approx. 4.0 kg
(8 lb. 13 oz.)

12/76

Front bead and
midbead, Supersport
rib, adjustable

approx. 4.0 kg
(8 lb. 13 oz.)

12/76

* Stated weights are excluding stock balancer weights
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Interchangeable Chokes
The F16 and F3 come equipped with various chokes, depending on
the model and design you choose. There is unrestricted steel shot
compatibility up to half-choke. A choke wrench is included in delivery.
Optional chokes at extra cost: extended, manually-changeable
Briley Spectrum chokes.

Flush to muzzle chokes, can be swapped using a choke wrench
Lead shot choke

Restriction

Notches

Steel shot equivalent

Cylinder

0.000mm

–

Skeet

Skeet

0.125mm

–

¼ choke

¼ choke

0.250mm

I

½ choke

½ choke

0.500mm

II

1

3

⁄4 choke

0.625mm

III

–

1

⁄1 choke

0.850mm

IIII

–

⁄1 choke

Extended Briley Spectrum chokes, can be changed by hand
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Lead shot choke

Restriction

Color

Steel shot equivalent

Skeet

0.125mm

SK

¼ choke

¼ choke

0.250mm

IC

½ choke

¼ – ½ choke

0.380mm

LM

3

⁄4 choke

½ choke

0.500mm

M

1

⁄1 choke

3

⁄4 choke

0.625mm

IM

–

3

⁄4 – 1 ⁄1 choke

0.750mm

LF

–

1

⁄1 choke

0.850mm

F

5

⁄4 choke

1.050mm

XF
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BLASER AMMUNITION
Effective and Accurate

Blaser ammunition
is not offered for sale,
sold, or distributed
in North America.
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8.5x55 Blaser – Success Redefined
Maximum Power for Short Barrels
Rifles with silencers are gaining more and more importance.
In order to keep the firearm as compact as possible with a silencer, short
barrels are the perfect choice. Especially for this reason, Blaser has
developed the caliber 8.5x55. Even with barrel lengths of less than 50cm,
it reaches ideal ballistic values that are normally only achievable with
use of longer barrels for high-performance calibers.

Barnes TTSX

0

50

100

150

200

250

Speed (m/s)

900

863

828

793

759

726

694

Energy (J)

4858

4471

4110

3772

3457

3163

2889

-4.0

-0.35

0.0

-3.2

-10.4

-21.7

-37.8

-4.0

+1.7

+4.0

+2.8

-2.3

-11.7

-25.7

300

100m
MRD

8.5mm bullet diameter with 11.7g and 12g
bullet weight, together with a high bullet
velocity provides the best possible effect as
well as a very long trajectory.
These features make the 8.5x55 Blaser
a caliber with an incredibly wide f ield of
use; ranging from local hunting territories
to hunts for moose or large antelopes.

R8 Professional Success with Blaser Over-Barrel silencer

R8 Silence with integrated silencer

CAUTION: Fire or blast hazard and hazard of fragment projection. Keep away from
hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and other sources of ignition. No smoking.
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12g · 185gr (BC =  0.432) LEAD-FREE

Distance (m)

182m (cm)

Nosler AccuBond

300

11.7g · 180gr (BC =  0.372)

Distance (m)

0

50

100

150

200

250

Speed (m/s)

910

867

826

786

747

709

672

4830

4387

3978

3600

3252

2930

2633

Energy (J)
100m
MRD

181m (cm)

-4.0

-0.4

0.0

-3.2

-10.4

-22.0

-38.5

-4.0

+1.6

-4.0

-2.7

-2.5

-12.1

-26.6
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Blaser CDC – Environmentally
Responsible: Lead Free
More than 30 years ago, Barnes (today one of the world’s most
renowned bullet manufacturers) put a lead-free copper hunting bullet
on the market. The goal was to provide a bullet with consistently
good expansion qualities and – at the same time – improve ballistics.
The Blaser CDC (Controlled Deformation Copper) bullet
combines all these desired qualities in the optimum way, including
excellent accuracy and superior knock-down effect. CDC is
specifically adjusted for light to medium game, meeting the needs
of hunters in Central Europe perfectly. CDC is designed and
field-tested by Blaser. In order to ensure the highest quality
possible, CDC bullets are manufactured by Barnes and loaded
by Norma.

of distances and velocities. Thanks to a heavier weight, CDC
bullets offer outstanding penetration and excellent stability.
The CDC’s bullet tip reacts immediately on impact due to its
special design consisting of an innovative expansion cavern,
pressure grooves and a polymer tip. On penetration, CDC forms
four separate petals, preventing fragmentation and meat damage.

Compared with other brands of lead-free bullet, the weight of the
Blaser CDC bullet has been only slightly reduced from those
containing lead. This has been done deliberately, to ensure the
CDC’s excellent controlled bullet performance over a wide range

7x64

9.4g · 145gr · BC = 0.413

10.4g · 160gr · BC = 0.427
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300

Distance (m)

0
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Speed (m/s)

880

842

806

770

735

701

668

Speed (m/s)

820

785

751

718

685

654

623

Energy (J)

3641

3336

3052

2787

2541

2312

2100

Energy (J)

3498

3206

2934

2681

2445

2225

2021

-4.4

-0.5

0.0

-3.3

-10.8

-22.7

-39.7

-4.4

-2.0

0.0

-4.1

-13.0

-27.2

-47.0

-4.4

1.5

4.0

2.7

-2.7

-12.7

-27.6

-4.4

1.8

4.0

1.8

-5.1

-17.2

-35.1

300

100m
MRD

180m (cm)

7x65 R

9.4g · 145gr · BC = 0.413

100m
MRD

167m (cm)

.30–06

300

10.4g · 160gr · BC = 0.427

Distance (m)

0
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300

Distance (m)

0

50

100

150

200

250

Speed (m/s)

860

823

787

751

717

684

651

Speed (m/s)

855

819

784

750

717

685

653

Energy (J)

3478

3184

2910

2655

2418

2198

1994

Energy (J)

3803

3491

3200

2928

2675

2439

2220

-4.4

-0.4

0.0

-3.6

-11.5

-24.2

-42.1

-4.4

-0.4

0.0

-3.6

-11.6

-24.3

-42.3

-4.4

1.6

4.0

2.4

-3.5

-14.2

-30.2

-4.4

1.6

4.0

2.4

-3.6

-14.3

-30.3

300

100m
MRD

175m (cm)

7 mm Blaser Magnum

100m
MRD

175m (cm)

.300 Blaser Magnum

9.4g · 145gr · BC = 0.413

10.4g · 160gr · BC = 0.427

Distance (m)

0
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300

Distance (m)

0

50
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250

Speed (m/s)

945

905

867

830

793

758

723

Speed (m/s)

960

921

884

847

811

777

743

Energy (J)

4199

3855

3534

3237

2959

2701

2461

Energy (J)

4794

4415

4062

3733

3425

3139

2871

-4.4

-0.7

0.0

-2.6

-8.7

-18.7

-33.0

-4.4

-0.8

0.0

-2.4

-8.2

-17.7

-31.3

-4.4

1.3

4.0

3.4

-0.7

-8.7

-21.0

-4.4

1.2

4.0

3.6

-0.2

-7.8

-19.4

300

100m
MRD

194m (cm)

8x57 IS

100m
MRD

198m (cm)

.30 R Blaser

11.0g · 170gr · BC = 0.398

10.4g · 160gr · BC = 0.427

Distance (m)

0
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300

Distance (m)

0
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250

Speed (m/s)

850

812

775

738

703

669

635

Speed (m/s)

910

873

836

801

767

733

700

Energy (J)

3975

3626

3301

3000

2720

2461

2222

Energy (J)

4308

3962

3639

3338

3058

2796

2551

100m

-4.4

-0.3

0.0

-3.7

-12.0

-25.2

-43.9

100m

-4.4

-0.4

0.0

-3.1

-10.1

-21.2

-36.9

-4.4

1.7

4.0

2.3

-4.0

-15.2

-31.8

-4.4

1.6

4.0

2.9

-2.0

-11.1

-24.8

300

MRD

173m (cm)

8x57 IRS

11.0g · 170gr · BC = 0.398

MRD

184m (cm)

.300 Win. Mag.

10.4g · 160gr · BC = 0.427

Distance (m)
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0
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Energy (J)

3434

3123

2835

2567

2320

2091

1881

Energy (J)

4695

4311

3953

3620

3311

3023

2755

100m

-4.4

0.0

0.0
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MRD
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.308 Win.

Distance (m)

161m (cm)

MRD

196m (cm)

8x68 S

11.0g · 170gr · BC = 0.398

Distance (m)

0
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845
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4717

4313
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2970
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1.4
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100m
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189m (cm)

9.3x62

300

16.2g · 250gr · BC = 0.444

Distance (m)

0

50

100
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200

250

Speed (m/s)

770

738

706

675

645

616

587

Energy (J)

4805

4409

4039

3694

3372

3072

2794

100m
MRD

158m (cm)

9.3x74 R

-4.4

0.1

0.0

-5.0

-15.3

-31.6

-54.3

-4.4

2.0

4.0

1.0

-7.4

-21.7

-42.4

300

16.2g · 250gr · BC = 0.444

Distance (m)

0

50

100

150

200

250

Speed (m/s)

740

708

677

647

618

589

562

Energy (J)

4438

4066

3719

3395

3094

2814

2556

100m

-4.4

0.2

0.0

-5.6

-17.0

-34.9

-59.9

-4.4

2.2

4.0

0.4

-9.0

-24.9

-47.9

MRD

153m (cm)

Thanks to its weight, the
CDC projectile provides
consistently good deformation over
a large range of distances.

CAUTION: Fire or blast hazard and hazard of fragment projection.
Keep away from hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and other
sources of ignition. No smoking.
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Blaser CDP – Best Effects with Lead
As a result of the controlled deformation process (CDP)
the CDP projectile ensures a powerful shock effect and high
penetration force while its weight remains virtually the same.
Despite its relatively low weight, the CDP bullet produces the
optimum exit wound while causing minimum meat damage.
Upon impact, the CDP bullet mushrooms symmetrically in four
directions. Regardless of varying velocity and target resistance, the
deformation process always remains controlled. When
mushrooming, the diameter of the bullet increases by 2.5 times.
This effect has been achieved by accurately calculating the
behaviour of the bullet components during the shot.

Extensive testing over hundreds of shots
in the field showed the following results:
– in 78% of cases, the quarry ran
less than 20m following a hit
– in 94% of cases, very low meat
damage was reported.

.243 Win.

7x64

6.5g · 100gr · BC = 0.309
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0
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Speed (m/s)
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828

779

733

688

644

Speed (m/s)
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833
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762

728

695

663

Energy (J)

2811

2505

2228

1972

1746

1538

1348

Energy (J)

3785

3469

3176

2903

2650

2415

2198

-0.9

0.0
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-9.4

-20.7

-37.2

-0.7
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-3.1

-10.5

-22.5
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4.0
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-2.5
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-27.6

300

100m
MRD

189m (cm)

.270 Win.

8.4g · 130gr · BC = 0.307

100m
MRD

181m (cm)

7x65 R

300

10.0g · 154gr · BC = 0.420
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787

740
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Speed (m/s)
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788
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719

686

654

Energy (J)

3711

3304

2935

2601

2300

2023

1780

Energy (J)

3698

3387

3105

2835

2585

2353

2139
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-36.3
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300
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MRD

191m (cm)

.30-06

10.7g · 165gr · BC = 0.340

100m
MRD

179m (cm)

.308 Win.

10.7g · 165gr · BC = 0.340
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743
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662

623

586

Speed (m/s)
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776

734

693

653

615

578

Energy (J)

3686

3305

2953

2637

2345

2076

1837

Energy (J)

3597

3222

2882

2569

2281

2024

1787
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-27.4

-48.3
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1.5

4.0
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-18.3

-37.8

300

100m
MRD

169m (cm)

.30 R Blaser

10.7g · 165gr · BC = 0.340

100m
MRD

167m (cm)

8x57 IS

12.7g · 196gr · BC = 0.388

Distance (m)

0
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0
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Speed (m/s)

880

834

790

747

706

666

627

Speed (m/s)
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733

697

662

628

595

563

Energy (J)

4143

3721

3339

2985

2667

2373

2103

Energy (J)

3765

3412

3085

2783

2504

2248

2013

-0.7

0.0

-3.2

-10.8

-23.3

-41.4

-0.2

0.0

-4.8

-15.3

-32.0

-55.6

1.3

4.0

2.8

-2.8

-13.3

-29.3

1.8

4.0

1.1

-7.3

-22.0

-43.7

300

100m
MRD

180m (cm)

.300 Win. Mag.

10.7g · 165gr · BC = 0.420

100m
MRD

159m (cm)

8x57 IRS

12.7g · 196gr · BC = 0.388

Distance (m)

0
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0
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250

Speed (m/s)
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907

860

815

771

729

688

Speed (m/s)

750

713

678

644

610

578

547

Energy (J)

4879

4401

3957

3554

3180

2843

2532

Energy (J)

3572

3228

2919

2634

2363

2121
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0.0

-2.3

-8.3

-18.5

-33.2

-0.1

0.0

-5.3

-16.4

-34.2

-59.4

1.0

4.0

3.7

-0.3

-8.4

-21.2

1.9

4.0

0.8

-8.4

-24.1

-47.3

100m
MRD
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10.0g · 154gr · BC = 0.420

Distance (m)

197m (cm)

100m
MRD

156m (cm)

The tip of the projectile consists of
a soft alloy that reacts dynamically.
Four internal grooves along the length
of the bullet, set at 90 degrees, control
the symmetrical deformation process.
The increasing thickness of the sleeve
towards the rear supports controlled
expansion.
The v-shaped closed bridge is robust
yet flexible. To a large extent, the forces
that affect the projectile in the barrel are
absorbed. The bridge gives the projectile
reliable protection against decomposition
and provides optimal interior ballistics.
The hard rear core promotes penetration
performance and ensures that the projectile
retains close to 100% of its weight.

8x75 RS

12.7g · 196gr · BC = 0.351

Distance (m)
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Speed (m/s)
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727

688

649
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577

Energy (J)

4166

3745

3356

3006

2675

2378

2114
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-28.9
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4.0

1.8

-5.6
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100m
MRD

166m (cm)

8x68 S

300

12.7g · 196gr · BC = 0.344

Distance (m)

0
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Speed (m/s)
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819

776

734

693

654

5258

4740

4259

3824

3421

3050

2716

-0.9
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-2.8

-9.7

-21.1

-37.7

1.2

4.0

3.2

-1.6

-11.1

-25.6

300

Energy (J)
100m
MRD

187m (cm)

9.3x62

18.5g · 285gr · BC = 0.410

Distance (m)

0
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Speed (m/s)
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686

653
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591

561

532

Energy (J)

4795

4353

3944

3579

3231

2911

2618
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0.0

-5.9

-18.1

-37.3

-64.4

2.1

4.0

0.1

-10.1

-27.3

-52.3

300

100m
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151m (cm)

9.3x74 R

18.5g · 285gr · BC = 0.410

Distance (m)

0
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Speed (m/s)

700

667

635

603

573

544

515

Energy (J)

4533

4115

3730

3363

3037

2737

2453

0.3

0.0

-6.3

-19.5

-40.1

-68.9

2.2

4.0

-0.4

-11.5

-30.2

-57.0

100m
MRD

147m (cm)

CAUTION: Fire or blast hazard and hazard of fragment projection.
Keep away from hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and other
sources of ignition. No smoking.
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Blaser Magnum – True Power
In cooperation with Norma, Blaser has developed a brand-new and completely
original generation of high-performance cartridges. The latest ammunition
technology was applied to achieve optimum performance in each caliber group.

High Accuracy with Good Shooting Characteristics
High precision values in conjunction with notably increased
energy and velocity data make the Blaser Magnum calibers your
best choice for long-range shooting – whether you are hunting in
the mountains, in the savanna or on a plateau.
Thanks to an optimized cartridge geometry, a stable cartridge
base and modern powder types as well as the four-groove barrel
profiles and adapted twist rates, the Blaser Magnum offers a more
comfortable recoil than other Magnum cartridges.
Four Calibers, Six Loads
The Blaser Magnum calibers are a vailable with Hornady Interlock,
Nosler AccuBond, Barnes TSX/TTSX and Blaser CDP bullets.
Norma also offers additional loads under its own company label.

The range of Blaser Magnum cartridges from left to right:
7mm Magnum with Hornady Interlock bullet; .300 Magnum with TTSX bullet;
.300 Magnum with CDP bullet; .338 Magnum with Nosler AccuBond bullet;
.338 Magnum with Barnes bullet; .375 Magnum with Barnes bullet
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7mm Blaser Magnum

9g · 139gr Hornady Interlock · BC = 0.392

.375 Blaser Magnum

17.5g · 270gr Barnes TSX · BC = 0.326 LEAD-FREE
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4149

3793

3463
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2874

2611

2367
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6.177 5.503 4889
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3822

3361

2946

100m (cm)
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0
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-8.8

-18.8

-33.0
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0

-4.1

-13.1

-27.7

-48.7

MRD 193m (cm)

1.5

4.0

3.4

-0.8

-8.8

-21.0

MRD 168m (cm)

1.6

4.0

1.9

-5.1

-17.7

-36.8

The 7mm Blaser Magnum with a 139-grain bullet is particularly
comfortable to shoot, achieving excellent velocity for European
game as well as lightweight steppe or mountain game.

Because of the larger volume of the 71.7mm cartridge case, the
.375 Blaser Magnum generates approximately 5% more energy at
a range of 150m than the .375H&H and has more comfortable
shooting characteristics.

.300 Blaser Magnum

.338 Blaser Magnum

11.7g · 180gr Barnes TTSX · BC = 0.484 LEAD-FREE

13.6g · 210gr Barnes TTSX · BC = 0.482 LEAD-FREE
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740
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Energy (J)

4941

4574

4231

3909

3607

3324

3059

Energy (J)

5.514

5.111

4732

4377

4043

3730

3436

100 m (cm)

-0.4

0

-2.9

- 9.6

-20.1

-35.0
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-0.7

0
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-9.5

-20.3
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MRD 187 m (cm)
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4.0
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MRD 188m (cm)

1.4
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3.2

-1.5

-10.3

-23.5

.300 Blaser Magnum

10.7g · 165gr Blaser CDP · BC = 0.385

.338 Blaser Magnum

13.0g · 200gr Nosler-Accu-Bond · BC = 0.414
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746
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742
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4394
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3628
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3241
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4.0
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-1.0
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The .300 Blaser Magnum generates its energy with 165 or 180
grain bullets from a 64.2mm cartridge case and is an all-round
cartridge for anything from lightweight to heavy game.

The .338 Blaser Magnum comes in weights of 200 or 210 grains
and is suitable for big game – ideal for bear, moose, wapiti and
large antelopes. It has a good ballistic coefficient and speed even
with long-range shots.

CAUTION: Fire or blast hazard and hazard of fragment projection. Keep away
from hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and other sources of ignition. No smoking.
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Useful Accessories
for Your Hunting Success
Practical firearm features, useful hunting accessories and
thought-out equipment – all originating from our own
hunting practice.
Also available online in the Blaser Store: premium hunting
gear, sophisticated gifts and attractive products to add
some Blaser character to your office and home.
store.blaser.de/en
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Blaser Silencers
Every shot can cause irreparable damage to your
hearing. It is therefore advisable to wear suitable hearing
protection at all times when shooting. Practical considerations when hunting means that this is not always possible.
Using silencers represents the far better solution. They
provide less risk of hearing damage and the pain threshold
of 130dB at the ear is rarely reached. Moreover, silencers have
a particularly positive effect on the shooting performance.
Besides the muzzle report, a silencer also considerably
reduces recoil which is a significant part of achieving better accuracy.

Blaser On-Barrel Silencer
Blaser’s On-Barrel Silencer is designed
primarily to meet the requirements and
needs of hunters. It is threaded onto
the barrel forward of the front sight.

Every R8 and K95 can optionally be
factory fitted and retro-fitted with the
required muzzle thread for the silenc-

Blaser Over-Barrel Silencer
The Blaser Over-Barrel Silencer is the 
ideal solution when short overall length 
is required. The combination of a special
aluminum alloy and steel ensures it is light
weight while still having a long service life.

Thanks to the silencer’s slim design you
are still able to shoot using your open
sights. Aerospace grade aluminum
alloy combined with titanium insure
the Blaser On-Barrel Silencer is one
of the lightest on the market and still
offers an outstanding service life.

er. Please note all barrels with sights
require the front sight to be set back
approximately 17mm / 0.67". It is also

It should be taken into account that the
Blaser Over-Barrel Silencer can only be
mounted on barrels without open sights.
For retrofitting a muzzle thread with
cover, the front sight must be removed.

Versions 
Version 6.5 mm 
Version .30 
Version 9.3 mm 

Caliber group
≤ 6.5 mm
≤ .30 (7.62 mm)
≤ 9.3 mm

Technical Data
Diameter 
42.9 mm (1.69")
Total length 
203.1 mm (7.99")
Real extension 
188 mm (7.40")
Barrel overhang 
15 mm (0.59")
Weight 325 g (0.72 lb)

for .30 Caliber
Noise reduction 27 dB (C) for

Cal. .308 Win.

suggested to use a thread protector
cap when the silencer is not installed.

Versions 
Version 6.5 mm 
Version .30 
Version 9.3 mm 

Caliber group
≤ 6.5 mm
≤ .30 (7.62 mm)
≤ 9.3 mm

Technical Data
Diameter
Total length
Real extension
Barrel overhang
Weight
Noise reduction


50 mm (1.97")
247 mm (9.72")
158 mm (6.22")
89 mm (3.50")
410 g (0.90 lb)
34,5 dB (C)
for Cal. .308 Win.
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ABS Hard Case
Safe, comfortable, discreet: the perfect
light carrying case for car and aircraft.
The double ABS shell provides reliable
protection against knocks and bumps
for the firearm. Additional features of
the case are leather trimmed rounded
edges along with a fine velvet interior
that is secured with 3 combination locks.
Type C: For bolt action rifles, barrel up
to 70cm (27.5"), stock up to 42cm (16.5")
long. Compartments: 2 x barrels, 2 x
scopes, R8 spare magazine. Document
pouch and Allen key holders in the lid.
LxWxH: 84x45x11cm (33.1"x17.7"x4.3")
Type A (not shown): for single shot
rifles and combination guns, barrels
up to 68cm (26.7") with the fore-end
removed, stock up to 42cm (16.5")
long. Compartment for scope LxWxH: 71x32x10cm (28"x12.6"x4").
Type B (not shown): For bolt action rifles,
barrel up to 70cm (27.5"), stock up to
38cm (15") long. Compartment for rifle
scope, 1x R8 spare magazine; document
pouch and Allen key holders in the lid.
LxWxH: 82x33x11cm (32.3"x13"x4.3")
Hunting Travel Trolley
The convenient and hardwearing hunting travel trolley has been used across
the globe. It is made of high quality,
extremely durable Cordura. The clever
pocket and compartment system offers
you optimal storage. The whole travel
case is a compact, easy-to-carry unit.
External dimensions LxWxH:
86x38x40cm (33.8"x15"x15.7")
Main compartment LxWxH:
82x37x22cm (32.2"x14.5"x8.6")
Two storage compartments in
the top section LxWxH: 41x36x10cm (16.1"x14.1"x4")
Total volume: approx. 95.5l Weight:
approx. 6 kg (13 lb 3.6 oz)
Blaser Weekender
This sturdy carry on bag has ample room
for clothing and a multitude of hunting
equipment. The combination of brown
twill and high-quality leather boasts
first-class workmanship and an elegant
finish. As well as a zip, the bag also has
two belt buckle fasteners. With discreetly embossed Blaser logo on the top.
External dimensions:
LxWxH: 50 x 25 x 29 cm
Total volume: approx 30 l.
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Ultimate Expedition Rucksack
Blaser’s Ultimate Expedition rucksack
combines all the innovative features
needed by the hunter. Developed from
experience, it’s fold-out rifle carrying
compartment ensures safe transport of
rifles while providing direct access at all
times. At the same time, its sophisticated
carrying system allows ergonomic game
transport. Thanks to its well thought-out
space division, compression straps, as well
as front and top-loading function, you
can store all the essentials for your trip.
The game carrying sack that is included
provides the necessary hygiene when
transporting harvested game.
Its low-noise and water-repellent outer
material is fully matched in both color and
function and designed totally for use in
hunting. Sturdy Cordura on the bottom of the rucksack makes it even
more resistant to dirt and moisture.
Combined with its many features, the
Blaser Ultimate Expedition is your perfect
companion for any hunting challenge.
Volume: approx. 43 l.
Weight: approx. 3.3 kg.
L x W x H: approx. 31x25x65cm
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Blaser Carbon Shooting Stick
Whether it is stalking, driven or mountain
hunting – the Blaser Carbon Shooting
Stick is the ideal solution for a safe shot
even under difficult conditions. It sets new
standards in terms of stability, weight,
ergonomics and functionality. Thanks to
its high-quality materials, such as carbon
or fiber-reinforced plastic, and its design
which was developed from experience, it
gives you stability and security to master
every hunting situation.
Thanks to the rotatable “pistol grip” which
is set strategically on the front support,
you can keep the rifle safely on target
over a lateral area of 20 meters at a range
of 100 meters. This can be done without
having to move the shooting stick itself
from the position it is set in. This is an
invaluable advantage with crossing game.
Length: 1 .24 – 1.98 m (Length adjustment
through four screw closures)
Weight: 985 g
Weight incl. bag: 1.307 g
Rifle holder: U
 -Shape rifle rest
(magnetic and removable)
Material: C
 arbon, plastic, elastomer screw
closures, foam handles
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Blaser Gun Covers
The new Blaser gun covers combine classy
loden with elegant cowhide leather or are
entirely made of rugged Cordura. They are
available for rifles and combination guns
in size “short” or “long” and as a sleek
shotgun slipbag. The comfortable carrying
strap with anti-slip insert and the robust
metal fasteners provide optimum transport even with heavy firearms. The rifle
cover incl. 2 combination locks, and the
shotgun slipbag incl. 1 combination lock.
Rifle cover “long”:
Rifles up to total length of 128cm (50,4")
and Blaser rifle scope 4-20x58 iC
Rifle cover “short”:
Rifles up to a total length of 110cm (43,3")
and Blaser rifle scope 4-20x58 iC
Shotgun slipbag:
Shotguns up to a total length of 127-134cm
(50"-52,8")

ABS shotgun case
Safe, comfortable, discreet: the perfect,
light carrying case for car and aircraft. The
ABS shell reliably protects your shotgun
from knocks and bangs. Safe protection
for all shotguns with a maximum barrel
length of 81cm (32"). Special compartments
give you plenty of space for extra chokes,
shooting glasses, hearing protection and
other accessories. Extra compartment
for an exchangeable barrel. Rounded,
edges lined in leather with a fine velvet
interior. Three combination locks.
LxWxH: 89x30x12cm (35"x11.8"x4.7")
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Canvas Hunting Rucksack
Made of original hunting linen, robust,
low-noise and tear-resistant. The
material is 100% cotton, coated and
water-repellent. Mounts and straps
are made of high-quality cowhide
leather. Comes with a folding seat
cushion and a game transport bag.
Volume: approx. 35l.
WxH: 60x55cm (23.6"x21.6").

Game Hauler
Helpful, practical strap for recovering
game in difficult terrain. The variable
rope with swivel snap can also be used
for bleeding out in conjunction with the
extremely strong stainless steel hook.
Includes two bird totes for easy transportation of harvested small game.
Blaser Folding Game Bag
Folding, extremely robust game bag in
waterproof material for easy transportation of harvested game. Large capacity .
Adjustable-length handles can be used as
grips or practical shoulder straps.
WxHxD: 60x40x40cm
(23,6"x15,7"x15,7")
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Cordura Cartridge Pouch
Versatile, durable, handy – the new
Blaser cartridge pouch is made of robust Cordura and accommodates up
to 12 rifle cartridges. Thanks to its well
thought-out design it can be used in
different ways. Its flexible material provides maximum comfort when worn on
the belt. The magnetic closure allows for
fast and silent access to your ammunition.
The removable cartridge holder with
separate strap and velcro fastener can
conveniently be worn on the arm or can
be attached to the stock of your rifle.
With premium cowhide leather inserts.

Blaser Rifle Slings
Non-slip, elastic and adjustable in length,
whether it’s the finest cowhide, elegant
loden and leather or rugged Neoprene,
thanks to the wide soft shoulder pad the
Blaser rifle sling provides you the best
carrying comfort. For optimal handling, it
features the proven Blaser quick-release
fastener and an integrated cartridge
carrier for two additional rifle cartridges.
Blaser Rifle Sling “Leather”
Made of fine cowhide leather.
Blaser Rifle Sling “Neoprene®”
Made of Neoprene® and available in
anthracite or dark green (not shown).
The rifle sling in dark green is also available as a tracking version with practical
tracking clasp on the buttstock. Suitable only for “Tracking” rifle models.
Blaser Rifle Sling “Loden/Leather”
Made of fine cowhide leather and
loden, with a particularly wide shoulder
pad this sling is perfectly suitable as a
rifle rest for the R8 Silence model.
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BLASER SAFARIS
Dream Destinations
all Over the World

“Quality before quantity! We only suggest hunting
areas to you that we have experience of, areas in which
we have hunted several times. We work exclusively with
outfitters whose first responsibility is to the wildlife,
and whose understanding of hunting is in line with ours:
fair chase and sustainability.”
Rainer Schwarz
CEO Blaser Safaris
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GOOD PHYSICAL
CONDITION REQUIRED

SUITABLE FOR FAMILIES

CAN BE COMBINED WITH A
BEACH HOLIDAY

OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION
IN TENTS

USE OF HELICOPTER POSSIBLE

OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION
IN HUNTING LODGE

USE OF SEAPLANE POSSIBLE

OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION
IN  LODGE / HOTEL

USE OF CANOE POSSIBLE

OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION
IN  LODGE / HOTEL

HUNTING ON HORSEBACK
POSSIBLE

OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION
IN  LODGE / HOTEL

FISHING POSSIBLE

OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATION
ON YACHT
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Hungary
Europe’s Hunting
Paradise
Hungary offers a unique variety of
hunting opportunities with red deer,
roe deer, mouflon, fallow deer and
wild boar all available. The c ountry’s
exceptional game stocks and its
hospitable people attract numerous
visitors who come to enjoy Hungary’s
large selection of national hunting
areas and comfortable hunting lodges.
Hungary is a fantastic country to hunt
roe deer, which can be found in both
the east and the west. Strong bucks
are mainly found in eastern Hungary,
where you can choose between
stalking and high seat hunting. In western Hungary, with its extensive
hunting areas, there is also excellent
roe buck hunting to be had.
Since the start of the 20 th century,
Hungary has also been renowned for
its classic small game hunting (driven
or stalking). Hunters from across the
globe visit the Hungarian lowlands in
the east of the country every year.
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Hungary
Red Deer Rut
Nowhere else in the world you can
traditionally hunt on such enormous
stags as during their fascinating rut.
The noblest of our game species is
nurtured with great care here in Hungary where its natural habitat is still
spacious enough. For most hunters
the red deer rut is the biggest highlight of their hunting year. Especially
in our Hungarian national hunting
areas rangers work towards the rut
the whole year through and thus
make hunting on all classes possible.

Driven Hunts
Experience the famous and perfectly
organized driven hunts in the hunting
areas of Hungary which are extremely
rich in game. Not only big boars, but
also the many different game species
and the large hunting bags attract
numerous hunters every year again to
go hunting in highly traditional Hungary.
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Hungary
Mouflon and
Fallow Deer
Hunting mature mouflon rams in the
indigenous and hilly oak and beech
forests of Hungary is particularly
exciting.
Hungary is world-renowned for being
one of the best hunting countries for
big fallow stags: from interesting stags
to be shot over abnormal stags to
world record class.
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Namibia
Sney Rivier
Lodge
Hunting fever can affect everyone:
whether you are carrying a camera,
binoculars or a rifle, being near wild
game will send your pulse racing!
Experience the unique flair of Sney
Rivier Lodge, which is just a two hour
drive from Windhoek airport. In a
breathtaking landscape, you can hunt
on more than 20 game species,
exclusively while stalking on foot.
Thanks to a wide range of leisure
activities, non-hunting partners will
surely also enjoy the stay.
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Situated in the landscape at the base
of the Khoma Highlands, Sney Rivier
Lodge enjoys a unique ambience. The
architecture and design of the lodge is
inspired by nature and hunting. The
boundaries between inside and
outside are blurred. Within view of
the main house and the guest chalets
is a w
 atering hole where game can be
observed all day long.
The lodge is the ideal destination for
both the experienced African hunter
as well as for those hunting on the
continent for the first time. The trip
will be an unforgettable experience
for the rest of the family, too. From
the generous breakfast buffet to
delicious dinners, the chefs are always
able to surprise with a combination of
traditional African and modern
international cuisine.
Sney Rivier Lodge pampers you with
the highest levels of luxury, while
being in the middle of the Namibian
bush. The lodge was rebuilt in 2009
based on the concept of combining
exclusivity with thrilling hunting in
the wild.
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Hunting challenges are guaranteed to
be found on the 40,000 hectares of
hunting grounds, be it tracking wild
game and stalking to within range of
your quarry or sitting in a hide on
one of the countless rocky hills.
Our hunting guides and trackers are
masters at helping you, the hunter,
succeed. As excellent connoisseurs of
flora and fauna, they are able to show
you some of the most extraordinary
natural wonders in Namibia.
You will be treated to the most amazing spectacles during every season of
the year and at any time of day. Every
stalk is worthwhile, every stalk will
bring its own surprises. Hunting is
done exclusively on foot.
Endless plains and a varied landscape
always impress visitors from Europe,
as Namibia is only sparsely populated
and largely untouched. It counts
among the most bio-diverse
countries on the planet.
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What could be more beautiful than
bringing the hunting day to a close
beside a campfire enjoying your
favorite beverage and bite to eat.
Find yourself reminiscing about the
days adventure while being pampered
by our friendly attentive staff. At least
until the drums call you to another
highlight: the dinner, where a wide
variety of game cuisine is featured.
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Sambia
A Hunting Jewel
The Game Reserve lies in the world-
famous Luangwa Valley and stretches
from the North Luangwa National
Park to the Luangwa River.
The area covers 200 square
kilometres of Miombo woodland,
savannah and rugged mountains.
Due to the varied habitats, an astonishing variety of s pecies can be found
in Nyaminga, including: leopard,
buffalo, Chobe bushbuck, crocodile,
elephant, grysbok, hippo, kudu, oribi,
puku and Cookson gnu.
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Cameroon
For Connoisseurs
and Specialists
Hunting in the rainforest and in the
savanna: All safaris are run on a
one-to-one b
 asis, and each hunting
guest is e scorted by a professional
hunter with their own individual
hunting vehicle and a team of
trackers and bearers.
The first and last day of your scheduled trip are usually spent travelling,
so for a 16-day safari, you can enjoy
14 full hunting days.
We offer safaris in five camps:
Mayo Oldiri, Mayo Nduell, Djibao,
Mayo Vaimba and Rey Bouba.
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Tanzania
In Hemingway’s
Footsteps
A story of incomparable encounters:
Tanzania is without doubt one of the
most famous and exclusive s afari
destinations in Africa. Inyonga East,
Kilombero Valley, Maasailand and
Selous are the perfect e xamples
of what Tanzania has to offer:
unparalleled v ariety of wildlife and
breathtaking views.
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South Africa
Africa’s Diversity
We have hunting opportunities in
several different areas, allowing us to
tailor-make safaris according to
your needs!
Safaris are run in South Africa
throughout the year, with the best
hunting o
 pportunities between April
and October.
Around 40 different species of 
game can be hunted throughout the
country, and each safari is carefully
planned by us to suit your wishes.
Safaris in South Africa are suitable
for the whole family and for the
non-hunters in the party, there are
a variety of interesting photographic
tours.

Mozambique
Buffalo Fever in
the Zambezi Delta
Mozambique, in southern Africa,
offers you the chance to experience
wilderness unchanged for millennia.
This is one of the greatest hunting
countries on the globe: There are
areas where no trophies have been
taken for 16 years.
The hunting area is part of the
Marromeu complex and lies in the
centre of Mozambique. It borders the
mighty Zambezi river and has an area
of approximately 200,000 hectares.
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Zimbabwe
In Colonial Style
Hunting in Zimbabwe is done with our
partner in the Matetsi region in the
west of the country. These areas are
the Kazuma/Pandamasuie Forest area
which borders the Kazuma Pan and
the Zambezi National Park.
Other hunting areas are near the
Fuller Forest and further south in the
Ngamo forest areas. None of the
areas are fenced, so the game is all
free-range, and they vary in size from
30,000 to just over 102,000 hectares.
The hunting areas named here are
known for their very good game
populations, with mature trophies
for big game and plains game.
The hunting season runs from April to
October; the most popular period for
hunting is from June to August.
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Mauritius
Hunting on the
Island of Your
Dreams
Experience a dream holiday on the
Indian Ocean and exciting hunting:
If you suggest Mauritius as a destination, you’ll find it won’t be too difficult
to persuade your partner to come
with you for a hunting holiday. After
all, where else in the world can you
combine a relaxed beach holiday with
hunting?
White sandy beaches, a crystal clear
sea, exclusive hotels under palm trees
and spectacular nature make Mauritius
a prime destination. Only very few
hunters realize there are amazing
hunting opportunities in this magical
place. Rusa deer, part of the crested
deer family, and wild pigs were
introduced by the first sailors to the
islands as a source of meat. Today,
these two species are controlled by
hunting. Hunting, deep-sea fishing and
beach holiday: the perfect, varied
combination.
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Australia
The Fascination
of Down Under
Hunting is a special experience in
Australia, and will surprise even the
most experienced and well-travelled
hunters. Along with water buffalo,
which our partner specialises in, you
can also hunt banteng and wild boar.
The hunting takes place in the best
and most remote area of Arnhem
Land, where Australia’s nature
and wilderness are untouched.
Accommodation is in comfortable
tented camps near the hunting areas.
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New Zealand
At the Other End
of the World
This truly is one of the most impressive hunting areas in one of the most
beautiful countries in the world.
Exceptional examples of game species
and fantastic landscapes have established New Zealand as one of the
destinations for the globetrotting
hunter.
Conscientious management and a
limited number of hunts ensures the
highest quality of this outfit and helps
to p
 reserve it from season to season.
Tours and packages are tailored
individually to each hunter or group
and can contain other summer and
winter activities. Whether you like
sightseeing, a helicopter flight to a
private boat with an overnight stay
deep in the heart of the fjords, or a
day of heli-skiing in the southern
mountains – Minaret Station can
satisfy any wish you might have.
Your accommodation is a comfortable
lodge in the hunting areas, from which
you have magnificent panoramic views
across the beautiful landscape. The
area is mountainous and the town is
named after Lake Wanaka, the fourth
largest inland lake in New Zealand.
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Argentina
In the Land of
the Gauchos
Argentina is one of the top destinations for hunting and fishing worldwide. With its varied climatic zones
and regions, it offers many opportunities for foreign hunters.
The plains in the Buenos Aires province, the Patagonian mountains and
the La Pampa province provide a
large range of local and exotic game
species.
The seasons are the reverse of our
European dates: the red deer rut
takes place from March to April,
which is the main hunting season.
Other game species can be hunted
from March to November.
Species include red deer, buffalo,
fallow deer, blackbuck, four-horned
sheep, axis deer, peccary, mouflon,
Pampa goat, puma, wild boar, wild
sheep and of course small game.
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USA
Wild West
New Mexico
Take advantage of the opportunity
to experience a first-class hunting
experience in the beautiful and
unspoiled landscape of New Mexico.
Our partner offers you unique hunting and fishing opportunities over
240,000 hectares of “Wild West”
landscape. Large herds of elk, mule
deer, prong horn and bison are not
uncommon in these areas.
Accommodation is in a private mountain resort which is also an open
bison ranch. During the summer
months, a limited number of guests
enjoy the beauty of nature and
activities such as hunting and fishing.
The natural surroundings allow you to
truly switch off from everyday life.
The ranch lies tucked away in a v alley,
giving a charming panorama of the
western mountain landscape of
Vermejo.
Utah
There is some amazing hunting to be
enjoyed in the superb scenery of the
Rockies. Hunting here can offer the
chance of a black bear, however, the
focus should be on the pumas: the
largest of their species are taken
each year in Utah!
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Canada
Every Hunter’s
Dream
Who hasn’t dreamed of following in
the footsteps of Jack London and
hunting in the north of Canada? There
are crystal-clear lakes and rivers, the
lonely and endless expanses and the
stunning colors of the Indian summer,
which see the start of the hunting
season in early autumn.
You’ll stay in remote cabins, where
you’ll forget time and the worries of
everyday life.
While hunting you’ll find your breath
taken away by the beauty, and be
surprised by the huge moose bulls that
appear as if from nowhere.
Canada’s northern p
 rovinces of British
Columbia, Yukon and the Northwest
Territories have been spared from the
effects of civilisation, making them the
ideal terrain for a hunting trip. The far
north offers you the original and
genuine wilderness of Canada.
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The north of Canada offers you much
more than just moose for hunting.
August is ideal for a very demanding
Dall sheep hunt, or to pursue snow
goats. The stalks for old caribou bulls
starts in the high valleys in September,
while the moose rut starts in the
middle of that month. There is always
the chance that a wolf might present
itself, which gives each hunting day the
possiblity of a chance encounter.
In the Arctic spring between the start
of March and the middle of May, there
is the opportunity to hunt Polar bears
on Baffin Island. Hunting on the
“eternal ice” is one of the most
extraordinary hunting experiences
of them all.
Blaser Safaris organizes hunts in British
Columbia, Yukon, Northwest Territories, Nunavut and Newfoundland.
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Alaska
Rough Coasts &
Strong Bears
A successful hunt is only possible with
plenty of opportunity, and more bears
mean more opportunities. Admiralty
Island, situated in the m
 iddle of the
inside passage of Alaska’s wild coast,
boasts the largest density of brown
bears per mile.
Enjoy the natural beauty of Alaska
against a stunning backdrop. It is not
uncommon to see whales, eagles,
seals, sea lions and a number of other
animals. All trips include fishing and
you will be treated to a special delicacy
during your trip if it’s available: fresh
Alaskan crab and prawns.
A superbly equipped yacht provides
you with comfortable accommodation, and you’ll be travelling along the
most remote stretches of coastline,
using a rubber dingy to approach the
areas that have the greatest promise
for success.
The chance of bagging a really 
substantial coastal brown bear is
unusually high here, and there is also
the p
 ossibility of hunting wolves and
black bears.
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Vancouver Island
Wilderness &
Civilisation
Vancouver Island boasts a unique
combination of stunning coastal
landscapes, rain forests, fjords, mountains, and the metropolitan flair of
British Columbia’s capital, Victoria.
This is one of the key attractions of
hunting in one of Western Canada’s
most spectacular regions.
Spring is one of the best times to hunt
black bears. Numbers on Vancouver
Island are high, so that there is always
a good chance to bag a substantial
animal. Hunts are exclusively by
s talking from boats and on foot and
feeding areas are avoided. Due to the
mild climate, hunting starts at the
beginning of April.
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Greenland
Welcome to
the Ice Age
Hunt on musk oxes and feel set back
in prehistory. Greenland is the largest
island in the world and is blessed with
vast, unspoiled hunting grounds on a
scale that many can only dream about.
Depending on the weather, four
hunting days are normally enough to
guarantee success. An autumn hunt is
highly recommended and the season
runs from the end of August to the
start of October when temperatures
hover around 0° C and are still bearable.
If, however, you want to experience
the fascinating world of eternal ice and
are not put off by temperatures below
-30° C, hunting in March and April
can make your long-held dream
come true.
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North Canada
Nunavut – North
of the Arctic Circle
In the nearly two million square
kilometers of Nunavut territory in the
Canadian North, it is possible to
experience one of the most pristine
and breathtaking hunts. Those who
have traveled the land of the midnight
sun, north of the Arctic Circle, using
sled dogs have gained insight into the
ancient hunting culture of the Inuit and
are changed forever. It is one of our
planet‘s last real hunting adventures.
The commercial hunt for caribou,
musk ox, polar bear and walrus
furthermore represents one of the
Inuit‘s few sources of income all the
while managed under government
regulations and hunting quotes to
ensure absolute sustainability. Regardless of where you hunt now this will
prove to be one of the most unique
hunting expeditions of your life;
experience the high north.
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Sweden
Vast Country
in the North
Sweden abounds with traditional
game that will give visiting hunters a
very special experience. Moose, black
grouse and capercaille are among the
first species that spring to mind.
The methods of hunting are no less
fascinating, with dogs playing an
important role on both group and
individual expeditions.
The sparsely populated hunting areas
mean that you really do experience
the feeling of wilderness. Hunting here
takes place in groups using dogs. Due
to the size and wild nature of Sweden’s
hunting areas, a certain level of physical
fitness is required.
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Siberia
Russian
Treasures
Our Russian partner’s sporting area
boasts a rich ecosystem and covers
150,000 hectares, making it ideally
suited for hunting. Roebuck stalking is
a particular speciality, with the rut 
lasting from the middle of August 
to mid-September.
Accommodation is in a well-equipped
hunting lodge with a view of the lake,
which is a mere two minutes’ walk
away. Guests can enjoy WiFi, a jacuzzi,
and sauna.
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British Isles
Moors, Heather
and Hills
Scotland
Hunting red deer in the Scottish
Highlands is an almost legendary
experience. With their deep valleys,
steep slopes, crystal-clear rivers and
lochs, the Highlands of Scotland have
qualities of solitude and remoteness
that are found almost nowhere else in
Europe. Here you can stalk red deer
all day long, and trophy fees are not
high. Memorable hunts are experienced by the skill and fitness of the
hunter and his guide rather than
the size of his wallet.
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England
The rolling fields of rural England
provide a magnificent backdrop to
some excellent stalking. Roe bucks
are in season from the beginning of
April, and chances of getting a fine
example are particularly high in the
south of the country. The prime time
is August, when their rut begins. One
of the attractive things about English
deer hunting is that most of it is done
by stalking.
Ireland
Ireland is known as the “Emerald Isle”,
due to the lush green nature of its
wild romantic countryside. Hunting
sika deer here is a very special experience. During the rut from the end of
September, you can hear the shrill
whistles of the “black devils” almost
all day long in the remote high valleys.
This gives you a wonderful sense of
freedom from w
 orldly cares as you
set off in search of sika, which can be
very large here. Stalking wild goats
also presents a very exciting yet
cost-effective way of hunting in
Ireland.
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Spain
In the Land of
the Ibex
Four renowned regions – four different types of ibex: Spain has a very
long hunting tradition and especially
good stocks of game.
Hunting for ibex is its crowning glory
– and there are four different
sub-species on the Iberian Peninsula.
The Gredos ibex is found in the
Sierra de Gredos, which lies around
200 km west of Madrid. It is the most
well-known of the four species. The
others are the Beceite ibex, from the
Beceite mountains north of Valencia;
the Sierra Nevada ibex from Andalusia; and the Ronda ibex from the
Ronda mountains in Andalusia.
All four species are highly
desirable trophies.
Spain is known for its wild, open
mountain landscapes and old, t ranquil
villages nestled on their slopes.
Importantly, its pleasant and temperate climate is also ideal for hunting.
The hunting season for all four ibex
species runs from October to the
end of May. H
 unting during the rut
from the middle of November to the
middle of December is highly recommended, or from April when bucks
group together in small packs.
Along with ibex, Spain also offers
opportunities for combined hunts,
having good stocks of red and fallow
deer, chamois and aoudad sheep in its
various regions.
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Romania
The Pearl of
Eastern Europe
Romania has huge potential as a
destination for passionate hunters – 
all the hunting takes place in unspoiled
countryside. Species include red and
roe deer, wild boar and chamois. In
addition, our guests enjoy excellent
accommodation and service.
From the Carpathian Mountains to
the Danube Delta – all types of
habitats can be found: high alpine
terrain, hills, plains, lakes, as well as
marshes along the Danube and the
Danube Deltas.
The landscapes are impressive and
are very sparsely populated. You can
stalk for days in many of the mountain
areas and only see a few other people.
The quarry’s habitats are indigenous
and partly untouched forests. In
Romania, h unting, nature and game
are combined together to give you an
unforgettable experience.
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Austria
For the Whole
Family
Climbing from the flat country to
hunt in the mountains is not the only
aspect of hunting in Austria that holds
a special thrill. To be able to spend
the whole day stalking chamois in the
spectacular Alpine scenery is a thoroughly enjoyable change for most
hunters, who can only hunt in this
type of terrain in the twilight hours at
home, if at all. What’s more, there are
few places outside the beautiful
Austrian Alps where you can combine hunting with a family holiday
with just a few hours’ driving.
Whether you choose to start your
hunt from a cosy guesthouse, a
holiday apartment or a stylish hunting
lodge, you will always be impressed
by Austrian hospitality and the
k nowledge and experience of your
hunting guide.
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Feathered
Game Hunting
Worldwide
A large variety of species and beautiful countrysides make our feathered
game hunting destinations all over the
world an unforgettable experience.
Feel well taken care of: Our partners
know the best hunting areas and the
optimal hunting season. Look forward
to country-specific hospitality and the
exchange of experiences with other
hunters in the relaxed atmosphere of
our comfortable accommodations.

Feathered game hunting destinations
Argentina
Ireland
Iceland
Scotland
Spain
South Africa
Please note that there is also a good
choice of activities and exciting sights
for non-hunting companions in most
countries.

Your Individual Trip –
Anything is Possible
Do you have another destination in
mind for your hunting trip? Simply
contact us. We have many other
fantastic hunting destinations in our
portfolio.
Our experienced team of travel
experts can advise you and help you
to design your adventure exactly as
you want it. With our all-inclusive
package, we take care of all aspects of
travel planning including booking
flights and transfers.

Our extensive contacts include
forestry organisations, accommodation providers and hunting outfitters,
so we can design your trip to suit
your needs and hunting wishes. As a
premium hunting trip provider, we
place a lot of value on the highest
quality and complete customer
satisfaction in everything we do.
To book your trip, please contact us.
We can provide you with current
information and quotes, plus advise
you in detail about all the travel and

hunting-related matters.
Blaser Safaris GmbH
Europastrasse 1/1
A-7540 Güssing, Austria
+43 (0) 3322 – 429 63 0
info@blaser-safaris.com
www.blaser-safaris.com
From Germany, please dial:
+49 (0) 75 62 – 9 14 54 – 14
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BLASER OUTFITS

Fashion for Active Hunting and Functional Lifestyle
Our clothing line provides you with functional hunting wear and elegant fashion that is practical
for any hunting situation, terrain or season. Designed for everyday challenges, whether you’re
heading out on a weekend getaway with family or on your next hunting expedition, Blaser
Outfits exceeds your needs. In addition, it is our mission to ideally source all materials in a responsible and sustainable way. Ultimately bringing to you traditional style with cutting-edge
textile fabrics and natural materials to create the perfect balance of character and comfort.
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BLASER
OUTFITS
BLAZE
2-in-1
OUTER JACKET
WATERPROOF

BLAZE at Its Highest Level
The innovative BLAZE 2-in-1 jacket convinces on a driven hunt thanks to its long-distance
effect. Out in the field, it is practical, functional and weather resistant. Its exceptionally
lightweight and durable outer jacket is waterproof, windproof and breathable thanks to its
Teflon lamination. Even the seams and zippers keep water and damp out thanks to their
ability to seal . Individually adjustable hood, hem and cuffs ensure maximum comfort. The
underarm ventilation slits with zippers and mesh lining allow you to regulate to your perfect
body temperature. The multiple pocket system is designed to hold everything you might need
while out on a hunt. The stylish zip-out inner jacket, with contrasting decorative stitch,
also can be worn separately as a mid-layer or light seasonal coat.

OUTER JACKET
WINDPROOF

• Left chest pocket with
integrated cartridge loops
• Zip-off hood
• Underarm ventilation

INNER JACKET
WATER-REPELLENT
INNER JACKET
KEEPS WARM

Blaser Outfits BLAZE 2-in-1 Jacket Men´s 

- in

2

Color: blaze orange Material: Outer jacket
Shell fabric: 100% polyester, laminated and with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish. Inner jacket Shell fabric 1 & 2:
100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining:
Outer jacket Lining 1 & 2: 100% polyester (Mesh &
Emboss). Inner jacket Inside 1 & 2: 100% polyester
Padding: Inner jacket padding: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT Silver – 80g Membrane: Outer jacket:
polyester laminated
(WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – 4XL

-1 Ja
cket

Item no.: 119022-121/333
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The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.

BLASER OUTFITS FUNCTION
SYMBOLISM

WATER-REPELLENT

WATERPROOF

WINDPROOF

TOUGH

LOW NOISE LEVEL

KEEPS WARM
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Versatile Quick-Change Artist
The Blaser Outfits Fleece CAMO reversible jacket combines soft fleece on the one side
with robust CAMO on the other side. The fleece exterior is water-repellent, windproof and
breathable. Eye-catching are its noble trimmings on the elbows, chest, pockets and wind
flap as well as the stand-up collar with the CAMO BLAZE-colored decorative strip.
The CAMO BLAZE colored side of the reversible jacket has a sturdy appearance. Thanks to
the Teflon lamination, it is waterproof, windproof and breathable and comes with sealed
waterproof seams. The PRIMALOFT padding keeps you comfortably warm.

Re

NEW
INSIDE
WATER-REPELLENT

r
ve

s ib

BLASER
OUTFITS
FLEECE
CAMO

OUTSIDE
WATERPROOF

le Jacket

OUTSIDE
WINDPROOF
OUTSIDE
KEEPS WARM

1|

INSIDE
WINDPROOF
INSIDE
KEEPS WARM

2|
1 | Blaser Outfits Fleece CAMO Reversible Jacket Men´s
Color: mud Material: Outside (Fleece): 100% polyester,
Inside (BLAZE CAMO): 95% polyester, 5% elastane laminated
and with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Trimmings: 100% polyester
Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT (Silver) – 40g Membrane: lamination (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – 4 XL

2 | Blaser Outfits BLAZE Cap 

Item no.: 119041-112/675

Item no.: 119024-107/333

Color: blaze orange Material: 100% polyester
laminated and with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining:
100% polyester (Mesh) Membrane: lamination
(WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: one size

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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BLASER
OUTFITS
HYBRID 2-in-1
WP JACKET

Multifunctional Hunting All-Rounder
The Blaser Outfits HYBRID BLAZE 2-in-1 WP jacket always shows itself from
the best side. The lightweight HYBRID outer jacket is waterproof, windproof
and breathable. The zip-out softshell inner jacket, in eye-catching BLAZE CAMO,
can be worn separately and is ideal to withstand changing weather conditions.
Thanks to its elastic inserts, it follows your every movement and can be simply
fastened to the outer jacket using the inner sleeves.

NEW
INNER JACKET
WATER-REPELLENT
INNER JACKET
WINDPROOF
INNER JACKET
KEEPS WARM

• Zip-off hood
• Underarm ventilation
• Waterproof bellow pockets

OUTER JACKET
WATERPROOF
OUTER JACKET
WINDPROOF

2

- in

-1 Ja
cket

Blaser Outfits HYBRID BLAZE 2-in-1 WP Jacket Men´s
Color: nutmeg Material: Outer jacket (HYBRID): 100%
polyester, laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish. Inner jacket
(CAMO BLAZE): 95% polyester, 5% elastane bonded film
with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 1, 2 & 3 outer jacket: 100%
polyester (mesh, print, hood)| Inside inner jacket: 100% polyester (bonded fleece and mesh) Trimmings: Inner jacket: 95%
polyester, 5% elastane with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Membrane: Outer jacket: lamination (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000). Inner
jacket: bonded (WP10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119039-137/671
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The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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Ready for New Adventures
The Blaser Outfits HYBRID WP trousers follow your every movement
while withstanding a good deal of wear and tear. Thanks to the lamination
and sealed seams these lightweight trousers with TeflonEcoElite™ finish
are water- and windproof as well as breathable. You’ll also find the trimmings
and the cargo pockets to be waterproof. These trousers are styled with
a discreet ARGALI embroidered logo.

BLASER
OUTFITS
HYBRID WP
TROUSERS

1|

NEW

2|

NEW

WATERPROOF
WINDPROOF
TOUGH

WATERPROOF
WINDPROOF

• Comfort waistband
• Waterproof pockets
• Reverse ventilation slits
with zippers
• Elastic ribstop trimmings
• Extremely robust trimmings
(shins)
• Waterproof pockets
• Integrated knife pocket
• Elastic ribstop trimmings
1 | Blaser Outfits HYBRID WP Trousers Men´s
Color: nutmeg Material: Shell fabric (HYBRID):
100% polyester laminated and with TeflonEcoElite™
finish Lining: 1+2: 100% polyester (Mesh + Print)
Trimmings: Trim 1 (ribstop): 96% polyester, 4%
elastane laminated (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish. Trim 2 (CAMO BLAZE): 95%
polyester, 5% elastane with TeflonEcoElite™ finish.
Trim 3 (tough): 72% polyamide, 16% polyester, 12%
polyurethane with CO DWR Membrane: lamination
and polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000)
Size: 46 – 62 | 25 – 30
Item no.: 119042-137/671

2 | Blaser Outfits HYBRID WP Trousers Sporty Men´s
Color: nutmeg Material: Shell fabric (HYBRID): 100% polyester laminated and with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: Lining
1+2: 100% polyester (Mesh + Print) Trimmings: (ribstop):
96% polyester, 4% elastane laminated with TeflonEcoElite™
finish Membrane:lamination (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000)
Size: 46 – 62 | 25 – 30
Item no.: 119043-137/671

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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BLASER
OUTFITS
PRIMALOFT
BLAZE
NEW

Convertible, Warming and Thought-Out
This sophisticated reversible jacket keeps wind and weather at bay
thanks to its Windlock function and exceptionally water-repellent outer
material. The hood, with its elastic edging and individually adjustable drawstring
on the hem, provides added comfort. The PRIMALOFT sides include two zipped
pockets. The reverse side offers an additional vertical breast pocket along with
two side zippered pockets.

1|

R e ve r s i

ble

Ja

et
ck

WATER-REPELLENT
WINDPROOF
KEEPS WARM

1 | Blaser Outfits Windlock Reversible Jacket Men´s 
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Color: terra mélange/blaze orange Material: Shell fabric 1
– quilted side, body & collar in blaze: 100% polyamide with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish, Shell fabric 2 – reverse side body,
sleeves & hood: 100% polyester bonded with TeflonEco
Elite™ finish Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT Hi Loft
Ultra – 120g Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE
(WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) bonded Size: S – 4XL

Color: chestnut Material: 90% polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Trimmings: 94%
polyester, 6% elastane with TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Size: one size

Item no.: 119012-026/608

Item no.: 117044-071/668

2 | Blaser Outfits RAM Baseball Cap 

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.

2|
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Comfortable Hunting Companion
The exceptionally comfortable and extremely lightweight PRIMALOFT reversible
jacket with BLAZE colored inside accompanies you on every adventure. The exterior
in highland brown is water-repellent, windproof and breathable. When reversed, the
BLAZE colored interior is water- and windproof as well as breathable. This is ensured
by the Teflon lamination, hemmed elastic inserts and sealed seams.

NEW
OUTSIDE
WATER-REPELLENT

Re

ve r

sible Jacket

BLASER
OUTFITS
PRIMALOFT
BLAZE

INSIDE
WATERPROOF
INSIDE
WINDPROOF

1|

OUTSIDE
WINDPROOF

1 | Blaser Outfits PRIMALOFT BLAZE Reversible Jacket Men´s
Color: highland brown Material: Outside: 100% polyester, laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish. Inside (BLAZE): 100% polyester,
laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Trimmings: 100% polyester
Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT (Silver) – 40g Membrane: polyester lamination (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) and polyester
RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119047-113/624

2|
2 | Blaser Outfits HYBRID Cap 
Color: moss mélange Material: 100% polyester,
laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Membrane:
Laminated (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: one size
Item no.: 117102-137/569

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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BLASER
OUTFITS
MEN´S
Spring
Whether it is hunting, field work
or dog training – being outdoors is
key. After the long and grey days of
winter everyone looks forward to
warmer, sun filled days. But Spring
is always unpredictable so don’t be
surprised by changing weather conditions. Blaser Outfits provide what
they promise, to protect you during
any season, all the while offering
functional and fashionable designs.

Blaser Outfits Cap Bi-color 
Color: olive Material: 100% cotton Size: one size
Item no.: 118074-107/555

Blaser Outfits Primaloft Packable Jacket Men´s
Color: brown Material: Shell fabric 1: 100% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish; Shell fabric 2: 100%
polyester with DWR Lining: Inside 1: 100% polyamide, inside 2: 100% polyester Padding: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT ThermoPlume – 180g Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119008-113/600
Blaser Outfits Soft Flannel Shirt Classic Men´s
Color: camel-brown Material: 100% cotton
Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119034-087/661
Blaser Outfits Canvas Forest Trousers Men´s
Color: khaki Material: 100% cotton (Canvas)
Trimmings: 72% polyamide, 16% polyester, 12% polyurethane with C0 DWR Size: 46 – 58 | 25 – 28
Item no.: 119005-070/551
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An Innovative Functional Miracle
The outer fabric of the VINTAGE is woven exclusively for Blaser Outfits and is
visually reminiscent of the traditional loden fabric of days gone by. The new
Active VINTAGE WP set is designed for any transitional period and is water- and
windproof as well as breathable. Thanks to elastic inserts in contrasting color
they follow every movement. Lateral, variabale ventilation slits with mesh lining
and waterproof zipper provide an optimum body climate.

BLASER
OUTFITS
ACTIVE
VINTAGE

2 | INNER
LINING

1|

WATERPROOF

• Mesh lining with light PRIMALOFT
partial padding (red area)

WINDPROOF

• Ventilation slits in the forearm area

WATERPROOF

2|

WINDPROOF

• Zipp-off hood
•W
 aterproof zippers

2 | Blaser Outfits Active VINTAGE WP Jacket Men´s
Color: brown mélange Material: Shell fabric 1 (VINTAGE):
100% polyester, laminated (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) and
with TeflonEcoElite™ finish, Shell fabric 2: 96% polyester, 4%
elastane, laminated and with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining:
Lining 1: 100% polyester (Mesh), Lining 2 (Gaiters): 100%
polyester Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE laminated
(WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: 46 – 58 | 25 – 28

Color: brown mélange Material: (VINTAGE fabric):
100% polyester, laminated and with TeflonEcoElite™
finish Lining: Lining 1-3: 100% polyester (1. mesh, 2. print,
3. trikot), Lining 4: 100% polyamide Trimmings: 96%
polyester, 4% elastane, laminated and with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Padding: Front- and back padding: 100%
polyester PRIMALOFT Silver – 40g Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE laminated (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000)
Size: S – 4XL

Item no.: 119028-136/574

Item no.: 119015-136/574

1 | Blaser Outfits Active VINTAGE WP Trousers Men´s

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.

3 | Blaser Outfits Reversible Leather Belt
Color: chestnut/black Material: 100% real leather
contains non-textile parts of animal origin real
leather
Item no.: 116123-032/673
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BLASER
OUTFITS
QUILT &
FLEECE

1|

2|

• Easily stowed
away

1 | Blaser Outfits VINTAGE Cap Summer 
Color: olive mélange/mottled Material: 100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Size: one size
Item no.: 116093-136/574
2 | Blaser Outfits Primaloft Packable Jacket Men´s
Color: brown Material: Shell fabric 1: 100% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish, Shell fabric 2: 100%
polyester with DWR Lining: Inside 1: 100% polyamide
| Inside 2: 100% polyester Padding: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT ThermoPlume – 180g Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119008-113/600
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From Raised Hide to Urban Jungle
This all around collection supports you with utmost function and pleasant comfort.
The latest, high-performing materials have become garments with optimum fit,
whose timeless classic look never goes out of fashion.

3|

BLASER
OUTFITS
QUILT &
FLEECE
4|

6|

5|
3 | Blaser Outfits Comfort Jacket Men´s 
Color: brown Material: Shell fabric 1 (body): 100%
polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish, Shell fabric
2 (sleeves & collar): 100% polyester Lining: 100%
polyamide Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT
ThermoPlume – 85g Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118048-113/600
4 | Blaser Outfits Comfort Jacket Men´s
Color: brown mélange Material: Shell fabric 1
(front and upper back part): 100% polyamide with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish, Shell fabric 2 (Sleeves, lower
back part, front hem): 57% cotton, 43% polyester
Lining: inside: 100% polyamide Trimmings: 95%
polyester, 5% elastane Padding: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT ThermoPlume - 62g Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118007-070/574

5 | Blaser Outfits Poplin Shirt Classic Men´s
Color: olive/beige checked Material: 100% cotton
Size: S – 3XL

• High-quality
and easy-care

Item no.: 117065-087/524
6 | Blaser Outfits Workwear Trousers Men´s
Color: mud Material: 100% cotton
Size: 46 – 60 | 25 – 30
Item no.: 118036-070/675
The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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BLASER
OUTFITS
CAMO
FLEECE

For Every Use. For Every Day.
The Blaser Outfits all-rounders combine elements of trendy outdoor
fashion with h unting function. The results are outfits that are a pleasure
to wear for both h unting and leisure.

1|

2|

3|

4|

1 | Blaser Outfits Jacquard Polo Men´s 
Color: brown Material: 100% cotton (cotton
jacquard fabric) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118021-013/600


(600)

2 | Blaser Outfits Camo-Art Fleece Jacket Men´s
Color: brown Material: 100% polyester Trimmings:
100% polyester RAMTEX Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119011-112/600

(657)


3 | Blaser Outfits Active Trousers Men´s
Color: mud Material: 91% polyamide, 9% elastane
Lining: 100% polyester (Mesh) Trimmings: 72%
polyamide, 16% polyester, 12% polyurethane Size:
46 – 58 | 25 – 29

4 | Blaser Outfits Leather Belt

Item no.: 119018-113/675

Item no.: 116124-032/657 | 116124-032/600

Color: brown (600), dark brown (657) Material:
100% real leather (cowhide) contains non-textile
parts of animal origin real leather

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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BLASER
OUTFITS
SHIRTS &
ARGALI 3.0

3|

NEW

1|

4|

2|

1 | Blaser Outfits Fleece Hoodie Men´s
Color: brown Material: 100% polyester
Trimmings: 100% polyester Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119044-112/600
2 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI 3.0 Trousers Light Men´s

5 | Blaser Outfits Functional Troyer Men´s

Color: terra unique Material: 50% cotton, 50% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester
Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX Membrane:
polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000 / MVP 6.000)
Size: 48 – 60

Color: dark brown Material: 94% polyester, 6%
elastane Trimmings: 90% polyamide 10% elastane
Size: S – 4XL

Item no.: 119060-001/606

3 | Blaser Outfits Polo Shirt Men´s
Color: brown Material: 100% cotton Trimmings:
100% cotton; Argali-Head Metal Plate on left collar
contains non-textile parts of animal origin
real horn buttons Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 117013-013/600



6 | Blaser Outfits Functional Jacket Men´s
Color: dark brown Material: 94% polyester, 6%
elastane Lining: Front lining: 100% polyester (mesh)
Trimmings: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane Size:
S – 4XL
Item no.: 119010-112/657
7 | Blaser Outfits Active RAM Trousers Men´s

Color: mud Material: 100% cotton contains non-textile parts of animal origin
real horn buttons Size: S – 4XL

Color: chestnut Material: 90% polyester, 10%
polyamide, with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Trimmings:
trimming 1 (elastic trimmings with TeflonEcoElite™
finish) : 95% polyester, 5% elastane, trimming 2 (snow
gaiters): 100% polyester Size: 46 – 56

Item no.: 118009-013/675

Item no.: 117004-136/668

4 | Blaser Outfits Polo Shirt Men´s
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Item no.: 119009-112/657

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.

BLASER
OUTFITS
FUNCTIONAL
SHIRTS
5|
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BLASER
OUTFITS
RAIN
JACKET

Well-Prepared
The Ultra Light WP jacket is the solution for changeable weather conditions.
It is not only waterproof, windproof and breathable, but can also be stored in
the smallest of spaces in the included mesh bag. Thanks to the elastic material,
it follows your every movement and can be individually adjusted using the
elastic cord and Velcro fasteners.

1|
2|

NEW

1 | Blaser Outfits Ultra Light WP Jacket
Color: highland brown Material: 100% polyester,
laminated and with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining:
Lining 1 (body & hood) 100% polyester (Mesh), Lining 2 (sleeves): 100% polyester (Jersey) Membrane:
polyester RAMBRANE laminated (WP 10.000/MVP
5.000) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119016-113/624
2 | Blaser Outfits Blaze Vest
Color: blaze orange Material: 100% polyester
Size: S – XL | 2XL – 4XL
Item no.: 115061-121/333
3 | Blaser Outfits Shooting Vest Light
Color: brown Material: 65% polyester, 35%
cotton Lining: Lining 1+ 2: 100% polyester (Mesh
+ Emboss)Trimmings: 100% cowhide contains
non-textile parts of animal origin real leather
trimmings, real leather zipper puller Padding: Chest
padding: rubber (neoprene) Size: XS – 6XL
Item no.: 119006-012/600
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The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.

Striking Design
Light mesh, elegant nappa and stylishly tailored cut are our success factors for a
winning shooting vest design. The new light weight shooting vest, available for left
and right-handed shooters, features fine cowhide trimmings and internal pockets
to accommodate a shooting pad. The back area has a generously sized mesh insert
to ensure optimal body temperature.

BLASER
OUTFITS
SHOOTING
VESTS
4|

NEW
3|
• Internal pockets
for shooting pad

5|

4 | Blaser Outfits Parcours Shooting Vest Right
Color: camel-brown Material: 70% cotton, 30%
polyamide Trimmings: trimming 1: cow hide nappa
leather contains non-textile parts of animal
origin trimming 2: 100% polyester Mesh Size: XS
– 4XL

5 | Blaser Outfits 4-Season Shooting Vest Right / Left

Item no.: 114056-012/661

Item no.: 309007-012/652 | 309008-012/652

Color: brown-olive Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% cow hide nappa
leather contains non-textile parts of animal origin cow
hide nappa trimmings Size: XS – 6XL
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BLASER
OUTFITS
MEN´S
Winter
From the snowy Alps into the
woods of Scandinavia – Blaser
Outfits are designed for active
hunting. Our clothing lines ARGALI,
ARGALI 3.0, VINTAGE, HYBRID
and GRAPHITE provide the necessary comfort when hunting to
ensure a successful shot no matter
the weather conditions. Finish off
your hunting days by the fireplace
and live your hunting passion every
day: with our lifestyle collection!

Blaser Outfits Reversible Knitted Cap ”Argali“
Color: green-khaki (610) Material: 55% cotton 45%
polyacrylic Size: one size
Item no.: 115015-028/554
Blaser Outfits GRAPHITE Jacket Men´s
Color: grey-brown mottled Material: 50% polyester,
30% viscose, 10% wool (lambswool), 10% polyamide,
laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: Lining
1, 2 + 3: 100% polyester Trimmings: 72% polyamide, 16% polyester, 12% polyurethane with C0 DWR
Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT Silver – 100g
Membrane: Rear pocket, shoulders, hood: polyester
RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118038-130/702
Blaser Outfits GRAPHITE Trousers Men´s 
Color: grey-brown mottled Material: 50% polyester,
30% viscose, 10% wool (lambswool), 10% polyamide,
laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: Lining
1 + 2: 100% polyester Trimmings: 72% polyamide,
16% polyester, 12% polyurethane with DWR Padding:
100% polyester PRIMALOFT Silver – 25g Membrane:
Lamination; on bottom and knee part polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: 46 – 60
Item no.: 118039-130/702
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BLASER
OUTFITS
DOWNPARKA

1|

PREMIUM
DOWN FILLING

1 | Blaser Outfits VINTAGE Down Jacket Men´s 
Color: brown mélange Material: 100% polyester
with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: Lining 1 + 2: 100%
polyester Trimmings: Fake fur trimming (hood): 87%
polyacrylic, 13% polyester Padding: 90% down, 10%
feathers – 280g (RDS-Down Standard) contains
non-textile parts of animal origin 90% down, 10%
feathers, real leather label Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118041-136/574

inner jacket: 100% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™
finish Lining: (hood lining only: 100% polyester-fleece); Inside of inner jacket: 100% polyamide
Padding: Inner jacket: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT
– body – 80g, sleeves – 60g Membrane: Outer jacket laminated (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – 3XL
Item no.: 117049-137/569

4 | Blaser Outfits HYBRID Trousers Men´s

2 | Blaser Outfits HYBRID 2-in-1 Jacket Men´s
Color: moss mélange Material: Outer shell fabric
outer jacket: 100% polyester, laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish, Outer shell fabric inner jacket: 100%
polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 1 & 2
outer jacket: 100% polyester (Mesh & Emboss), Inside of
inner jacket: 100% polyamide Trimmings: Inner jacket:
100% polyester Padding: Inner jacket: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT – 80g Membrane: Outer jacket laminated
(WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – 3XL
Item no.: 117073-137/569

3 | Blaser Outfits HYBRID 2-in-1 Breaker Men´s
Color: moss mélange Material: Outer shell fabric outer jacket: 100% polyester, laminated (WP10.000/MVP
5.000) with TeflonEcoElite™ finish; Outer shell fabric

316

Color: moss mélange Material: 100% polyester
laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100%
polyester Trimmings: 96% polyester, 4% elastane
(Ribstop) with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Membrane:
polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000 –
waist & knee trimming) Size: 46 – 58 | 25 – 29
Item no.: 117093-137/569

5 | Blaser Outfits Down Jacket Men´s
Color: brown Material: 100% polyester with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester
Trimmings: 100% polyester Padding: 90% down,
10% feathers – 150g (RDS-Down Standard)
contains non-textile parts of animal origin 90%
down, 10% feathers Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118044-026/600

BLASER
OUTFITS
HYBRID &
DOWN

In Any Weather
Our HYBRID line is tailored to changing weather conditions. Its design according to
the multi-layer principle consists of a wind- and waterproof as well as warming layer.
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PREMIUM
DOWN FILLING

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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Tough Use. Maximum Comfort.
Made to withstand the extreme elements of the weather: The GRAPHITE
jacket and trousers are designed to provide you with comfort and durability
along with being waterproof, windproof and insulated for the winter season.

1|

1 | Blaser Outfits GRAPHITE Jacket Men´s
Color: grey-brown mottled Material: 50% polyester, 30% viscose, 10% wool (lambswool), 10% polyamide, laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining:
Lining 1, 2 + 3: 100% polyester Trimmings: 72%
polyamide, 16% polyester, 12% polyurethane with C0
DWR Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT Silver
– 100g Membrane: Rear pocket, shoulders, hood:
polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000)
Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118038-130/702
2 | Blaser Outfits GRAPHITE Trousers Men´s 
Color: grey-brown mottled Material: 50%
polyester, 30% viscose, 10% wool (lambswool), 10%
polyamide, laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Lining: Lining 1 + 2: 100% polyester Trimmings:
72% polyamide, 16% polyester, 12% polyurethane
with DWR Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT
Silver – 25g Membrane: Lamination, polyester
RAMBRANE on bottom and knee part (WP 10.000/
MVP 5.000) Size: 46 – 60
Item no.: 118039-130/702

3 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI 3.0 Jacket Men´s

2|

Color: terra unique Material: 50% cotton, 40%
polyester, 10% polyamide TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Lining: Lining 1 + Lining 2: 100% polyester (print &
fleece) Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX
Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT ThermoPlume – Body 246g; collar & sleeve – 60g
Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/
MVP 6.000) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 117046-001/606

4 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Jacket Winter Men´s
Color: brown mélange Material: 55% polyamide,
45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining:
1 + 2: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester
RAMTEX Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT
Silver – (body – 100g, sleeves & collar – 60g) Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP
6.000) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118056-001/576

5 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI 3.0 Trousers Men´s
Color: terra unique Material: 50% cotton, 40%
polyester, 10% polyamide TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester
RAMTEX (inner leg, knife pocket, belt loop)
Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT ThermoPlume – 240g Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE
(WP 10.000/ MVP 6.000) Size: 46 – 62 | 25 – 30
Item no.: 117047-001/606
6 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Stepp Vest Men´s
Color: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576)
Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings:
100% polyester RAMTEX Padding: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT – 100g Size: M – 4XL
Item no.: 114048-001/523 | /576
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For the Decisive Moment
Thanks to their unique color scheme, the ARGALI 3.0 garments
perfectly blend with the natural surroundings. At the same time they provide
convenient details as well as utmost function and comfort.
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The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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BLASER
OUTFITS
FLEECE &
WOOL

All Year Round
Whether it is fleece, wool, softshell or Primaloft – the intelligent mix of
materials turns our jackets into essential all-rounders. No matter the changing
weather conditions their functional strength will provide comfort and additional
warmth when worn as a mid-layer piece.

2|

1|

1 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI 3.0 Fleece Jacket Men´s

3|
olive
mélange

Color: terra unique Material: Shell fabric 1 (Boa
Fleece): 64% polyester, 36% polyacrylic, Shell fabric
2 (ARGALI): 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: Lining 1 (Body): 100%
polyester; Lining 2 (Sleeves): 100% polyester Padding:
100% polyester PRIMALOFT – 100g (sleeves – 60g)
Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE (sleeves & hood WP 10.000/MVP 6.000) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 117124-001/606

Available
in 2 colors

2 | Blaser Outfits Softshell Jacket Men´s

brown
mélange

Color: anthracite mélange Material: 64% polyester,
23% polyacrylic, 12% viscose, 1% polyamide, bonded
film Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX Membrane: bonded film (WP 3.000/
MVP 700) contains non-textile parts of animal
origin real leather label Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118050-113/708
3 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Trousers Sporty Men´s
Color: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576)
Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester, with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: pocket lining: 63% polyester,
37% cotton Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX
(knife pocket & belt loop) Size: 46 – 60
Item no.: 117035-001/523 | /576
4 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Trousers Winter Men´s
Color: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576)
Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings:
100% polyester RAMTEX Padding: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE (WP
10.000/ MVP 6.000) Size: 46 – 62 | 25 – 28
Item no.: 110002-001/523 | /576
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4|
brown
mélange

Available
in 2 colors

olive
mélange

BLASER
OUTFITS
FLEECE
JACKETS

5|

NEW

7|

8|

5 | Blaser Outfits Fleece Jacket Sporty Men´s
Color: mud Material: Shell fabric 1: 100% polyester with
C0 DWR (PFC-free) finish; Shell fabric 2: 100% polyamide
with TeflonEcoElite™ finish & Down Proof Lining: Inside
1: 100% polyester, Inside 2: 100% polyamide Trimmings:
96% polyester, 4% elastane (shoulders) with C0 DHW
(PFC-free) finish Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT
ThermoPlume – 70g contains non-textile parts of
animal origin real leather label Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119056-113/675
6 | Blaser Outfits VINTAGE Woolen Fleece Jacket Men´s
Color: olive mélange/mottled Material: Front and
sleeves: VINTAGE material 100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: 78%
polyester, 22% wool (lambswool) bonded with boa
Padding: Front & sleeve padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT – 133g Size: M – 4XL

9|

Item no.: 117054-136/575
7 | Blaser Outfits Fleece Jacket Men´s

8 | Blaser Outfits Gaiters

Color: mud Material: 100% polyester with (PFC-free)
finish Trimmings: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester Padding: 100% polyester (chest trimming right) Size: S – 4XL

Color: toffee Material: 59% polyamide, 41% polyester Size: one size

Item no.: 115008-008/675

Item no.: 113050-047/664
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For Highest Demands
The ARGALI line is tailor-made for active hunters and tuned for
performance. All ARGALI outfits are quiet, unbelievably comfortable
and also withstand wind and weather.

1 | olive
mélange

1|

brown
mélange

2|

1 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Vest Men´s
Color: brown mélange (576), olive mélange (523)
Material: 55% polyamide 45% polyester with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester (ARGALI
Fabric) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118033-001/576 | /523
3|
2 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI 3.0 Cap 
Color: terra unique Material: 50% cotton, 50%
polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Size: one size
Item no.: 119059-001/606

3 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Trousers Light Men´s
Color: olive mélange (523), brown mélange (576)
Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester, with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: Lining 1: 100% polyester,
Lining 2 (pocket lining): 63% polyester, 37% cotton
Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX Membrane:
polyester RAMBRANE (WP10.000/MVP 6.000)
Size: 46 – 60 | 25 – 29
Item no.: 117005-001/523 | /576
olive
mélange

brown
mélange

4 | Blaser Outfits Twill Shirt Classic Men´s
Color: olive/burned orange Material: 100% cotton
Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118061-087/564
5 | Blaser Outfits Basic Fleece Vest Men´s
Color: dark blue (443), dark chocolate brown (604)
Material: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 117041-112/443 | /604
6 | Blaser Outfits R8 T-Shirt Men´s
Color: marine (445), olive (555), brown (600), black
(800) Material: 100% cotton Size: S – 3XL
Item no.: 119020-006/445 | /555 | /600 | /800
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(445)

(445)

(555)

(600)
(555)

(800)

(800)

(600)
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BLASER
OUTFITS
VESTS &
TROUSERS
1|

Versatile Must-Haves
Enhanced ease of movement and optimum heat supply to the body,
our vests, which are lined with innovative Primaloft or certified premium
down from responsible origin, is the perfect
choice during transitional seasons.

2|

PREMIUM
DOWN FILLING

1 | Blaser Outfits Primaloft Vest Men´s
Color: brown Material: Shell fabric 1: 100% polyamide
with TeflonEcoElite™ finish; Shell fabric 2: 100% polyester
with C0 DWR Lining: Inside 1: 100% polyamide; Inside
2: 100% polyester Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT Hi Loft Ultra – 80g Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119014-113/600

2 | Blaser Outfits Down Vest Men´s
Color: brown Material: 100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings:
100% polyester Padding: 90% down 10% feathers – 85g
(RDS), Padding at lower part 10% polyester PRIMALOFT
Silver – 60g contains non-textile parts of animal
origin 90% down, 10% feathers
Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118046-026/600


3|

4|

3 | Blaser Outfits Canvas Forest Trousers Men´s
Color: khaki Material: 100% cotton (Canvas)
Trimmings: 72% polyamide, 16% polyester, 12% polyurethane with C0 DWR Size: 46 – 58 | 25 – 28
Item no.: 119005-070/551

4 | Blaser Outfits Canvas Trousers Winter Men´s
Color: dark brown Material: 100% cotton
Lining: 100% polyester Size: 46 – 62 | 25 – 30
Item no.: 118042-070/657

• Completely lined with
fleece on the inside


5 | Blaser Outfits Heavy Flannel Shirt Classic Men´s
Color: burned orange/brown checked Material: 100%
cotton Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119035-087/331
6 | Blaser Outfits Twill Shirt Modern Fit Men´s
Color: dark olive Material: 100% cotton
Trimmings: 100% cotton Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119038-087/566
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BLASER
OUTFITS
SHIRTS

One for Every Occasion
From the durable hunting shirts made of warming flannel or rugged twill
to our elegant business shirts or sporty leisure wear, our wide collection will
enrich your everyday life with a hunting style.

1|

2|

NEW

3|

1 | Blaser Outfits Soft Flannel Shirt Classic Men´s
4|

Color: camel-brown Material: 100% cotton
Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119034-087/661
2 | Blaser Outfits Twill Shirt Modern Men´s
Color: brown-orange Material: 100% cotton
Trimmings: 100% cotton Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119004-087/636
3 | Blaser Outfits Twill Shirt Men´s
Color: dark olive Material: 100% cotton (Twill)
Size: S – 3XL
Item no.: 116015-087/566
4 | Blaser Outfits Twill Shirt Men´s
Color: dune Material: 100% cotton (Twill)
Size: S – 3XL
Item no.: 116014-087/617
5 | Blaser Outfits Oxford Shirt Modern Fit Men´s
Color: olive/beige checked Material: 100% cotton
Size: S – 3XL
Item no.: 117038-087/524
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5|

BLASER
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6|

8|

7|

NEW

NEW

6 | Blaser Outfits Poplin Shirt Men´s
Color: white/blue checked Material: 100% cotton
Size: S – 3XL

9|

10 |

Item no.: 117043-087/136
7 | Blaser Outfits Oxford Shirt Modern Fit Men´s
Color: beige/blue/brown checked Material:
100% cotton Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119037-087/246
8 | Blaser Outfits Oxford Shirt Modern Fit Men´s
Color: navy/burned orange checked Material:
100% cotton Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119036-087/411
9 | Blaser Outfits Comfort Shirt Modern Men´s
Color: mud/orange/nature checked Material:
97% cotton, 3% elasthane Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118018-087/678
10 | Blaser Outfits Poplin Shirt Classic Men´s
Color: olive/natur/orange checked Material:
100% cotton Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118017-087/559
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JACKETS
1|
2|
3|

Wearing Fur? It’s All Natural!
Hunting responsibly and interacting sustainably with nature are an
essential part of Blaser Outfits’s
corporate philosophy. Following
the claim „Using fur, instead of
wasting it“, we exclusively use real
fur from sustainable hunting.
The Blaser Outfits Premium
collection is the result of our
cooperation with the Fellwechsel
GmbH (Fur Change GmbH) – a
subsidiary of the German Hunting Association (DJV) and the
Baden Wuerttemberg Hunting
Association (LJV) as well as „WE
PREFUR®“ – an initiative of the
German Furrier Association.
The exclusive Blaser Outfits
Premium loden jacket for men
captivates with a real-fur trim
made of raccoon. The fur used
is tanned ecologically in German specialist companies. Elegant details, such as real-horn
buttons as well as the high
collar with soft RAMTEX
trimming tastefully round off
this elegant loden jacket.

1 | Blaser Outfits Premium Loden Jacket Men´s
Color: grey-brown mottled Material: 90% virgin wool
10% alpaca wool Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings:
Trim 1 (sleeves, inside collar, pockets): 100% polyester,
Trim 2 (hood): real raccoon fur (Procyon lotor)
contains non-textile parts of animal origin Real fur
raccoon, real horn buttons, real leather zipper puller
Size: 48 – 56
Item no.: 119026-126/702
2 | Blaser Outfits Oxford Shirt Modern Fit Men´s
Color: burned orange/brown checked Material:
100% cotton Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 117003-087/331
3 | Blaser Outfits Softshell Jacket Men´s
Color: anthracite mélange Material: 64% polyester,
23% polyacrylic, 12% viscose, 1% polyamide, bonded
film Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX Membrane: bonded film (WP 3.000/
MVP 700) contains non-textile parts of animal
origin real leather label Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 118050-113/708
4 | Blaser Outfits Leather Belt (cow leather)
Color: brown (600) Material: 100% cow hide contains non-textile parts of animal origin cow hide
Size: S/M – XL
Item no.: 116124-032/600
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5|

7|

8|

9|

5 | Blaser Outfits Premium Loden Vest Men´s
Color: grey-brown mottled Material: 90% virgin
wool 10% alpaca wool Lining: nutria close-cropped
Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX contains
non-textile parts of animal origin close-cropped
nutria, real horn buttons, real leather zipper puller
Size: 48 – 56

8 | Blaser Outfits Reversible Leather Belt
Color: chestnut/black Material: 100% real leather
contains non-textile parts of animal origin real
leather

Item no.: 119027-126/702
6 | Blaser Outfits Fleece Jacket Men´s
Color: mud Material: 100% polyester Trimmings:
55% polyamide, 45% polyester Padding: 100%
polyester (chest trimming right) Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 115008-008/675

Item no.: 116123-032/673
7 | Blaser Outfits Soft Flannel Shirt Classic Men´s
Color: camel-brown Material: 100% cotton
Size: S – 4XL
Item no.: 119034-087/661

9 | Blaser Outfits Canvas Trousers Winter Men´s
Color: dark brown Material: 100% cotton
Lining: 100% polyester Size: 46 – 62 | 25 – 30
Item no.: 118042-070/657

Further information at: www.blaser.de/outfits/furchange
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Slip into It and Never Take It off Again!
The hood of the elegant Premium loden jacket for ladies caresses the face with
a fine stone marten fur insert. The inner front panel is fitted with cropped and
warming nutria fur. Fine details, such as the decorative ARGALI Paisley lining, real-horn
buttons as well as the high collar with soft RAMTEX edging stylishly round off the
luxurious appearance of the ladies’ loden jacket.

1|

2|
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For Every Day. With Every Look.
The elegant loden jacket with fine fur trimming does not
only cut a good figure when hunting, but also, when
combined with jeans and a blouse, becomes a beautiful
classic for every day.

Left side:

5|

1 | Blaser Outfits Premium Loden Jacket Ladies
Color: grey-brown mottled Material: 90% virgin
wool, 10% alpaca wool Lining: Lining 1: 100% polyester | Lining 2: nutria close-cropped Trimmings:
Trim 1 (sleeves, inside collar, pockets): 100% polyester |Trim 2 (hood): real stone marten fur contains
non-textile parts of animal origin Real fur of
stone marten and close-cropped nutria, real horn
buttons, real leather zipper puller Size: 34 – 46

6|
7|

Item no.: 119025-126/702
2 | Blaser Outfits Fleece Jacket Ladies 
Color: mud Material: 100% polyester Trimmings:
55% polyamide, 45% polyester Padding: 100%
polyester Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 115026-008/675
3 | Blaser Outfits Twill Blouse Ladies
Color: bordeaux/anthracite/light grey checked
Material: 100% cotton Size: 34 – 44
Item no.: 117063-087/338
4 | Blaser Outfits Premium Cushion
Color: grey-brown mottled Material: 90% virgin
wool, 10% alpaca wool Trimmings: Upper material
filling cushion: 100% cotton - filling cushion: goose
down; contains non-textile parts of animal
origin: real fur raccoon, goose down
Size: 45 x 35 cm
(B x H)
Item no.: 119064-126/702

Loden jacket with elegant
ARGALI Paisley lining

Right side:
5 | Blaser Outfits Popline Blouse Ladies
Color: white/blue checked Material: 100% cotton
Size: 34 – 44
Item no.: 118078-087/136
6 | Blaser Outfits Premium Loden Jacket Ladies (s.o.)
Item no.: 119025-126/702
7 | Blaser Outfits Softshell Jacket Ladies
Color: anthracite mélange Material: 64% polyester
23% polyacrylic 12% viscose 1% polyamide, bonded film
Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester
RAMTEX Padding: Trim padding: 100% polyester – 45g
Membrane: bonded film (WP 3.000/MVP 700) contains
non-textile parts of animal origin real leather label
Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 118052-113/708

Further information at: www.blaser.de/outfits/furchange
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BLASER
OUTFITS
LADIES
All-Rounders
Hunting passion or city life: Our
Blaser Outfits all-rounders support you with utmost functionality
and pleasant wearing comfort.
State-of-the-art, high-performing
materials have been selected for
feminine garments whose classy
look will never go out of fashion.

Blaser Outfits Travel Hat
Color: dark brown mottled Material: 100% new
wool (woll felt) contains non-textile parts of
animal origin real leather Size: 54 – 62
Item no.: 118079-119/670
Blaser Outfits Twill Blouse Ladies
Color: bordeaux/anthracite/light grey checked
Material: 100% cotton Size: 34 – 44
Item no.: 117063-087/338
Blaser Outfits Primaloft Jacket Ladies
Color: brown Material: Shell fabric 1: 100% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish, Shell fabric 2: 100%
polyester with DWR Lining: Inside 1: 100% polyamide, Inside 2: 100% polyester Padding: 100% polyester
PRIMALOFT Hi Loft Ultra – 80g Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 119013-113/600
Blaser Outfits RAM Trousers Light Ladies
Color: chestnut Material: RAM² shell fabric: 90%
polyester 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Lining: 100% polyester Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 6.000) Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 118028-071/668
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In Any Weather
Who says that multifunctional cannot also be chic? The Blaser Outfits HYBRID WP
ladies trousers fit perfectly to the body thanks to their feminine fit and elastic inserts,
making every movement with you. They are also waterproof, windproof and breathable. This is ensured by the sealed seams and the extremely lightweight HYBRID outer
fabric with TeflonEcoElite ™ finish.

1|

NEW

WATERPROOF

4|

WINDPROOF

2|

Back with
ARGALI embossing

3|
1 | Blaser Outfits Twill Blouse Ladies 
Color: bordeaux/nature/brown checked Material:
100% cotton Size: 34 – 46

4 | Blaser Outfits HYBRID WP Trousers Ladies

Item no.: 118066-087/346
2 | Blaser Outfits Basic Fleece Vest Ladies 

3 | Blaser Outfits Travel Hat 

Color: dark blue Material: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX Padding: Front
trim padding: 100% polyester – 60g Size: 34 – 46

Color: dark brown mottled Material: 100% new
wool (woll felt) contains non-textile parts of
animal origin real leather Size: 54 – 62

Color: nutmeg Material: 100% polyester laminated
(WP 10.000/MVP5.000) with TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Lining: 1+2: 100% polyester (Mesh + Print)
Trimmings: 95% polyester, 5% elastane laminated
(WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) with TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Membrane: laminated (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000)
Size: 34 – 46

Item no.: 118051-112/443

Item no.: 118079-119/670

Item no.: 119045-137/671
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“During the daily training with my dogs,
Blaser Outfits are the optimal
combination of style and function.”
			
tested by Petra Klemba,
Dog School Qudespah
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HYBRID WP
JACKET

Well-Designed Favorite Piece
The ingenious Blaser Outfits HYBRID 2-in-1 jacket is a true all-rounder, moves
stylishly on the hunting area, or when walking around town. Its exceptionally
lightweight outer jacket has a feminine cut and is waterproof, windproof and
breathable. The warming PRIMALOFT inner jacket in elegant midnight blue forms
a stylish combination. With its contrasting zippers, hoods and lining, it also cuts a
fine figure when worn on its own.

NEW
2|
1|

2 - in

ac

INNER JACKET
KEEPS WARM

-1
J

t
ke
1|

1 | Blaser Outfits HYBRID 2-in-1 WP Jacket Ladies 
Color: nutmeg Material: Outer jacket (HYBRID material):
100% polyester, laminated with TeflonEcoElite™ finish; Inner
jacket: 100% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish & down
proof Lining: 1 & 2 outer jacket: 100% polyester (mesh,
print); Inside inner jacket: 100% polyamide & down proof
Padding: Inner jacket: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT (Hi
Loft Ultra) – 120g Membrane: Outer jacket: lamination
(WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 119046-137/671
2 | Blaser Outfits Fleece Mittens 

OUTER JACKET
WATERPROOF
OUTER JACKET
WINDPROOF

Color: brown mélange Material: 100% polyester Lining:
100% polyester (microfleece) Trimmings: 60% polyamide,
40% polyurethane Padding: 100% polyester 3M Thinsulate
Size: S – XXL
Item no.: 111042-117/574 
The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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OUTFITS
LIFESTYLE
JACKETS

A Touch of Extravagance
Warming premium down, cozy faux fur, innovative functional
materials, fine details and a feminine cut – these are the ingredients
our lifestyle jackets for cold days offer.

1|

1 + 2 with elegant
ARGALI Paisley lining

2|

1 | Blaser Outfits Primaloft Jacket Ladies 
Color: taupe Material: Outer shell fabric (body,
sleeves, hood) : 100% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™
finish Lining: 100% polyester (lining fabric 1-4)
Trimmings: trimming 1 (grey): 80% polyester, 20%
cotton with DWR Finish | trimming 2 (black) : 95%
polyester, 5% elastane bonded with fleece, DWR Finish, trimming 3: 87% polyacrylic, 13% polyester (fake
fur collar) Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT
Down imitate – 222g contains non-textile parts of
animal origin real leather label Size: 34 – 44
Item no.: 117071-113/707
2 | Blaser Outfits VINTAGE
Down Parka Ladies 
Color: brown mélange Material: 100% polyester
with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: Lining 1
(ARGALI Paisley): 100% polyester, Lining 2 (sleeves) 100%
polyester, Lining 3 (hood): 100% polyester Trimmings:
Fake fur trimming (hood): 87% polyacrylic, 13% polyester
Padding: 90% down, 10% feathers – 200g (RDS-Down
Standard) contains non-textile parts of animal origin
90% down, 10% feathers Size: 34 – 44
Item no.: 118035-136/574
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Must-Haves for a Winter in the Field
The ARGALI line is tailor-made for active hunters and tuned for performance: All
ARGALI outfits are quiet, unbelievably comfortable and also withstand wind and w
 eather.
The natural color scheme is also a must for these outfits.

3|

BLASER
OUTFITS
ARGALI
LINE
4|

3 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI 3.0 Jacket Ladies
Color: terra unique Material: 50% cotton 40%
polyester 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish
Lining: Lining 1: 100% polyester (Microfleece); Lining 2:
100% polyamide Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX
Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT ThermoPlumeBody approx. – 200g; collar approx. – 60g Membrane:
polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000 / MVP 6.000)
Size: 34 – 44
Item no.: 117090-001/606

5|

4 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Jacket Winter Ladies
Color: brown mélange Material: 55% polyamide, 45%
polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: Lining
1 + 2: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester
RAMTEX Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT
Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/ MVP
6.000) Size: 34 – 44

6|

Item no.: 114028-001/576
5 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Trousers Winter Ladies 
Color: brown mélange Material: 55% polyamide,
45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining:
100% polyester Trimmings: 100% polyester RAMTEX
Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT Membrane:
polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 6.000)
Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 114073-001/576

6 | Blaser Outfits Fleece Hood
Color: brown Material: Shell fabric 1: 100% polyester, Shell fabric 2 (neck): 96% polyester, 4% elastane
Size: one size
Item no.: 118068-112/600
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1|

1 | Blaser Outfits Primaloft Jacket Ladies 
Color: brown Material: Shell fabric 1: 100%
polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish; Shell fabric 2:
100% polyester with C0 DWR Lining: Inside 1: 100%
polyamide; Inside 2: 100% polyester Padding: 100%
polyester PRIMALOFT Hi Loft Ultra – 80g Size:
34 – 46
Item no.: 119013-113/600
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Feminine Ease
Wonderfully warm and softly padded: Whether it is wool, down, fleece
or Primaloft – thanks to their innovative mix of materials our feminine
jackets are perfect companions for the transitional period. On winter days, they
provide cozy warmth when worn as a mid-layer under the winter jacket.

2|

3|

2 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI 3.0
Fleece Jacket Ladies 
Color: terra unique Material: Shell fabric 1 (Boa
Fleece): 64% polyester, 36% polyacrylic Lining:
Lining 1 (Body): 100% polyester; Lining 2 (Sleeves):
100% polyester Trimmings: Trimmings (ARGALI
fabric): 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE
(sleeves WP 10.000/MVP 6.000) Size: 34 – 46

5|

4|

Item no.: 117125-001/606
PREMIUM
DOWN FILLING

3 | Blaser Outfits Comfort Jacket Ladies
Color: bown Material: Shell fabric 1 (body): 100%
polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™ finish; Shell fabric
2 (sleeves & collar): 100% polyester Lining: 100%
polyamide Padding: 100% polyester PRIMALOFT
ThermoPlume – 60g Size: 34 – 46

• Lightweight among down vests
• Sporty elegant cut
• Decorative seams

Item no.: 118049-113/600
4 | Blaser Outfits Softshell Jacket Ladies

5 | Blaser Outfits Down Vest Ladies

Color: anthracite mélange Material: 64% polyester
23% polyacrylic 12% viscose, 1% polyamide, bonded
film Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: 100%
polyester RAMTEX Padding: Trim padding: 100%
polyester (loc.) – 45g Membrane: bonded film (WP
3.000/MVP 700) contains non-textile parts of
animal origin real leather label Size: 34 – 46

Color: brown Material: 100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester
Trimmings: 100% polyester Padding: 90% down,
10% feathers – 67g (RDS); Padding at lower part
100% polyester PRIMALOFT Silver – 60g und Federn contains non-textile parts of animal origin
90% down, 10% feathers Size: 34 – 44

Item no.: 118052-113/708

Item no.: 118047-026/600
The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.
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For Tough Conditions
The durable RAM material can withstand even adverse conditions and provides
reliable resistance to wind and rain with its membrane. Thanks to its robust
structure, RAM is the ideal choice for harsh conditions in the hunting field.
1|

2|

2|

1 | Blaser Outfits Twill Blouse Ladies
Color: beige/brown checked
Material: 100% cotton Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 118063-087/262
2 | Blaser Outfits RAM Jacket Light Ladies 
Color: chestnut Material: RAM shell fabric: 90%
polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™
finish Lining: Lining 1: 100% polyester; Lining 2:
100% polyamide Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 6.000) Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 118026-071/668
3|


3 | Blaser Outfits RAM Trousers Light Ladies 
Color: chestnut Material: RAM shell fabric: 90%
polyester, 10% polyamide with TeflonEcoElite™
finish Lining: 100% polyester Membrane: polyester
RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 6.000) Size: 34 – 46

3|

Item no.: 118028-071/668
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BLASER
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LADIES

With elegant
ARGALI Paisley
lining

5|

6|

7|

(243)

• Completely
lined with fleece
on the inside

(544)
4 | Blaser Outfits Popline Blouse Ladies
Color: white/blue checked Material: 100% cotton
Size: 34 – 46
Item no.: 118078-087/136

6 | Blaser Outfits V-T-Shirt Ladies
Color: beige mélange (243), reed green mélange (544)
Material:100% cotton Size: 34 – 46

5 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Quilted Vest Ladies

Item no.: 118020-006/243

Color: brown mélange Material: Outer shell fabric:
55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™
finish Lining: 100% polyester (paisley) | pocket
lining: 100% polyester micro-fleece Padding: 100%
polyester PRIMALOFT – 80g Size: 34 – 44

7 | Blaser Outfits Canvas Trousers Winter Ladies

Item no.: 117072-001/576

Item no.: 118043-070/657

Color: dark brown Material: 100% cotton
Lining: 100% polyester Size: 34 – 46
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BLASER
OUTFITS
STALKING
BOOTS
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The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.

Stealthy Soles
The exclusive Blaser Outfits boots are ideal for almost silent stalking. High-quality rubber
soles by Vibram® in combination with cushioned, particularly flexible EVA midsoles
provide an extremely low-noise rolling movement. Thanks to a high-tech membrane, they
are also waterproof and breathable, while the chromium-free tanned Perwanger leather
makes them durable and tough enough for any conditions.

1 | Blaser Outfits Stalking Boots “All Season”

2 | Blaser Outfits Stalking Boots “Spring”

Color: brown/black Material: Outer shell fabric: 100% cow hide; soles: 100%
elastodiene (Vibram®) Lining: 100% polyester Membrane: polyurethane, polyamide
contains non-textile parts of animal origin yes – cow hide Size: 39 – 47
Item no.: 116130-044/615

Color: brown/black Material: Outer shell fabric 1: 100% cow hide, Outer shell fabric
2: 100% polyamide (Cordura®); soles: 100% elastodiene (Vibram®) Lining: 100% polyester Membrane: polyurethane, polyamide contains non-textile parts of animal
origin yes – cow hide Size: 39 – 47

3 | Blaser Outfits Stalking Boots “Winter” 

4 | Blaser Outfits Casual Outdoor Shoes

Color: brown/black Material: Outer shell fabric: 100% cow hide; soles: 100% elastodiene (Vibram®) Lining: 100% polyester Membrane: polyurethane, polyamide contains non-textile parts of animal origin yes – cow hide Size: 39 – 47

Color: brown/black Material: Outer shell fabric: 80% cow leather, 15% polyester,
5% elastodiene; soles: elastodiene & polyurethane (Vibram®) Lining: 100% polyester
(Mesh) Trimmings: 100% cow leather contains non-textile parts of animal
origin yes – cow leather Size: 37 – 47

Item no.: 116131-044/615

Item no.: 116129-044/615

Item no.: 117116-044/615
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BLASER
OUTFITS
ACCESSORIES

For a safe shot when sitting game in winter, warm fingers are essential.
In order to keep a cool head, it has to be well-protected against icy temperatures.
This is the reason why every Blaser Outfits accessory is tuned to perform. Some of them
have been developed matching our lines ARGALI, ARGALI 3.0 and VINTAGE.

1 | Blaser Outfits RAMshell Touch Gloves 

2 | Blaser Outfits „Touch“ Gloves 

3 | Blaser Outfits Functional Gloves 

Color: dark brown Material: 100% polyester RAMshell Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: trimming 1
(palms): 100% goat leather; trimming 2 (fingers): 100%
polyester Padding: 100% polyester 3M Thinsulate –
40g contains non-textile parts of animal origin
goat leather Size: S – XXL

Conductive material enhances index fingers and
thumbs to allow for comfortable use of touchscreen
devices.
Color: dark brown Material: 92% polyester 8%
elastane Trimmings: Touch finger: 70% polyamide,
30% Silver Lurex Size: S – XXL

Its mix of materials ensures a perfect fit – including a
non-slip grip.
Color: dark brown Material: 100% polyester with
TeflonEcoElite™ finish Trimmings: cuffs & palms: 92%
polyester, 8% elastane Size: S – XXL

Item no.: 115087-011/657

Item no.: 113012-088/657

4 | Blaser Outfits Cap bi-color

5 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Patch Cap

6 | Blaser Outfits Cap Embroidered

Visor cap in a two-color mix, with noble ARGALI
embroidery. Color: olive Material: 100% cotton
Size: one size

Blaser Outfits Cap with Argali patch. It fits perfectly, is
light and comfortable to wear and scores highly thanks
to its design. Color: olive Material: 100% cotton
Size: one size

A wearer-friendly cap made of 100% cotton with a tab
for the German traditional “Branch of respect” and a
generous ARGALI embroidered logo. Color: brown
Material: 100% cotton Size: one size

Item no.: 118072-107/555

Item no.: 117103-107/600

Item no.: 118074-107/555
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Well Thought-Out

The feature „waterproof“ only refers to „membrane waterproof“.

Item no.: 118059-112/657

BLASER
OUTFITS
ACCESSORIES
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7 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Cap Basic

8 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI 3.0 Reversible Cap

9 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Reversible Cap 

Additional “fold-out” ear trimming. Color: olive
mélange (523), brown mélange (576) Lining,
Trimmings, Padding:100% polyester Membrane:
polyester RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000)
Size: M – XL

Additional “fold-out” ear trimming. Color: terra
unique Material: Shell fabric - ARGALI 3.0 fabric: 50%
cotton, 40% polyester, 10% polyamide TeflonEcoElite™
finish Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings: Orange
trimmings: 100% polyester Padding:100% polyester
– 100g Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE (WP
12.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – XL

Additional “fold-out” ear trimming. Color: brown
mélange Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester
with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester
Orange Trimmings: 100% polyester Padding: 100%
polyester – 100g Membrane: polyester RAMBRANE
(WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – XL

Item no.: 113020-001/523 | /576

Item no.: 118080-001/606

Item no.: 117098-001/576

10 | Blaser Outfits Cap Brown/Blaze

11 | Blaser Outfits VINTAGE Cap 

12 | Blaser Outfits ARGALI Cap Summer

Let’s go on driven hunt. Exclusive ARGALI embroidery
as noble attribute. Color: brown orange Material:
100% polyester Trimmings: 100% cotton Size: one
size

Additional “fold-out” ear trimming. Color: brown
mélange Material: 100% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Lining: 100% polyester Trimmings:
100% polyester (ear flaps) Membrane: polyester
RAMBRANE (WP 10.000/MVP 5.000) Size: S – XL

Color: brown mélange (576), olive mélange (523)
Material: 55% polyamide, 45% polyester with TeflonEcoElite™ finish Size: one size

Item no.: 118076-107/636

Item no.: 110021-001/576 |/523

Item no.: 115046-027/574
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Blaser Outfits Function Symbolism

WATER-REPELLENT

WINDPROOF

WATERPROOF

LOW NOISE LEVEL

KEEPS WARM

RAM WIND-LOCK

RAMBRANE

RAMTEX

Protection from hypothermia is of great importance
on the hunt, when phases of extreme physical activity
alternate with ones of motionless waiting. RAM
WIND-LOCK provides highly effective, breathable
protection from the wind.

RAMBRANE is the highly effective functional membrane, specially developed for the hunt and for outdoor wildlife observation. It is waterproof, windproof,
fully breathable and extremely tough and makes almost
no noise. It regulates the climate on the skin, keeping
it dry, even under severely wet conditions, together
with extreme physical exertion. During phases of less
activity, it provides thermal insulation.

RAMTEX combines a sophisticated appearance
with a character both robust, yet light. It appears as a
decorative, reinforcing element in high-quality outdoor
textiles and possesses the optical allure of suede
leather.

TeflonEcoElite™-Finish

PRIMALOFT®

The Teflon EcoEliteTM finish is the sustainable further development of the classic Teflon
finish. The impregnation is water-repellent, preserves the breathability of the outer fabric
and thus offers utmost wearing comfort.

Besides providing perfect thermal insulation, PRIMALOFT® is very quiet and water-repellent. Thanks to its low volume, it dries quickly and is thermally efficient.

PREMIUM
DOWN FILLING

348

TOUGH

ELASTIC

PREMIUM DOWN FILLING

All Blaser Outfits featuring this icon have
been designed for active hunting. They
follow every of your movements and optimally adapt to the shape of your body.

All of our garments featuring this icon
contain down fillings that correspond to
the RDS. The Responsible Down Standard
aims to ensure that down and feathers
come from animals that have not been
subjected to an unnecessary harm.

The new PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume insulation has the look and feel of real down.
The silky soft, particularly lightweight tufts of fibre plumes provide excellent thermal properties. In wet cold the PRIMALOFT® ThermoPlume insulation plays to its strengths: It is
water-repellent and thus also perfectly suitable for bad weather.
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-
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Short sizes US

Short sizes Russia

32-34

40-42

Unisex sizes US

Unisex sizes Russia

34

0

42

36

34

38

Regular sizes Germany

Regular sizes US

Regular sizes Russia

Regular sizes France

Regular sizes Spain

Regular sizes Italy

Women

XS

Unisex sizes Germany

Unisex

-

-

Short sizes Germany

40

44-46

36-38

S

-

48

38

46

Regular sizes US

48

46

Regular sizes Russia

Regular sizes Germany

Men

40

38

38

44

4

36

S

6 3/4
54

US
RUS

54-57
S

Europe
International

Caps

54

DE

Hats

37/38

International

42

38/40

40

46

8

38

52-54

44-46

L

55

44

42

42

48

10

40

M

39/40

6 7/8

55

54 Короткие

42 short

26

52

44

52

Collar size in cm

Shirts

48-50

40-42

M

52 Короткие

40 short

25

50

42

50

56

7

56

56-58

48-50

XL

L

57

7 1/8

57

41/42

56 Короткие

44 short

27

54

46

54

XL

43/44

M

58-59

58

7 1/4

58

46

44

44

50

12

42

60-62

52-54

XXL

58 Короткие

46 short

28

56

48

56

59

7 3/8

59

64-66

56-58

3XL

L

60-61

60

7 1/2

60

XXL

45/46

48

46

46

54

14

44

60 Короткие

48 short

29

58

50

58

61

7 5/8

61

3XL

47/48

68-70

60-62

4XL

-

-

-

60

52

60

XL

62-63

62

7 3/4

62

-

-

-

56

16

46

63

-

63

4XL

49/50

72-74

64-66

5XL

-

-

-

62

54

62

Size Chart
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BLASER WORLDWIDE
Find your nearest authorized B
 laser dealer on the interactive map at: www.blaser.de

North America
USA
Canada

South America
Peru
Chile
Uruguay
Argentina
Ecuador

Africa
Namibia
South Africa
Zambia
Mauritius

Europe
Iceland
Republic of Ireland
Great Britain
Finland
Norway
Sweden
Denmark
Belgium
Germany
France
Spain
Andorra
Portugal
Italy
Austria
Netherlands
Ireland
Switzerland
Luxembourg

Asia
Mongolia
Kyrgysztan
Japan
India

Australia and Oceania
Australia
New Zealand

Lithuania
Estonia
Latvia
Poland
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Hungary
Slovenia
Croatia
Serbia
Bulgary
Romania
Greece
Cyprus
Malta
Bosnia
Ukraine
Moldova
Russia

You can object to the use of your personal data for advertising purposes
at any time. To withdraw and revoke the consent you have given, please
notify us in written form, by telefax, by email or by phone.

We would like to thank all our hunters for taking part in the
photo shoots.
Subject to technical changes, errors and color variations.
Models can vary from country to country.
Blaser hunting rifles, ammunition and silencers are distributed
exclusively through authorized Blaser dealers and are
sold only to legal permit holders.

© Blaser 2019

Please understand the legal regulations for the usage of silencers in
your area and note that not every country allows their use.
Blaser GmbH
88316 Isny im Allgäu
Germany
Stay in touch!
Get the latest news and most recent developments by email:
sign up today for our Blaser newsletter at www.blaser.de

